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Abstract

In today’s rapidly changing economy, graduates are expected to be more
knowledgeable and well-prepared than ever before. Pedagogical discussion cases,
problem-based learning tools, are designed to improve students’ learning using their
prior knowledge and accumulating additional soft skills. The aim of the thesis was
to investigate the role of discussion cases on improving the knowledge sharing
among students working in groups and to provide empirical evidences to support it.
The framework used was developed from current literary research.
The thesis introduced a survey adopted from literary existing instruments and used
similar constructs to collect data on the environmental factors, motivational factors,
individual’s characteristics, lecturer’s role, industry representative’s role and
knowledge sharing to report on their effects on the students’ learning experiences
and learning outcomes.

The scales were measured using the seven-point Likert

scale based on the respondents’ level of agreement. The framework was analyzed
using Structure Equation Modelling through SPSS AMOS.
The results, based on statistical significance (the p-value ˂ 5%), showed that some of
the environmental factors positively influenced the students’ knowledge sharing
motivations. In addition, the industry representative’s (case protagonist) active
involvement in the classroom had significant impact on the students’ knowledge
sharing behaviors and that his/her role is a motivator for knowledge transfer among
the students.

i

The results also demonstrated that the students’ motivation to share knowledge was
not necessarily linked to their intention to share knowledge. Also, despite the
lecturer’s positive characteristics and the students’ strong positive opinion of the
lecturer, the students lack the motivation to share or even change their behaviors
towards sharing.
Another fundamental observation of the thesis is that knowledge sharing in the
classroom is different from that in the workplace and that a change of the classroom
culture towards a cooperative environment is integral for a motivational, behavioral
and intentional change to sharing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

In today’s competitive knowledge-based economy, the knowledge and skills earned
by university graduates are integral to their future employment prospects as well as
the country’s overall competitiveness (Glass 2008). To prepare work-ready graduates,
educational institutions and educators strive to be innovative in their quest to develop
novel teaching methods, provide students with challenging tasks and design and
implement practical pedagogies that could enhance students’ learning outcomes (Hu
& Kuh 2003). Discussion cases are constructive pedagogical instruments that
improve the in-depth coverage and synthesis of theories and ensure student
involvement (Sudzina 1997). A multimedia case study environment would enhance
the students’ confidence in their knowledge and stimulate their curiosity by
illustrating the application of theories in real-life situations (Wolter et al. 2013).
Discussion cases are commonly used at business schools because of their nature of
exposing students to real-life situations through a comprehensive interaction between
students and their instructors (Barnes 1994). Discussion cases enable students to be
proficient in communication, self-management, decision-making and problemsolving (Sawyer et al. 2000).
In this research, the lecturer developed case studies as educational support tools in
collaboration with industry to expose students to real-life business situations and
challenges. This thesis focuses on the sharing and retention of knowledge among
students working in groups to solve a real-life problem presented as a discussion case
during a semester-long project.
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During discussion case development, a small group of instructors and many
organisations in Vietnam—local and international—collaborated and developed
discussion cases for the Internet for Business course curriculum. These cases were
used both inside and outside the higher education information systems (IS)
classrooms. The aim was to assess the students’ abilities to apply the theories learned
during the lectures in real-world contexts, identify the case’s problem(s), analyse the
complex scenarios to identify possible alternatives and, finally, evaluate and adopt
the most effective solutions.
Once the case was introduced to the students, they were organised into groups of
three to four to read the case, identify emerging issues, conduct additional
background research on relevant topics, suggest possible solutions and analyse the
effects these alternatives may have to the organisation in the case.
During the first half of a class session, each student acted as a representative from the
group to share the group’s results with other representatives and present, justify,
debate and evaluate their group’s potential solutions for the business.
In the second half of the class session, the lecturer, acting as the class’s facilitator
and, whenever possible, the industry representative discussed and answered students’
questions and conveyed their opinions. In this manner, the whole class engaged in a
cooperative environment in which opinions were shared and discussed to find the
best solution.
The lecturer collected additional information identified by the students and the
industry representative’s views. The lecturer then revised the case study with the
organisation’s permission. The next cohort of students will then use the updated
discussion case.
2

This discussion case learning process highlights aspects of knowledge capture,
transfer, sharing, creation and retention. The exchange of knowledge among all
individuals involved contributes to the learning process at all levels. While most
previous research in knowledge management (KM) and education has focused on the
factors and motivations of sharing knowledge among academics and students in
general, this thesis adopts a new perspective by addressing the role of KM in
students’ learning based on the knowledge shared between students, lecturers and
industry representatives. In addition to knowledge sharing (KS), this process
incorporates knowledge creation (KC) and retention as elements for improving
student learning outcomes.

1.1 Knowledge Management
1.1.1 Definition of Knowledge
Due to the complexity of knowledge, researchers have not reached a consensus
definition of knowledge. However, they all agree that knowledge is distinguished
from data and information, but the three terms are highly related.
Data are facts and figures while information is data that have been processed and are
meaningful, organised, structured and useful (Dretske 1981; Machlup 2014).
Knowledge is a higher level of information and is possessed in individuals’ minds as
personalised information (which may or may not be new, unique, useful or accurate)
related to facts, procedures, concepts, interpretations, ideas, observations and
judgements (Alavi & Leidner 2001). Conversely, Tuomi (1999) suggested that the
hierarchy from data to knowledge is inverse as knowledge needs to exist before
information can be formulated and before data can be measured to form information.
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Although most researchers have similar views on data and information, there are no
mutual agreements in defining knowledge. Tzortzaki and Mihiotis (2014) stated that
in the economics literature, knowledge is an object embedded in organisational
regulation. Therefore, this perspective focuses on the differences between
information and knowledge. Nonaka (1994) presented another concept in which he
stated that knowledge is beliefs, commitments, perspectives, intentions and actions.
Davenport, De Long and Beers (1998) supported Nonaka’s perspective, stating that
knowledge is information combined with experiences, context, interpretations, and
reflections. In the knowledge-based economy, knowledge is becoming the primary
production factor on which competitive advantage rests.
Knowledge has two dimensions: tacit and explicit. Polanyi quoted, ‘We can know
more than we can tell’. He further elaborated that explicit knowledge is knowledge
that can be transferred through systematic language while tacit knowledge involves
personal quality, making it harder to communicate or transfer. Nonaka (1994) added
that tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in action, commitment and involvement in a
specific context. As tacit knowledge is personal and hard to formalise and
communicate, it is best transferred through experience, learning by doing,
observation, communication and face-to-face interaction. Since knowledge is the
most valuable asset for an organisation, knowledge transfer (KT) and KC are critical
to its growth and development, as it enhances employees’ capabilities and creativity
and can lead to an organisation’s competitive advantage. According to Jacobs (1996;
cited in Roelof, 1999), there are four stages in the development of the knowledgebased economy. These are the increasing importance of information, as information
and communication technology are being broadly applied, the shortening of the life
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cycle of products and technologies, the observed materialisation of the economy and
the rising of the network economy.
In the knowledge-based economy, the challenges to organisations include making
information productive, handling knowledge uncertainty in a globalised world and
accepting the growing importance of consumers and their individual wishes.
Therefore, KM would enable organisations to face the complexities accompanying
the emergence of the knowledge-based economy.
1.1.2 Defining Knowledge Management
Davenport (1994) defined Knowledge Management as the process of capturing,
distributing, and effectively using knowledge. However, Duhon (1998) provided a
more comprehensive definition being, "Knowledge management is a discipline that
promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, retrieving, and
sharing all of an enterprise's information assets. These assets may include databases,
documents, policies, procedures, and previously un-captured expertise and
experience in individual workers." Becerra et al. (2004) provided a more recent
definition being, “Knowledge Management can be defined as performing the
activities involved in discovering, capturing, sharing, and applying knowledge so as
to enhance, in a cost-effective fashion, the impact of knowledge on the unit’s goal
achievement.” According to Roelof (1999), KM is achieving organisational goals
through the strategy-driven motivation and facilitation of knowledge workers. This
allows knowledge workers to develop, enhance and use their capability to interpret
data and information (e.g., by using available sources of information, experience,
skills, culture and character) through a process of giving meaning to data and
information.
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Realising the importance of knowledge, Davenport et al. (1998) studied 31 KM
projects in 24 organisations and identified four objectives of KM:


To capture knowledge through creating KM repositories where knowledge
can be easily retrieved. Most organisations are using one or more external
knowledge repositories, such as competitive intelligence, structured internal
knowledge or informal internal knowledge.



To improve knowledge access through providing and facilitating the process
of KT between individuals through incentives and encouragement for the
action of knowledge seeking and KS.



To enhance the knowledge environment by initiating an environment that
encourages KC, KT and use, including compensations.



To manage knowledge as any other asset in the organisation as intellectual
property, including its monetary value.

1.1.3 Knowledge Creation
The concept of the spiral of KC (Nonaka, 1991) is widely recognised throughout the
KM discipline. Nonaka (1991) explained that the conversion from tacit to explicit
and vice versa follows four modes: (1) from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge, (2)
from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge, (3) from tacit knowledge to explicit
knowledge and (4) from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge.
First, tacit to tacit conversion occurs through the interaction of individuals through
observation, imitation and practice. This process does not require language but relies
heavily on the shared experience of the individuals, called ‘socialisation’.
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Second, explicit to explicit knowledge conversion takes place through the exchange
and combination of knowledge via meetings, conversations or reports. New
knowledge can be created through the synthesis of information from existing
information, termed ‘combination’.
Third, tacit to explicit conversion takes place by articulating the foundation of one’s
tacit knowledge and converting it into a new approach or product defined as
‘externalisation’.
Fourth, explicit to tacit conversion occurs when new explicit knowledge is shared
throughout the organisation and so other employees begin to internalise, broaden,
extend and reframe their own tacit knowledge. This process is called ‘internalisation’
and is associated with organisational learning.
Nonaka (1994) further added that socialisation, combination and internalisation are
profoundly linked to existing organisational behaviour. This may result in the
reduction of organisational externalisation development, whereas externalisation is
critical in innovation.
Alternative views on KC include Gourlay (2006), whose idea was developed from
Dewey (1916) and Schutz and Luckman (1974). Gourlay stated that knowledge
emerges from the management of two modes of behaviours. One is non-reflectional
experiences (Dewey 1916) or actions in daily life (Schutz and Luckmann 1974)
through which individuals act both consciously and unconsciously with respect to
objects of conscious and unconscious attention. The other is reflective experience
through which individuals act with conscious thought and attempt to analyse and
describe experiences or observed events to communicate something to others and
perhaps to control those events.
7

Bathelt et al. (2004) suggested that firms can create new knowledge when formed
into clusters with other organisations in similar or related types of activities through
local high-quality buzz and global pipelines. Since updated and valuable knowledge
will always be created in other parts of the world, those who can connect to such
sites of global excellence will gain competitive advantage. Further, information that
one cluster firm can acquire through its connections will be disclosed to other firms
in the cluster through local rumours.
1.1.4 Knowledge Transfer, Knowledge Sharing and Knowledge Barriers
Paulin and Suneson (2012) stated that many researchers often use the term KT and
KS interchangeably, with predominance towards KT. Further, they stressed that both
KT and KS refer to the exchange of knowledge but with different levels of analysis.
KS is frequently used when referring to individual levels (Fernie et al. 2003) and KT
is used when focusing on groups, departments, organisations or even businesses
(Argote & Ingram 2000; Szulanski et al. 2004). Wang and Noe (2010) asserted that
KT involves both the sharing of knowledge by the knowledge source and the
acquisition and application of knowledge by the recipient. Fernie et al. (2003)
believed that knowledge is highly individualistic and context-specific subjective. Ipe
(2003) identified four factors that could influence KS: (1) the nature of knowledge,
(2) the motivation to share, (3) the opportunities to share and (4) the culture and
work environment.
Knowledge barriers (KBs) refer to a set of factors that inhibit KT (Szulanski &
Cappetta 2003). In Szulanski’s earlier work, he introduced three factors as KBs: the
absorptive capacity of the recipient, casual ambiguity and an arduous relationship
between the source and recipient.
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Paulin and Suneson (2012) further stated that KBs had been viewed from three
different perspectives. First, there is a lack of knowledge about something depending
on barriers for KS or KT. Second, there is insufficient educational-level knowledge
in a certain area or about a particular topic. Third, the perceptual system of an
individual or group does not provide enough contact points or does not fit so that
incoming information can be converted from information to knowledge.
The focus of this research is on KS and KT among students, instructors and industry
representatives during a semester-long project using discussion cases. The thesis will
identify the factors that might affect such transfer and sharing. In addition, it will
focus on the capture of this knowledge and its retention for later use.

1.2 Discussion Cases in Learning and Teaching
1.2.1 Students’ Learning through Discussion Cases
Gill (2011) stated that discussion cases serve as the basis for discussions, most
commonly in higher education class settings where students must propose solutions
to problems that are identified in the cases and make decisions to solve those
problems. Through a comprehensive interaction between students and their
instructors, students are exposed to real-life situations using these discussion cases
(Barnes 1994).
Learning through discussion cases is often set out for students to tackle common
issues in the real business world. Students are required to connect theory and
application, and their interactions are enhanced and they feel more engaged (Kardash
& Wallace 2001; Prince 2004; Yadav et al. 2007). This leads to significantly higher
students’ perceptions of the materials and concepts being taught and provides
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students with satisfaction and a feeling of usefulness towards the course content
(Jeong Kim et al. 2012).
Based on Jean Piaget’s (1953) constructivism concept, in which humans generate
knowledge and meaning from interactions through their experiences and ideas,
students’ knowledge increase when they use their past knowledge and understanding
of the world to experience new things and reflect on those experiences. Discussion
cases enable students to exchange points of view and use their prior knowledge when
discussing and finding solutions to a case’s problem. In doing so, they also learn
from each other.
1.2.2 Teaching through Discussion Cases
Discussion cases rely on instructors to lead and facilitate the students’ learning as
well as the development of new knowledge (Wassermann 1994). Instructors must
consistently signal openness towards the students’ opinions and recognise their role
in contributing to their success (Gasiewski et al. 2012).
Teaching using discussion cases has long been used to deliver complex theories, as
students can usually relate and understand difficult concepts through inductive
reasoning. They learn through examples found from the case studies. Therefore,
discussion cases are considered an effective classroom technique.
1.2.3 Students’ Learning through Discussion Cases and the Role of Knowledge
Sharing
One of the most common frameworks used in understanding students’ learning is the
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. This framework consists of six major
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categories: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation (Bloom 1956).
The framework suggests that 1) problem solving, as one of the characteristics of
discussion cases, involves a number of different activities that enable higher-level
learning and 2) localised real-world problems provide a platform for students to
engage in lower-level learning activities to achieve Bloom’s ‘evaluation’ level.
Table 1.1: The Process of Learning through Pedagogical Discussion Cases
through Comparison to Bloom’s Taxonomy and Nonaka’s Spiral of Knowledge
Bloom’s

Learning Through Discussion Cases

Spiral of

Taxonomy (Bloom,

Knowledge

1956)

Creation
(Nonaka, 1991)

Knowledge—recall
facts and basic

1. Concepts are introduced to students during the

Internationalisation

one-hour lecture.

concepts
Comprehension—

2. Students record their understanding of the

explain ideas or

concepts through exercises on provided

concepts

worksheets.

Application—use

3. Outside of class, discussion cases are given to

information in new

groups of three to four students. Students

situations

analyse and prepare the decisions with

Analysis—draw

justifications to present in the next class.

Combination

Socialisation and
Combination

connections among
ideas
Evaluation—justify
a stand or decision

4. Each student acts as a representative from their
previous group to the new group and presents,
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Socialisation and
Combination

justifies and defends the decision the group
made earlier.
Creation—produce

5. As a large class discussion, students, lecturers

new or original

and representatives from organisations (case

works

protagonists) share their point of views and

Externalisation

form new ideas of the original work.

As shown in Table 1.1, the process of learning through discussion cases, Bloom’s
taxonomy and the spiral of knowledge concept align well to provide students with
problem solving, a higher-order learning that many students often miss.
However, for learning to be successful, this thesis argues that intensive KS must take
place among students, lecturers and representatives from organisations.

1.3 Nature of the Problem
To encourage students to communicate their previously acquired interdisciplinary
knowledge and to ensure their participation in the learning process, prior research
and literature has promoted the use of many methodologies. These methodologies
included the implementation of techniques, such as:


Dilemma-based assessment or problem-based learning (PBL), which was first
introduced into medical education in the 1950s. PBL is an instructional
methodology that introduces issues in a real-world context that students are
required to solve. The primary goal of PBL is to enhance learning by
requiring learners to solve problems.



Cooperative learning, which utilises techniques such as think-pair-share and
the jigsaw technique. Think-pair-share allows students to propose an answer
to a given problem and share and discuss their idea with a partner before
12

presenting the refined idea to another pair in the classroom. The jigsaw
technique divides a main group of students into smaller groups in which each
group is representative and presents and discusses refined ideas.


Work-integrated learning (WIL) is a relatively new technique of cooperative
learning designed to incorporate the principles of work into students’ learning
experiences, typically through real-world work experience like practicums,
internships or fieldwork (Cooper et al. 2010). WIL occurs in a controlled
environment in which students are assigned specific tasks and work with
mentors and coordinators to ensure specific lessons are learned.

In these three techniques, the level of student interaction increases and collaboration
is notable. In addition, the learners’ role is active rather than passive.
To ensure proper learning through these methodologies, effective KS is necessary as
is the exchange of knowledge, information, skills and expertise among students and
their instructors. Therefore, the urge to identify effective motivational factors to
enhance KS that would increase student involvement in the classroom is critical.
Currently, the literature lacks motivational factors (to the best of the researcher’s
knowledge) that enhance KS among students and instructors based on an active
learning process using pedagogical discussion cases.
Thus, this thesis will address this problem by introducing a new perspective on the
application of KM as part of student learning through the identification of
motivational factors that would increase KS between the instructor, students and
organisation’s case protagonist. These motivational factors intend to increase student
KC and retention and, hence, provide better student learning experiences and
outcomes. The use of pedagogical discussion cases as a mediator will help in
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achieving this aim through the incorporation of PBL, cooperative learning and WIL
techniques in the classroom’s teaching process.
This thesis argues that if students are motivated and there is active involvement with
the instructor and organisation’s case protagonist, the students will have a more
effective role in the overall learning process.

1.4 The Research Questions
The main research question aims to determine how students’ motivations and
intentions to KS would affect and improve their learning through the use of
pedagogical discussion case studies.
This aim is broken down into the following questions:


What are the motivational factors that motivate students to share what they
know? Such factors will be identified and adopted in the research.



What are the means that would help to capture students’ knowledge and how
might motivational factors trigger their intentions to release what they know
through increased collaboration?



How can KS be encouraged in an active learning-based approach through the
use of pedagogical discussion cases?



By introducing KM concepts into the classroom, how would students’
learning outcomes and experiences be improved?

1.5 Research Objectives and Significance
In this research, the researcher developed discussion cases that were developed in
collaboration with both international and local organisations in Vietnam.
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The cases were used to assess students both inside and outside higher education
Information System (IS) classrooms at an international university in Vietnam.
During the analysis and discussion process of the outcomes of decisions made under
complex situations, students were placed into small groups of three or four to
conduct additional background research on a topic outside of class before sharing
their findings inside class to yield the best-informed decisions. The lecturer, acting as
facilitator for the discussions, together with the industry representative’s active
involvement, created an atmosphere of sharing and communication in the classroom.
Additional information and solutions from students as well as the industry
representative’s observations were collected as a knowledge base for future student
cohorts.
This thesis will amalgamate the teaching, learning and KM needs as follows:


Teaching and learning needs are:


to enhance the students’ communication abilities to apply their past
interdisciplinary educational knowledge from other subjects



to increase the students’ motivation and inspiration by ensuring a
highly interactive environment with their instructors and industry
representative (case protagonist)



to prepare the students for future employment by improving their
critical thinking, creativity, teamwork and problem-solving abilities.



KM needs are:


to encourage and familiarise students to practice KC, knowledge
capturing, KS and knowledge retention, which are integral to their
future career in a knowledge economy
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to examine the methods that would increase the effectiveness of KC,
knowledge capture, KS and knowledge retention in higher education
instructors, students and organisation (case protagonist).

Accordingly, this thesis proposed a research framework as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Research Framework

1.6 Research Approach
1.6.1 Motivational and Intentional Factors to Share Knowledge
Wang and Noe (2010) reviewed concepts drawn from past KS research and
identified various research gaps. Based on these research gaps and Cummings’ (2004)
research model on how work groups and structural diversity are used as a mediator
between KS and work performance, this thesis introduced a model, identified
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motivational and intentional factors, developed pedagogical discussion cases as
mediators and drew and tested hypotheses to discover whether these factors affected
KS among students, lecturers and industry representatives. The model included
factors that contributed to students’ intentions to share their knowledge with their
peers, lecturers and industry representatives through a process that improved student
learning outcomes.
1.6.2 Motivational Factors
Masoumeh (2014) tested a similar model to that of Wang and Noe (2010). He
reviewed the relationship of trust, management support, individual attitude and
reward system with university lecturers’ KS. However, Masoumeh suggested that
quantitative research should be further developed. Moreover, past research has
focused on KS among lecturers and not among students. There is a need to
investigate further the individual attitudes, team level trust and cohesiveness,
emotion and positive psychology effect on students’ intention to KS. This was
considered an important aim by the current research.
1.6.3 Environmental Factors
Several researchers have investigated different environmental factors, such as
organisational and interpersonal context, team and cultural characteristics during
their research into KS at an organisational level (and not in classroom settings). The
proposed model introduces such factors, and based on the relationships to the model
will investigate the role of these factors on students’ motivations and intentions to
KS in a classroom context. These factors include instructor support and
encouragement, rewards and incentives, channels of communication, interpersonal
and team characteristics, diversity of team structure, demographics and personal
17

learning networks. In addition, cultural characteristics will also be addressed as part
of these factors. Cummings (2004) investigated team structural diversity as a
mediator between KS and work performance but not as a factor that investigates the
relationship between KS and KS intentions.

1.7 Research Context and Hypotheses
The lecturer and industry representative play an integral role in pedagogical
discussion cases, in which the lecturer facilitates class discussions and the industry
representative shares insight and experience from an organisational perspective. The
prior knowledge, experience and know-how they possess contribute to the
effectiveness of the classroom’s KS (see Figure 1.1).
Effective KS would ensure that students would achieve their learning outcomes, as
they would be exposed to the diverse perspectives, knowledge and experiences of
their lecturers, the contributing organisation and their peers. KS not only assures the
transfer of course knowledge content but also students’ abilities to apply that
knowledge before they can share and accumulate knowledge from each other’s ideas.
Moreover, through KS, the students have the opportunity to get feedback from the
three sources (Nonaka’s socialisation concept). Finally, increased KS could lead to
more learning engagement, leading to better learning outcomes. Hence, KS using
pedagogical discussion cases promises to increase student learning outcomes.
In addition, students’ abilities to discuss the case study outside the classroom before
case study analysis and solution development, as well as their engagement in its
discussion with their group members and those from other groups, demonstrates that
intra-group discussion also contributes to external group discussion.
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Therefore, this thesis introduced the following hypotheses:


Students’ individual characteristics:


H1a Students’ individual characteristics have a positive correlation
with motivational factors.



H1b Students’ individual characteristics have a positive correlation
with students’ intention to KS.



Environmental factors:


H2a Environmental factors have a positive correlation with
motivational factors.



H2b Environmental factors have a positive correlation with students’
intention to KS.



Motivational factors:


H3 Motivational factors have a positive correlation with students’
intention to KS.



Students’ intention to share knowledge:


H4 Students’ intention to share what they know has a positive
correlation with KS.



Lecturer’s roles:


H5a Lecturer has a positive correlation with KS in the classroom.



H5b Lecturer has a positive correlation with students’ intention to
share.




H5c Lecturer has a positive correlation with motivational factors.

Organisation’s (case protagonist) roles:
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H6a Industry representatives (case protagonists) have a positive
correlation with students’ KS.



H6b Industry representatives (case protagonists) have a positive
correlation with motivational factors.



KS environment:


H7 KS during initial small group discussions has a positive
correlation with KS in large class discussions.



Learning outcomes:


H8 KS using pedagogical discussion cases is positively correlated
with student learning outcomes.

Based on the relationships between these hypotheses (see Figure 1.1), they will be
investigated and their effects on student KS behaviours, motivations and intentions
will be reported.
To develop interesting and relevant discussion cases for the students and, hence,
boost their engagement, localised real discussion cases (i.e., pedagogical discussion
cases) were developed through the collaboration of a small group of lecturers and
international and local organisations in Vietnam, as discussed in page 14. Further to
the students’ own informed decisions, additional findings from students and the
responses of the organisation’s representatives were collected as a knowledge base in
the form of revised discussion cases to be used for subsequent student cohorts.Figure
1.2 shows the process of student learning through pedagogical discussion cases.
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Figure 1.2: Process of Student Learning Through Pedagogical Discussion Cases
Factors affecting the students’ intention to share their knowledge will be verified
based on the background literature and will be investigated and tested using
questionnaires.
SPSS AMOS v20 software (Arbuckle 2011) was used to undertake confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation modelling (SEM) to analyse the data
collected based on the proposed framework.
An email of the Participant Information and Consent Form (PICF) explaining the
research scope, objectives and a link directing respondents to an online survey tool
Qualtrics (https://www.qualtrics.com/) was sent to students upon approval from the
Charles Darwin University Human Ethics Committee. The first page of the survey
consisted of a plain language statement and thank you note for agreeing to participate
in the survey. At the end of the survey, respondents were asked non-identifying
demographic details regarding their age, sex and academic program. The expected
sample size was at least 200.
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The outcome will contribute to the learning and teaching discipline, as it will
introduce a new perspective on KM in students’ learning through KS, which occurs
between the instructor, students and organisation (case protagonist). This will lead to
KC and retention and, hence, improved student learning experiences and outcomes.

1.8 Summary
This chapter paved the ground for the thesis concepts, definitions, pedagogical tools
and the bases of students’ learning. It also presented the thesis main question,
objectives, framework, hypotheses and the research approach. Hence, the focus was
to provide the reader with an overall understanding of how all these diverse concepts
are linked together to shape the rest of the thesis’ chapters. The chapter provided
clear definition of what knowledge is, this was necessary in order to establish a
ground for the use of knowledge sharing as the foundational concept in the thesis.
The main constituents of knowledge management, namely knowledge creation,
knowledge sharing, knowledge transfer and knowledge retention, were introduced
and discussed in order to lay down an overview of these terminologies and their
effect on the students’ knowledge sharing initiatives in a Decision-Based case group
work. Addressing knowledge creation in this chapter aimed at demonstrating the
different stages of tacit to explicit transformation of a piece of knowledge goes
through. The chapter also draws a comparison between KT and KS because the two
terms, although different in nature, are used interchangeably in the literature, the
thesis adopts KS as its basis rather than KT and assumes it is the willingness of the
individual to release what he/she knows to others. Barriers which inhibit KS among
individuals, particularly among students in a discussion-based classroom, are
discussed and the chapter discussed their different types.
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The students’ teaching and learning through discussion cases was also addressed in
this chapter. Their role, from a perspective of KS, in enhancing the students’ learning
in academia was discussed based on recent literary research. The chapter stated that
the adoption of discussion cases would enable the students to increase their group’s
discussions, hence increase their exchange of ideas and know-how. On the other
hand, the role of the educator and the industry representative in the classroom
learning process, as well as the acquisition of new knowledge were also discussed.
The chapter introduced the thesis’s nature of the problem and posited that by
following dilemma-based, cooperative learning and/or work-integrated methodology
would help in better students’ engagements, hence knowledge sharing. The
research’s question was also introduced as well as the objectives and the significance
of the thesis in the students’ learning. The research question was addressed in this
chapter by discussing the students’ motivational and intentional factors which might
increase/decrease their knowledge sharing.

Finally, the thesis’ framework, the

research context and the developed hypotheses were introduced.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter introduces the background literature that formed the foundation of the
thesis’s conceptual framework and empirical research. The literature review followed
a traditional review process, focusing on literary areas directly related to the subject
matter of the research. The most recent, relevant and seminal sources were selected
for inclusion rather than including all sources (Galvan 2014). The literature review
was mainly based on academic sources, such as reference books, textbooks, peerreviewed journals and conferences articles. Most sources were recent publications
dating from the past 11 years (2006 to 2017) to ensure a solid foundation of
knowledge, although some important sources from earlier years were referenced for
their integral findings and influence on the literature.
The chapter introduces the main topics of the research and then focuses on
information directly related to the building of the theoretical framework. First, the
definition and theory of KM and its building block stages are examined (see Section
2.1). Second, the definition of KS (see Section 2.5) and factors in motivation (see
Section 2.6) are investigated. Third, Section 2.7 provides further discussion
addressing KS and student outcomes. Last, the conceptual framework and the study’s
hypotheses are introduced (see Section 2.8).

2.1 Knowledge Management
KM building blocks and its concepts, specifically KS, form the foundation of this
section. The literature provides diverse definitions and perspectives on KM that
reflect its multidisciplinary nature. Some of these definitions are rooted in
organisational research and others in computing systems research, such as artificial
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intelligence and document management (Wiig 1997). This thesis focuses on the
organisational and interpersonal aspects of KM rather than on its implementation and
computational aspects. In organisational terms, modern KM stems from Nonaka and
Takeuchi’s (1995) research. Based on their research in Japanese companies, Nonaka
and Takeuchi introduced one of the earliest definitions of KM together with ample
explanation of its importance and utility. Nonaka and Peltokorpi’s (2006) definition
of knowledge distinguished it from data and information, stating that ‘data can be
classified as raw numbers, images, words and sounds derived from observation or
measurement. Information represents data arranged in a meaningful pattern. Unlike
information, knowledge is about beliefs, commitments, perspectives, intention, and
action [based on this knowledge].’ This definition is complex and intentionally broad,
but encompasses the cognitive and attitudinal aspects of knowledge based on an
individual’s perception of information (Nonaka & Peltokorpi 2006). Other authors
stressed the need for a broader definition of knowledge for effective KM, stating that
knowledge is a highly complex concept that is difficult to share among
organisational employees and groups (Quintas et al. 1997). Teaching is concerned
with objective knowledge, which embraces facts and procedural knowledge that can
be communicated using spoken or written language (Von Glasersfeld 1998).
However, a Piagetian perspective on knowledge holds that knowledge can be
constructed through experience and interactions with others (Von Glasersfeld 1998).
According to its nature and focus on team learning, Von Glaserfield’s perspective on
knowledge will mainly be adopted for this study.
KM is often defined as an organisational capability for leveraging an organisation’s
knowledge assets to make it more competitive (Wiig 1997). For example, ‘the
overall purpose of KM is to maximize the enterprise’s knowledge-related
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effectiveness and returns from its knowledge assets and to renew them constantly.
KM is to understand, focus on and manage systematic, explicit, and deliberate
knowledge building, renewal, and application’ (Wiig 1997). This definition is very
similar to that offered by other authors (see Gold et al. 2001). However, Gold et al.
(2001) further developed the organisational definition of KM by highlighting the
importance of technical, cultural and structural infrastructures that support KM
within the organisation. Technological infrastructures such as business intelligence
systems, organisational structures intended to support KM and cultural elements such
as a culture of sharing, all contribute to the development of KM (Gold et al. 2001).
These technical infrastructures are usually termed knowledge management systems
(KMSs) (Alavi & Leidner 2001). The development of KMSs draws on the theory of
organisational KM but is a separate technical discipline (Alavi & Leidner 2001).
Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) model is based on a spiral of KC (see Figure 2.1), in
which different forms of knowledge are combined, socialised, internalised and
externalised to generate new types of knowledge. The types of knowledge identified
by the authors include tacit knowledge (i.e., unwritten knowledge that may not be
recognised by the knowledge holder and may be passed person-to-person) and
explicit knowledge (i.e., knowledge that is written down and shared formally
between others) (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). Typical types of tacit knowledge
include social and kinetic knowledge or body memory (i.e., being able to do
something physically without analysis) (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). Types of explicit
knowledge include written policies and procedures, facts and organisational roles
and positions (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). For Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), the
purpose of introducing KM to an organisation is to ensure the proper capture and
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transformation of employees’ tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge and to
disseminate that knowledge for use throughout the organisation.

Figure 2.1: The ‘Spiral’ of Knowledge Creation (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995)
There are various ways in which KM is conceptualised as an interpersonal process,
including KC, KT, KS and KBs (Paulin & Suneson 2012). As Paulin and Suneson
(2012) observed, these terms are often poorly defined and have conflicting
definitions and uses within the literature. In the next four sections, each of these
concepts will be defined and their associated processes will be discussed and
critically examined.
2.1.1 Knowledge Creation
The literature provides diverse KC definitions. Some define KC as ‘a process in
which individual knowledge is amplified and internalized as part of an organization’s
knowledge base and vice versa … [that] starts with individuals as humans acquire and
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process tacit knowledge in environmental interaction’ (Nonaka & Peltokorpi 2006).
The conceptual space in which humans interact and create knowledge is termed ba
(loosely translating to place) (Nonaka & Konno 1998). This place can be a physical
place (e.g., a classroom or other meeting places), a conceptual space (e.g., a shared
ontology and epistemology), a virtual space (e.g., an online discussion forum) or
even an individual space (e.g., an individual reading a book) (Nonaka & Konno
1998). The importance of the concept of ba is that it acknowledges the interpersonal
nature of KC and demonstrates that KC is an activity, not a passive state—
individuals and groups must do something to create knowledge (Nonaka & Konno
1998).
2.1.1.1 The SECI Model of KC
The socialisation, externalisation, combination and internalisation (SECI) model of
KC was proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) as a way to explain how tacit and
explicit knowledge are created within an organisation (see Figure 2.2). This model
proposes four modes of KC, including two modes of KC (i.e., socialisation and
combination) and two modes of transformation between modes of knowledge (i.e.,
externalisation and internalisation) (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). In socialisation, tacit
knowledge is created from experiences, while in combination, explicit knowledge is
created from existing explicit knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). In
externalisation, tacit knowledge is made explicit through a process of uttering or
writing about knowledge, while in internalisation, practice and experience is used to
internalise (make tacit) explicit knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995).
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Socialisation

Externalisation

Creation of tacit knowledge from experience

Articulation of tacit knowledge through

(Tacit → Tacit)

discussion, writing or reflection and creation
of explicit knowledge
(Tacit → Explicit)

Internalisation

Combination

Embodiment of explicit knowledge into tacit

Creation and application of explicit

knowledge

knowledge

(Explicit → Tacit)

(Explicit → Explicit)

Figure 2.2: Summary of the SECI Model (Adapted from Nonaka and Takeuchi
1995)
Although the SECI model appears tidy, there are some distinct critiques regarding its
direct application. One of these critiques claims that it has very little empirical
support, even though it mostly seems reasonable (Gourlay 2006). Further, the modes
that are supported (i.e., socialisation and externalisation) could be explained in a
simpler manner. Gourlay (2006) pointed out that learning by doing and talking about
a topic are not the only modes of learning and people routinely learn new skills
without expert guidance. Perhaps the issue of most concern is that this model
theorises KC as a top–down practice, with KC led by managers and utilised only for
the good of the organisation (Gourlay 2006). The model also largely ignores the
value of tacit knowledge and the importance of concepts like know-how, know-what,
and know-that (a distinction between the knowledge of procedures or skills and the
knowledge of facts) (Gourlay 2006). The SECI model also ignores the importance of
collaboration between individuals, instead positioning KC as an organisational
activity (Blomqvist & Levy 2006). Thus, the SECI model is a relatively weak model
for KC. Other alternative models, such as knowledge construction models that are
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based on the creation of knowledge through interaction and KS between individuals,
have also been developed (van Aalst 2009). However, these models are not as
entrenched in the literature as the SECI model. For this research, the SECI model
will be adopted while keeping in mind its shortcomings and other researchers’
reservations about the model. In addition, alternative models will be referred to
develop a better understanding of the KC process.
2.1.2 Knowledge Transfer
KT can be defined as ‘the process through which one individual or group is affected
by the experience of another’ (Watson & Hewett 2006). Watson and Hewett (2006)
stated that KT is a two-sided communicative act, in which one person provides
knowledge (i.e., knowledge contribution) and others receive and reuse this
knowledge (i.e., knowledge reuse). This definition of KT assumes that the transfer
occurs within large organisations that develop systematic processes of capturing,
storing and reusing knowledge (Watson & Hewett 2006). While this may be a
reasonable assumption, it is inappropriate in this research, as its scope is an informal
organisational context (i.e., small classroom learning teams). Consequently, a model
of KT derived from student systems development teams provides more useful insight
into how KT occurs within a small group (Joshi et al. 2007). These authors
advocated the direct sharing of knowledge between individuals and its application as
a key process (Joshi et al. 2007).
KT is best understood not as a single act but as a continual process of knowledge
interchange that takes place over time (i.e., diachronically) (Szulanski 2000).
Consequently, KT does not happen at the same rate throughout the learning process,
as there might be barriers and challenges that hinder learners at different stages of the
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process (Szulanski 2000). For example, KT may initially be high but may be slowed
by inter-team conflict or other challenges; conversely, it may initially be slow until
team members become acquainted with each other (Szulanski 2000). In a small team
context, the source attributes, such as the source’s credibility and capability as well
as the degree of communication between individuals, affects KT (Joshi et al. 2007).
In other words, in small team contexts KT does not happen uncritically; instead,
individuals receiving and potentially reusing the knowledge assess both the
knowledge itself and its source before its adoption (Joshi et al. 2007). Further, KT is
not a one-way process, but represents an interaction between multiple individuals or
groups with different sources and models of knowledge (Davies et al. 2008). Davies
et al. (2008) suggested that knowledge interaction, rather than KT, would be more
appropriate in multi-way communication, which is a natural process of knowledge.
As with KC, there are some critiques of KT. One of these critiques is that KT is often
used interchangeably with KS, and the concepts of KT and KS have significant
overlaps even when independently defined (Paulin & Suneson 2012). Others argued
that KT is often examined from an organisational or inter-organisational perspective,
rather than from an individual perspective, making it difficult to assess KT within
small groups (Joshi et al. 2007). Despite these critiques, KT is an important concept
in KM and it is important to understand how KT takes place. In this research, KT
will be considered as a process of interaction, exchange and reuse of knowledge
between students, through which varying knowledge perspectives and sources
influence the outcomes.
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2.1.3 Knowledge Sharing
Wang and Noe (2010) defined KS as ‘the provision of task information and knowhow to help others and to collaborate with others to solve problems, develop new
ideas, or implement policies or procedures’. They added that KS could happen
through formal documentation (i.e., knowledge capture), direct communication or
through writing (Wang & Noe 2010). Others stated that KS is conceived through the
flow of information between individuals, both providing and receiving knowledge
(Cabrera et al. 2006). Within the aforementioned flow, individuals provide, seek out
and receive knowledge from others and integrate it into their own knowledge set
(Cabrera et al. 2006). Although Wang and Noe (2010) distinguished this interactive
process as knowledge exchange (KE), it is useful to consider KS and KE as a
reciprocal process following the definition of Cabrera et al. (2006).
There are a number of benefits of KS, but one of the most cited benefits advocates
that individuals have different areas of knowledge and expertise, and sharing this
knowledge could help to improve individuals’ overall performance (Haas & Hansen
2007). Haas and Hansen (2007) suggested that knowledge and its effects are diverse;
for example, interpersonal knowledge may have different effects than procedural
knowledge. Other authors have discussed the differences between tacit and explicit
knowledge and stated that sharing tacit knowledge is highly dependent on
interpersonal trust in a way that explicit knowledge is not (Holste & Fields 2010).
This is due to the differences between the two. Tacit knowledge is rooted in the mind
of the individual and considered unique, while explicit knowledge is rooted in, for
example, documents, books and procedures (Holste & Fields 2010). Thus, similar to
KT, KS cannot be presumed as a uniform process in which individuals do not make
assessments about the suitability of sharing.
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At the individual level, KS is also highly variable, depending on factors, such as
organisational context; interpersonal, team, cultural and individual characteristics;
and motivational factors and perceptions (Wang & Noe 2010) (see Figure 2.3).
However, some of these relationships are exploratory and require further research
and study, as the research on KS is still in its infancy despite its importance (Wang &
Noe 2010).
KS has been criticised, as it often overlaps with KT in terms of its concepts and
definitions and the two concepts may be used interchangeably, creating confusion
about whether they are actually two distinct concepts (Paulin & Suneson 2012). A
useful definition posited by Wang and Noe (2010) states that KS is most often used
to refer to the interpersonal or individual exchange of knowledge, while KT most
often refers to the organisational processes of exchanging knowledge. This
distinction will be used in this research to conceptually distinguish between KS and
KT.
2.1.4 Knowledge Barriers
KB is briefly defined as the environmental or internal factors that hinder KC, KT or
KS or make them more difficult to happen (Szulanski 2002). Szulanski (2002)
argued that within an organisation, KT can be sticky—or difficult—due to barriers
related to individual characteristics, organisational structures or culture or other
aspects of KT and KS. Similar to KT and KS, KB is also an indistinct concept,
covering at least three different areas. These include the barriers to KT or KS, the
lack of education about the topic or the inability to correctly reference and use
information to create knowledge (Paulin & Suneson 2012). Further, Paulin and
Suneson (2012) noted that these differences in definition are not always clear, as
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Figure 2.3: A Preliminary Causal Framework of Knowledge Sharing (Wang & Noe 2010)
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authors do not always provide clear definitions (Paulin & Suneson 2012). This is a
problematic situation, since it precludes a precise definition of KB. As this research
is primarily concerned with individual interactions, any of the three definitions about
KB could be used but the institutional and structural barriers to KT or KS may not be
as relevant.
The literature identifies many different types of KB that could inhibit KS among
individuals. For example, cross-cultural barriers could inhibit effective KS or KT
because of conflicting cultural expectations regarding communication, levels of
collectiveness or other significant differences (Ray 2014). Individuals of different
cultures may also face challenges in communicating knowledge because of language
barriers, lack of cultural knowledge or conflicting cultural norms (Williams 2007).
There may also be different expectations for organisational norms that can affect KS
(Williams 2007). While this issue has mainly been studied as an organisational
problem, it is critically important for classroom learning, especially at higher
educational institutions. For example, Chinese students are often perceived as quiet
and non-interactive in Western classrooms, which tend to encourage interaction and
speaking out (Turner 2006). However, these students struggle against cultural norms,
presuming that instructors are unaware of these conflicting norms and accept these
norms as implicit. In addition, these students are not offered assistance to overcome
these barriers to share knowledge (Turner 2006). This can result not just in lack of
KS and KT, but also in student depression, isolation and lack of effective learning
(Turner 2006). Accordingly, the cultural issues related to KB are considered critical
problems to be addressed in this research.
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The flow of knowledge between individuals or within an organisation is another
critical problem of KB (Lin et al. 2008). For example, the organisation, whether
formal or informal, could lack the mechanisms for codifying or sharing knowledge
or could make it difficult for learners to access information and knowledge (Lin et al.
2008). Thus, this might diminish individuals’ abilities to share what they know or
prevent them from effectively accessing knowledge, resulting in limitations in KT
(Lin et al. 2008). While this may not seem an important issue for informal
organisations such as classroom teams, it could in fact have an effect. For example, if
classroom teams fail to set up proper communication channels, they could face
similar barriers.

2.2 Discussion Cases in Learning and Teaching
In this research, discussion cases are the basis for classroom learning. A discussion
case, often referred to as a case study or problem case, is a method of teaching in
which students are presented with a scenario and some (though typically not all) data
and are required to analyse the case’s problem (Ellet 2007). Students address the case
either individually or in teams to develop the problem definition, analyse the
problem using methods and techniques they have learned in theory, answer specific
questions and present persuasive solutions (Ellet 2007). Cases are typically based on
real information and often involve industry partners that provide insight and
information about the historic situation on which the case is based (Ellet 2007). The
case method is designed to involve students in the learning process, teach them to
apply concepts flexibly and solve complex real-life problems (Herreid 2007). Casebased learning methods are commonplace in many different disciplines that require
analysis and application of different forms of knowledge, including business, finance
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and medicine (Ellet 2007). This section reviews two facets of case-based learning,
including students’ learning through discussion cases (see Section 2.2.1) and
teaching through discussion cases (see Section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 Students’ Learning through Discussion Cases
There are two overarching models of how students learn using discussion cases;
namely, PBL and cooperative learning.
2.2.1.1 Problem-based Learning
One of the oldest models of discussion case-based learning is PBL. PBL is defined as
‘an instructional method in which students learn through facilitated problem
solving … [centred] on a complex problem that does not have a single correct answer’
(Hmelo-Silver 2004).
Hmelo-Silver (2004) identified five goals for PBL, including ‘1) flexible knowledge,
2) effective problem-solving skills, 3) self-directed learning (SDL) skills, 4) effective
collaboration skills, and 5) intrinsic motivation’. The PBL teaching process follows a
cyclical, staged learning approach (see Figure 2.4) (Hmelo-Silver 2004). It also
requires students to work in small collaborative groups in which they identify the
problem and attempt to solve it using new and existing knowledge (Hmelo-Silver
2004; Wood 2003). In a typical session using this approach, the students work with a
whiteboard or other devices, with one student acting as the chair (who reads the
scenario and triggers and directs the discussion) and another as the scribe (who takes
notes) (Wood 2003). Triggered material may include a written scenario, data,
photographs and video, journal articles or other information (Wood 2003). The
students then identify the problem and find a solution (Wood 2003). During this
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process, the teacher acts as a facilitator, rather than following the traditional front of
the class teaching approach (Hmelo-Silver 2004).

Figure 2.4: The Problem-Based Learning Cycle (Hmelo-Silver 2004)
PBL was originally developed in the 1950s, and became widespread in the medical
field during the 1970s as a response to poor student performance taught primarily
through rote (repeating without thinking) memorisation (Hung et al. 2008). Since
then, it has been broadly applied in other fields of higher education, including
business, architecture, engineering and law (Hung et al. 2008). It has also been
adopted in ‘hard’ science fields like biology as well as humanities courses and
leadership education (Hung et al. 2008). In the 1990s, PBL also began to be utilised
at the K-12 educational level (Hung et al. 2008). Thus, while PBL started as a
method of medical teaching, it is currently adopted in different fields and disciplines.
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Despite its widespread use, authors have identified some weaknesses related to
PBL’s effectiveness. Hmelo-Silver (2004) noted that despite the widespread nature
of the method as observed by Hung et al. (2008), most research has focused mainly
on medical education and gifted students at the K-12 level. This echoes the
observations of current researchers who are searching for evidence about the
effectiveness of PBL as a multidisciplinary teaching method. Further, out of the five
PBL goals, extensive research was only conducted on three of them: flexible
knowledge, problem-solving skills and SDL. Some authors argued that there is
sufficient evidence about the effectiveness of the approach (Hmelo-Silver 2004;
Hung et al. 2008; Wood 2003). Others have made different assessments (Kirschner et
al. 2006; Neville 2009) by including it within a set of SDL approaches that they
criticise as being less efficient and effective for learners than traditional guided
learning. Kirschner et al. (2006) argued that typical learners using PBL do not have
sufficient expertise to be effectively self-guided and, thus, struggle more than those
in a more strongly guided learning practice. Neville’s (2009) critique of PBL was
based on weak empirical foundations and a lack of strong evidence for its
effectiveness, stating that when used to educate medical professionals using PBL,
learners showed more technical competency than those from traditional,
memorisation-based systems (Neville 2009). Thus, PBL requires substantially more
development and empirical assessment to be fully supported as an effective
approach.
2.2.1.1.1 Dilemma-Based Assessment
An alternative approach to PBL is dilemma-based assessment, a graduate-level
teaching methodology developed by Geoff Scott (2015, 2016). Like PBL, it focuses
on the presentation of problems (called dilemmas) that students then work on to find
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solutions with available tools. However, the dilemmas come not from industry
partners but from real working situations derived from challenges faced by early
career graduates. Students may be presented with similar dilemmas in both formative
and summative assessment situations. They are asked what strategy they would adopt
to solve the problem and then to compare their solutions with the organisation’s
actual solution (Scott 2015, 2016). The dilemma-based assessment model is
promising, as it could improve the PBL approach and draws on real-life modelling
situations that graduate students may face in their future careers. However, at this
point this model is underdeveloped and its use is still very limited.
2.2.1.2 Cooperative Learning
The cooperative learning approach also uses discussion cases as a common teaching
method. Cooperative learning refers to the use of group work in the classroom to
encourage independent learning through academic and social engagement between
peers, whereby, it seeks to develop positive interdependence between students, as
each student’s learning depends on each other (Jolliffe 2007). It also encourages
individual accountability, with each member of the group assigned a distinct role
(Jolliffe 2007). Cooperative learning is more than a collaborative process; it is
oriented towards developing students’ problem-solving and cooperative skills,
requiring them to work together and engage with the available materials (Schul
2011). Thus, cooperative learning can be summed up as a group-based strategy for
classroom learning in which students learn and are responsible for each other’s
teaching. Through cooperative learning, students learn the course material and also
social, communication and teaching skills (Jolliffe 2007). This offers them a broader
learning experience. Cooperative learning is commonly used in K-12 classrooms but
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may also be used in higher education (Jolliffe 2007; Schul 2011). There are three
approaches to cooperative learning that are feasible for the current research: thinkpair-share, the jigsaw approach and WIL. Each is briefly described next.
2.2.1.2.1 Think-Pair-Share Approach
The think-pair-share method of cooperative learning is one of the simplest and oldest
student-oriented techniques (Orlich et al. 2012). In this method, the teacher poses a
question or presents a situation and then asks the students to think about a possible
answer. Informal partners or teams are selected (i.e., pairing) and students discuss
their responses before sharing them with the class (Orlich et al. 2012). The thinkpair-share is a simple strategy that has been shown to be highly effective in
increasing student participation and engagement with the material (Schul 2011). For
example, one study in an introductory computer science classroom showed that 83
per cent of students were engaged in the activity when the think-pair-share method
was used, and these results were sustained over time (Kothiyal et al. 2013).
2.2.1.2.2 Jigsaw Approach
The Jigsaw approach to cooperative learning focuses on developing areas of
expertise and then sharing knowledge within a group (Orlich et al. 2012). For
example, a problem is broken up into segments focusing on certain areas that are
then assigned to one student in a group, who then work together in an expert group to
resolve the related issues. The students then reform into their original group and the
individuals’ knowledge about each of these segments is shared, allowing the students
to solve the overall problem (Orlich et al. 2012). The Jigsaw technique has been used
in several different contexts. For example, it has been shown to be effective in
Chinese language classrooms as a means to develop classroom engagement and
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participation while still enabling students to learn (Qiao & Jin 2010). However, the
effectiveness of the Jigsaw approach can be limited, as it depends on the students’
abilities to teach other students (Zacharia et al. 2011). Specifically, Zacharia et al.
(2011) found that while the initial learning phase was effective, students later
struggled because they did not have the teaching skills to communicate their learning
back to their group members. Thus, while the jigsaw technique is widely used, its
effectiveness may vary depending on the learning situation and the learners’
characteristics.
2.2.1.2.3 Work-Integrated Learning
WIL is a relatively new technique of cooperative learning designed to incorporate the
principles of work into the students’ learning experience through real-world work
experience like practicums, internships or fieldwork (Cooper et al. 2010). Typically,
WIL takes place in a controlled environment, with students assigned specific tasks
and working with mentors and coordinators to ensure specific lessons are learned. It
is designed to teach students real-world problem-solving skills and how to deal with
difficult issues in the workplace while giving them an opportunity to put their
classroom learning into practice (Cooper et al. 2010). WIL is particularly common in
higher education, as some work experience is required in many fields as part of the
curriculum (Cooper et al. 2010).
2.2.2 Teaching through Discussion Cases
The most widely used learning approaches during ‘students discussion cases’ were
addressed in detail in the previous sections. In this section, these approaches will be
examined from a teaching perspective. Issues, including the importance of discussion
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cases in higher education, the process of developing discussion cases and the role of
the lecturer and industry representatives (or case protagonists) will be investigated.
2.2.2.1 The Importance of Discussion Cases in Higher Education
Discussion cases are important teaching and learning tools in higher education
settings for many reasons. In the medical tradition through which PBL was initially
introduced, ‘discussion cases’ served as the focal point to develop students’ problemsolving and SDL skills (Hmelo-Silver 2004; Hung et al. 2008). PBL was later
adopted by other professional fields. A case provides information and specific
triggers that work with students’ existing knowledge to enable them to identify and
then solve the case’s problem (Hmelo-Silver 2004; Hung et al. 2008). This approach
demonstrated superior results over the traditional, rote or memorisation-based
methods of learning in the medical field, although its applicability in other areas and
fields is very limited (Neville 2009). Additionally, students who were originally
trained using the PBL approach demonstrated improved problem-solving skills
(Neville 2009). Thus, one reason why discussion cases are important is because, at
least in some settings, they yield superior training results. Discussion cases can also
help to improve communication skills and the understanding of concepts, particularly
for difficult topics (Teitel 1996). In situations in which the problems are highly
complex and challenging for students, such as complex business situations or
emotionally complicated situations, discussion cases provide support for open
communication and exploration of the topic (Teitel 1996). Cases may also serve as a
vehicle for teaching topics that cannot be learned through the traditional classroom
lecture and memorisation, such as instilling professional ethics and enforcing moral
norms that are important for the profession (Huff & Frey 2005). Case study teaching
also helps to develop students’ independence and interdependence, critical thinking
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skills and flexible learning and problem-solving skills, all of which can be more
effectively applied in professional and work-related environments (Herreid 2007).
Thus, case studies generally and discussion cases specifically are highly important
for higher education because they better prepare students for real-world problem
solving, develop their problem-solving and analytical skills and skills in learning
situations and, hence, produce better trained students. However, not all researchers
agree that discussion cases are useful in higher education. One significant critique
argued that discussion cases represent ‘weak’ research that inadequately explains the
complexity and theoretical background of the situation (Gill 2014). Gill’s (2014)
main critique, based on the business education field, stressed that exposing students
to ‘real’ research, rather than an aggressively simplified discussion case, is more
effective. In addition, the apparent success of the case method at high-profile
business schools like Harvard Business School among others seems to contradict the
criticism that case studies are weak or have a minor contribution to the higher
education learning experience. This criticism should be investigated when examining
the placement of discussion cases in higher education curriculum.
2.2.2.2 Process of Developing Discussion Cases for Higher Education
There are major conflicting views regarding the development of discussion cases and
other case studies because case development is highly dependent on diverse
traditions and practices. Further, the development process is rarely clarified, which
makes the assessment of which method is the most suitable a hard task. However,
there are some aspects that contribute to effective discussion case development,
which are presented next.
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One of the key attributes of a case is that it connects theory and practice, effectively
portraying the complexity of the connection (Gill 2014). Normally, due to a
discussion case’s length, it is simplified to suit the limitations of the classroom but it
must also maintain its ability to demonstrate the connections between theory and
practice (Gill 2014). Another key attribute of the case is its content relevance (Finney
& Pyke 2008). Content relevance means that the content of the case is connected in
some way to the students, not just through subject matter but also through the topic
and protagonists. Finney and Pyke (2008) stated that business cases with relevant
protagonists (e.g., those who are school alumni) led to increased student engagement
in a business case study classroom. Another key attribute of the case is that it does
not include all relevant information and that information is not necessarily presented
in a logical order (Killen 2006). This has to be taken into account during the
development process so that students do not simply reuse information from the case
to answer a set of questions (Killen 2006). Cases may be closed (i.e., addressing
specific issues, such as asking students to respond to a series of questions) or open
(i.e., students determine the problems to be solved and the future course of actions)
(Killen 2006).
An interesting discussion on how to develop a case study comes from Scott (2015,
2016) in his discussion about dilemma-based assessment. He recommended seeking
out recent graduates and asking them about the most difficult challenges they faced
and how they solved these challenges. He then reduced the case to its constituent
parts, with students being presented with the dilemma and asked about how it could
be resolved. Following collaborative discussion of the case, the students came
together to present their solutions, and it was only then that how the case was solved
by the protagonist was revealed (Scott 2015, 2016). However, this does not appear to
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be commonplace practice. For example, the development of a case for PBL in the
medical field often involves assessing a real-life patient’s medical history (Wood
2003).
Gill (2011) introduced a comprehensive model for case writing that is among the few
to provide an understanding of the process of writing a discussion case. His process
is a seven-stage process with multiple additional stages (see Table 2.1). The process
of writing the case begins with establishing the goals and purpose as well as how the
case is to be developed (Gill 2011). Public sources of information are then reviewed,
followed by the first meeting with a contact or case protagonist. The topic is then
identified and a second meeting scheduled to collect further data for application. The
case is then written and an approval process developed to ensure no critical
information is released (Gill 2011). This process of case development ensures that
the case is fully developed with all available information, and grounded with
appropriate data and information. It also addresses issues of protagonist protection,
such as determining whether the case should be disguised or specific information
should be released (Gill 2011). Gill’s (2011) approach to case development is the
most comprehensive and descriptive and far exceeds the specificities of other authors’
approaches. Thus, this model will be adopted in this thesis to develop an
understanding of the actual process of case development.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the Case Writing Process (Gill 2011)
Stage

Step Activity/Decision

1 (Pre-development)

1A

Purpose of the case

1B

Relationship of case to others

1C

Acquisition and presentation of material

1D

Anticipated outlet

2 (Development)

2A

Examine publicly available sources

3 (First meeting)

3A

Topics for initial discussion

3B

Items to provide

4 (Topic identification) 4A

Connecting possible topics to case types

4B

Sequencing options

4C

Application of intelligence-design-choice model

4D

Preliminary topic work

4E

Return to contact to re-explore if needed

5A

Ground rules for data collection

5B

In-depth interviews

5C

To-do list for case development

5D

Timing of release document

6 (Writing)

6A

Write initial case draft

7 (Approval)

7A

Design approval document based on key information

5 (Second meeting)

2.2.2.3 The Role of Lecturers and Industry Partners n )soCin ogPaorP eCaC( in
Discussion Cases
The two key actors in developing and using cases in the classroom include the
lecturer and industry partner (case protagonist). The role of the lecturer is to select,
develop and introduce the case to the class, and then act as a facilitator while the
students work in groups to identify the problem, discuss possible solutions and solve
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the case (Herreid 2007). The lecturer is a facilitator during the students’ work and
does not direct the groups from the front of the classroom, but instead helps them
find resources and work independently (Gill 2011). The lecturer either selects a case
or develops one based on the teaching requirements (Killen 2006). The lecturer also
determines the organisation of the work activities; for example, the lecturer may
choose a ‘flipped’ classroom structure, in which students pursue didactic learning
outside the classroom and application (‘homework’) in classroom-based groups
(Herreid & Schiller 2013).
The role of the case protagonist, typically an industry representative, is to provide
information and to serve as a focal point for the storyline of the case (Gill 2011). For
example, the industry representative may describe a particular business dilemma,
provide supporting data, such as financial statements or explain how they solved the
problem (Gill 2011; Scott 2016). Preferably, the case protagonists should be
someone relevant to the students, such as graduates of the program or alumni of the
school to ensure effective engagement with the case material (Finney & Pyke 2008).
However, it is important to note that some discussion cases are fictional and no
industry partner is involved (Gill 2011).

2.3 Knowledge Sharing and Students’ Learning through Discussion
Cases
In the previous two sections, the theoretical issues of KM and its constituent aspects
as well as the importance of discussion cases in the classroom were explored. This
section will discuss how KM (i.e., KC and KS) could improve students’ learning
while using cases in a higher education classroom.
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2.3.1 Knowledge Creation and Knowledge Sharing in Higher Education
The frameworks of KC and KS are theoretically presented almost entirely from an
organisational perspective. Research on how KC and KS could improve
organisational performance, productivity and innovation has been addressed by many
researchers. In addition, the integral role of employees’ knowledge and its
articulation, capture, sharing and dissemination has captured the attention of authors
in higher education as well as organisational research and development. Employees’
know-how, experience and expertise are valuable for today’s organisational
competitiveness. This value needs to be captured and made available to the
organisation. Recently, the relevance of these concepts in improving students’
learning while using discussion cases has gained momentum among many
researchers, such as questions about the importance of KS among groups,
motivational factors to share and willingness to share. The ultimate goal of a
university is to create, share and disseminate knowledge, among its students and
teaching staff and with the environment (e.g., between industry and government)
(Rowley 2000). Thus, higher education already has an affinity with the concepts of
KM, particularly KC and KS. Universities and other higher education establishments
also have existing technological and cultural infrastructures surrounding KC and KS,
such as library systems and technological systems for the storage and exchange of
data, and an ethos of KS and development (Rowley 2000). Although universities
may not take the same approach to KC and KS as a business-oriented KM model,
these activities are still embedded in their purpose, goals and activities (Rowley
2000). Universities and other higher education institutions have often been at the
forefront of KC and KS development. For example, learner-generated podcasts have
been developed as a way for learners to collaborate, create and share knowledge (Lee
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et al. 2008). This type of podcasting approach was shown to increase learners’
engagement with the material and to facilitate KC, while eliminating KBs such as
time limitations in class that prevented the effective sharing of knowledge (Lee et al.
2008).
Despite the general inconsistency of KM goals across universities, all universities
have equal success in developing KC and KS cultures or tools (Sohail & Daud
2009). For example, Sohail and Daud (2009) found that at Malaysia’s public
universities, KC and KS activities between staff members were commonplace, and
these universities had a strong ethos of collaborative learning. However, most private
universities did not have this culture or level of KC and KS activities (Sohail & Daud
2009). Further, a critique of KC and KS approaches in higher education based on
technological exchange of information, such as online learning, cautioned against the
techno positivist stance, which holds that the involvement of technology will
inevitably facilitate KC and KS (Njenga & Fourie 2010). Instead, Njenga and Fourie
(2010) noted that these results may vary depending on their implementation and
learners’ characteristics, and that technologically facilitated KC and KS may not be
as effective as that encountered in the classroom. In summary, universities have
embedded KC and KS as their core objective and have developed novel tools to
facilitate KC and KS, although their effectiveness is still to be verified.
2.3.2 Knowledge Creation in Students’ Learning through Discussion Cases:
Mapping Bloom’s Taxonomy
The students’ KC during the process of solving ‘discussion cases’ is an integral part
of this research. Issues related to how students create knowledge either from ongoing
discussions in the group or their personal critical thinking and analysis will be
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extensively addressed. In fact, KC is a very delicate issue. Its measurement is
extremely complex, as the overall issue of creating knowledge depends on the
individual, their learning ability and analytical capabilities. In addition, in group
interaction, KC is also complex and hard to be verified. In this setting, presumably
the creation of new knowledge depends on the extent of collaboration among group
members as well as their willingness to share. This raises other issues for effective
KC that are related to students’ motivational factors during their work on the case.
Accordingly, lack of motivation and willingness to share would hinder the overall
KC process. As outlined by Anderson et al. (2001) and Krathwohl (2002), the
revised Bloom’s taxonomy of educational outcomes will form the basis to
understand these issues and will be adapted to understand the goals of KC in
discussion cases.
2.3.2.1 Introduction to Bloom’s Taxonomy
Bloom’s taxonomy addresses expected educational outcomes from multiple learning
domains, including cognitive (i.e., thought processes), affective (i.e., emotions and
feelings) and psychomotor (i.e., physical skills) (Anderson et al. 2001). This makes
Bloom’s taxonomy particularly suited as a tool to understand students’ learning
through the use of discussion cases, as these cases aim to develop emotional and
ethical knowledge as well as simple procedural knowledge (i.e., know-how and
know-that) (Huff & Frey 2005; Teitel 1996).
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Table 2.2: Summary of Knowledge Dimensions of Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
(Adapted from Krathwohl 2002)
Knowledge Dimension

Sub-Dimensions

A. Factual knowledge

Aa. Terminology
Ab. Specific details and elements

B. Conceptual knowledge

Ba. Classification and categories
Bb. Principals and generalisations
Bc. Theories, models and structures

C. Procedural knowledge

Ca. Skills and algorithms
Cb. Techniques and methods
Cc. Understanding of when to apply procedures

D. Metacognitive knowledge Da. Strategy knowledge
Db. Cognitive task knowledge
Dc. Self-knowledge

The revised Bloom’s taxonomy (see Table 2.2) expands on the original taxonomy by
increasing the number of knowledge dimensions and rearranging the learning
outcomes to include a rational basis, which was missing in the original design
(Krathwohl 2002). These knowledge domains are hierarchical. While factual
knowledge addresses the basic facts students need to know, conceptual and
procedural knowledge relate to models and techniques students need to know to
apply factual knowledge to a particular problem. Metacognitive knowledge can be
described as the knowledge of how someone knows how as well as how that person
applies this knowledge (Krathwohl 2002).
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Table 2.3: Summary of Cognitive Process Dimensions of Revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy (Adapted from Krathwohl, 2002)
Cognitive Process Dimension Sub-Processes
1.1. Recognise

1.0. Remember

1.2. Recall
2.1. Interpret

2.0. Understand

2.2. Exemplify
2.3. Classify
2.4. Summarise
2.5. Infer
2.6. Compare
2.7. Explain
3.1. Execute

3.0. Apply

3.2. Implement
4.1. Differentiate

4.0. Analyse

4.2. Organise
4.3. Attribute
5.1. Check

5.0. Evaluate

5.2. Critique
6.1. Generating

6.0. Create

6.2. Planning
6.3. Producing

The second dimension of the revised Bloom’s taxonomy is the cognitive process
dimension (see Table 2.3). This dimension addresses six stages of learning, each
implying a different level of knowledge development, understanding and application
(Krathwohl 2002). Similar to knowledge dimensions, the dimensions of this
cognitive process are cumulative, with the eventual outcome of create being
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dependent on the remaining elements (Krathwohl 2002). For the revised Bloom’s
taxonomy to be used, an assessment matrix or grid should be assembled from each of
the two dimensions (see Table 2.4). This assessment grid lists specific objectives and
the knowledge to be acquired during the learning process through activities and
assessments. Thus, the taxonomy itself guides the instruction, learning and
assessment process, ensuring that learners are assessed on the same criteria under
which they were taught (Anderson et al. 2001).
Table 2.4: Example of a Summary Grid for the Revised Bloom's Taxonomy
(Adapted from Krathwohl, 2002)
Knowledge

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Dimension

Remember

Understand

Apply

Analyse

Evaluate

Create

A. Factual
knowledge
B. Conceptual
knowledge
C. Procedural
knowledge
D. Metacognitive
knowledge

2.3.2.2 Application of the Revised Bloom Taxonomy to KC in Discussion Cases
Information on how Bloom’s taxonomy could be applied to KC is scarce, even
though KC is the ultimate learning outcome of the model. However, Gill (2011)
provided some clues, positing that the learning objectives of discussion cases or
other type of cases should be established prior to writing and using the case. He
stressed that specific facts, such as conceptual and procedural knowledge that will be
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applied, should be determined during the process of case development as well as the
specific cognitive processes that would be expected (Gill 2011). He also added that
these specific facts and cognitive processes might vary depending on the types of
cases and their intention as well as the level at which they are being taught (Gill
2011). Accordingly, one would expect that the application of Blooms’ taxonomy
would be different according to the case’s purpose and the goals adopted by the
specific teaching process.
There is evidence that a case-based educational process does not necessarily ensure
the development of new knowledge among users, but instead reinforces students’
existing knowledge (Skipton & Bail 2014). These observations were the results of an
extensive survey conducted on business students’ learning using such cases (Skipton
& Bail 2014). The survey demonstrated that students were more likely to rely on
electronic resources and did not engage in collaborative learning or consult outside
experts such as librarians (Skipton & Bail 2014). It also showed that there was little
evidence of effective KC among students, and that most student outcomes reflected
orthodox business models and views founded in their classroom learning (Skipton &
Bail 2014). Research in the computer science discipline demonstrated that learning
outcomes may be difficult to specifically formulate given the range of possible
outcomes (Starr et al. 2008). These authors also supported Gill’s (2011) view that
learning outcomes and objectives must be established prior to assessment, preferably
during case design, and must be clearly communicated (Starr et al. 2008). This helps
to ensure that in a complex assessment environment, the KC of students is being
assessed based on the same criteria.
The current literature on KC using ‘discussion cases’ is underdeveloped and scarce,
with few studies directly addressing this topic. However, the application of Bloom’s
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taxonomy promises to provide insight into how KC using discussion cases could be
developed and effectively assessed.

2.4 Factors Influencing Students’ Knowledge Sharing Intentions
This section addresses the factors that influence students’ KS intentions as well as
their intention to encourage KS. An intention can be defined as a recognised goal of
engaging in a particular action, resulting from the interplay of cognitive, affective,
attitudinal and external factors (Ajzen 2005). This thesis adopts the view that a
student’s KS intention is their willingness to share knowledge with teammates,
classmates or others. Conversely, their intention to encourage KS is considered their
motivation to share their knowledge with others. A three-dimensional framework of
factors that could influence students’ KS intentions was derived from the works of
Wang and Noe (2010) and Cummings (2004), both of which identified factors in KS
based on non–case-based research. These factors include environmental factors,
characteristics of the learner and motivational factors. KS intentions were the focus
of the research rather than KS behaviours, since behaviours are normally inconsistent
and may not be directly observable or measurable (Kuo & Young 2008).
2.4.1 Environmental Factors
The environmental factors examined in this thesis include course content (e.g.,
curriculum, course content, assessment type, class size, language of study, instructor
support, rewards and incentives and use of blended learning), interpersonal and team
characteristics (e.g., team structural diversity, team demographics and personal
learning networks) and cultural characteristics. Studies that addressed these topics
are summarised in Table 2.6, which demonstrates that common among researchers is
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the view that cultural differences play an integral role in KS intentions, although
many of these studies were either theoretical or exploratory in nature (Michailova &
Hutchings 2006; Wang & Noe 2010; Wilkesmann et al. 2009; Zhu 2012). Table 2.6
also highlights less evidence for team structural differences and its influence on KS
(Cummings 2004; Zhu 2012). Course content and its influence on KS is poorly
addressed in the literature and only Zhu (2012) has addressed course content in the
research. This may be because most research in KS takes place in an organisational
context, rather than in an educational course-oriented environment. Thus, some
evidence exists regarding the influence of environmental factors on KS, but there is
still a significant research gap in terms of the influence of environmental factors on
KS as identified by Wang and Noe (2010). This offers an opportunity for the present
study to contribute to the literature through investigating the effects of these and
additional factors on KS.
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Table 2.5: Summary of Previous Studies on Environmental Factors and Influence on Student KS Intention
Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Cummings (2004)

Explained the connection

Field study of workgroups in a

Structural diversity was defined as differences in geographic

between workgroup

telecommunication firm (n = 182)

locations, functional assignments, reporting managers and

diversity and KS

business units. Structural diversity improved team
performance and external KS. Demographics (i.e., sex and
age) and team size did not have a significant effect.

Michailova and

Comparison of KS in

Literature review and theoretical

Key differences in China and Russia that could influence

Hutchings (2006)

Russia and China

statement

differences in KS were identified. These included differences
in collectivism intensity and particularism social relations,
both of which increased the tendency towards KS between
in-group members.

van Woerkom and

Studied disagreement and

Survey of employees in

Negative effects of disagreement on KS could be offset by

Sanders (2010)

team cohesion on KS and

organisational teams (n = 1354)

team cohesion and trust.

individual team member
learning and performance
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Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Wang and Noe

Identified influences on KS

Literature review

Team characteristics, team processes and collectivism (i.e.,

(2010)

cultural characteristics) were found to be well supported as
influences on KS. Diversity, social networks (i.e., personal
learning networks), and sharing context (e.g., online and
face-to-face) were potentially influential, but required further
research.

Wilkesmann et al.

Studied cultural differences

Exploratory study in Germany and

Power distance, uncertainty avoidance, in-group collectivism

(2009)

in KS

Hong Kong (n = 13)

and performance orientation can influence the extent of KS
and KT.

Zhu (2012)

Studied cross-cultural

Content analysis of messages in

The significant points of satisfaction in learning included e-

student satisfaction and

online course from Flemish and

learning, peer interaction, group member contributions,

knowledge construction in

Chinese students

working together and greater understanding. Dissatisfaction

an online classroom

included amount of time spent, lack of teacher interaction and
task vision. Most of these areas had significant differences
between cultural groups.
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2.4.2 Students’ Individual Characteristics
A second set of factors that could influence students’ KS intention is their individual
characteristics, such as prior knowledge (e.g., knowledge learned from past
semesters, prior experience and know-how), student demographics and self-efficacy.
Table 2.7 presents a summary of various studies that addressed some individual
characteristics and their influences on KS. According to a study of Taiwanese
teachers in an online community of practice, individual factors, such as attitudes,
subjective norms and self-efficacy, were part of the explanation for the intention–
behaviour gap in KS (Kuo & Young 2008). Kuo and Young (2008) concluded that
self-efficacy has an influence on KS intentions and behaviour, while other factors,
such as behaviours, had no such influence. Tohidinia and Mosakhani (2010) also
supported the role of both self-efficacy and prior knowledge in KS intentions and
behaviour. However, available evidence on demographics factors (other than
education and work experience) is rare and prior knowledge usually uses proxies,
such as education and job tenure (He & Wei 2009). Thus, there is possible
redundancy in the measures in this area. An exception is Tohidinia and Mosakhani’s
(2010) study of an Iranian oil company, which directly measured prior knowledge as
a level of information and communications technology (ICT) usage. These authors
found that this type of prior knowledge influenced both knowledge contribution and
knowledge-seeking behaviours (Tohidinia & Mosakhani 2010). As Wang and Noe
(2010) observed, there is a shortage of studies on individual learner characteristics.
Very few of these studies address classroom-based KS. This leaves room for
significant literary investigation, which this research will address.
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Table 2.6: Summary of Previous Studies on Individual Characteristics and Influence on Student KS Intention
Source

Research Aim

Cummings (2004)

(See Table 2.6)

Methods

Results
Team demographic diversity (i.e., sex, age and experience) was not
related to external KS.

He and Wei (2009)

Investigated the effects of

Survey of workers at

Education and job tenure were used as proxies for measuring prior

continued KS in a work

a web firm

knowledge and skills in the decision to continue contributing and
seeking knowledge within the firm’s KMS. While education was

environment

marginally significant for knowledge contribution, it was not significant
for knowledge seeking. Attitudes and beliefs regarding the system were
more significant.
Kuo and Young (2008)

Studied the intention–action

Survey of users of a

Attitudes, subjective norms, controllability and self-efficacy influenced

gap in KS in a technology-

teacher’s virtual

KS intentions. KS intentions and controllability did not influence

based KS system

professional

behaviour. Self-efficacy influenced behaviour.

community in Taiwan
(n = 264)
Tohidinia and

Studied antecedents of KS

Questionnaire of
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Attitudes, social norms and perceived behavioural control were

Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Mosakhani (2010)

intentions and behaviour

employees in Iranian

significant in KS intention. Self-efficacy influenced attitude to KS,

oil companies

which in turn influenced KS intentions. Level of ICT usage (i.e., prior

(n = 502)

knowledge) influenced KS behaviour directly.

Wang and Noe (2010)

(See Table 2.6)

Individual characteristics, including education and work experience had
been studied in the previous literature. Factors, including personality,
self-efficacy, impression management, evaluation appreciation and
perceptions had been addressed, but required further study.
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2.4.3 Motivational Factors
The third set of factors that could potentially influence KS intentions and behaviours
are motivational factors. Motivational factors include an individual’s attitudes and
beliefs (i.e., intrinsic motivations), learning versus performance orientation, team
trust and cohesiveness, emotions, positive psychology, intent to study the course and
extrinsic motivations, such as recognition and rewards. Literary studies on
motivations are summarised in Table 2.8. These studies show some commonalities.
For example, altruism, reciprocity and enjoyment of sharing are routinely identified
(Chang & Chuang 2011; Hung et al. 2011; Lin 2007). Trust is also commonly
identified as a motivator for KS (Chang & Chuang 2011; Choi et al. 2008; Quigley et
al. 2007). Wang and Noe (2010) identified several aspects that required further
review of the literature, including trust, individual attitudes, team trust and
cohesiveness and leader–member exchange (LMX). Some of these factors have been
investigated by many researchers. For example, attitudes and social norms (or beliefs
about the attitudes of others) were found to be factors influencing KS in several
research studies (Lin 2007; Papadopoulos et al. 2013; Quigley et al. 2007). Thus,
there is room to expand the understanding of different motivators and their effects on
KS. The study of motivational factors on KS in the classroom is also very limited, as
these studies either address virtual communities or enterprise workplaces. As with
other potential factors in KS intentions, motivations present an opportunity for
further research.
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Table 2.7: Summary of Previous Studies on Motivation Factors and Influence on Student KS Intention
Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Chang and Chuang

Studied individual motivations

Survey of virtual

The significant motivations included altruism, identification with the

(2011)

in KS and the influence of

community members

group, reciprocity and shared language on KS. Social interaction,

involvement

(n = 282)

reputation and trust influenced quality of KS. Involvement with the
community influenced KS.

Choi et al. (2008)

Studied sociotechnical indicator

Field study of KMS

Trust and reward mechanisms were significant in KS intention.

effects on KS intention and

users (n = 164)

However, technical support availability was not significant.

Studied intrinsic and extrinsic

Experiment on

One intrinsic motivation (i.e., altruism) and three extrinsic motivations

motivation on KS in a team

Taiwanese business

(i.e., economic reward, reputation feedback and reciprocity) were

students (n = 140)

studied. Reputation feedback was the only factor in KS in three

behaviour
Hung et al. (2011)

conditions of KS outcomes. For meeting satisfaction, reputation
feedback, reciprocity and altruism influenced KS.
Lin (2007)

Studied the effects of extrinsic

Survey of Taiwanese

Intrinsic motivations (i.e., reciprocal benefits, knowledge self-efficacy

and intrinsic motivation on KS

employees (n = 172)

and enjoyment in helping) were positively associated with KS attitude,
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Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results
which positively influenced KS intentions. Extrinsic motivation (i.e.,
expected rewards) did not influence KS attitudes and intentions.

Papadopoulos et al.

Studied individual factors in KS

Survey of online KMS

Attitude to knowledge, behavioural norms and self-efficacy, along

(2013)

intention

users (n = 175)

with behavioural expectations, influenced behavioural intention.

Quigley et al. (2007)

Studied motivational factors in

Simulation study

Norms and incentive conditions influenced KS behaviour, while trust

KS and job performance

involving worker–

in the manager influenced self-set behaviour.

manager dyads
(n = 120)
Wang and Noe

(See Table 2.6)

Motivational factors, including beliefs about knowledge ownership,

(2010)

perceived benefits and cost and justice have been supported in the
literature. Trust, individual attitudes, social cost, team trust and
cohesiveness and LMX require additional research.
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2.5 Factors Influencing Knowledge Sharing
The second stage of the research addresses the influence of individuals’
characteristics and motivational factors on KS behaviours, motivations and intentions.
Most of the current studies discussed earlier addressed only KS intentions. Studies
that directly focus on KS are not very common, although the literature provides
evidence about serious research in this area. The following sections examine three
possible influences on KS: students’ sharing intention, the lecturer’s characteristics
and industry representatives (case protagonists).
2.5.1 Students’ Sharing Intention
Table 2.9 provides an overview of the main literary studies that addressed the
connection between students’ sharing intention and their behaviour towards sharing.
Some of these studies indicated a positive relationship between the two, but the
studies that utilised the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) or the theory of reasoned
action (TRA) framework demonstrated very strong relationships between KS
intention and behaviour (Choi et al. 2008; Kuo & Young 2008; Reychav & Weisberg
2010; Tohidinia & Mosakhani 2010). However, these results do not indicate that all
variances in KS behaviour are related to variances in KS actions. In practice, many
authors indicated a significant gap between KS intention and behaviour (Kuo &
Young 2008). Further, many studies did not actually test the connection between KS
intention and behaviour (e.g., Papadopoulos et al. 2013). This demonstrates that
although there is likely to be a positive influence between KS intention and
behaviour, there is limited evidence of this correlation (Wang & Noe 2010). This is
an opportunity for this research to expand on the available literature in this area.
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Table 2.8: Summary of Previous Studies on the Relationship Between Student KS Intention and Behaviour
Source

Research Aim

Choi et al. (2008)

(See Table 2.8)

Methods

Results
KS intention strongly and positively influenced KS behaviour (path
coefficient = .773).

Kuo and Young (2008)

(See Table 2.7)

There was a mediating effect of action orientation versus state
orientation on the relationship between KS intention and KS.
Individuals with an action orientation (i.e., high motivation to act) had a
significant (though relatively weak) relationship between KS intention
and KS. Those with a state orientation (i.e., low motivation to act) had
no significant relationship.

Reychav and Weisberg

Studied the factors that

Survey of high-tech

The effect of knowledge type (i.e., tacit v. explicit) in the relationship

(2010)

influence the relationship

workers (n = 278)

between KS intention and KS behaviour were examined. There was a

between KS intention and KS

positive relationship between KS intention and behaviour. However,

behaviour

explicit KS intention had both direct and indirect effects, while tacit KS
intention had only a direct effect.

Tohidinia and

(See Table 2.7)

KS intention was associated with two KS behavioural outcomes,
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Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Mosakhani (2010)
Wang and Noe (2010)

including knowledge donation and knowledge connection.
(See Table 2.6)

The connection between KS intention and behaviour has been studied
extensively, often using a TPB or TRA approach. These studies
generally supported a positive relationship.
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2.5.2 Lecturer’s Characteristics
The second possible influences on students’ KS behaviour are the lecturer’s
characteristics (see Table 2.9). As KS is not often addressed in a classroom context
and because of the level of the lecturer’s knowledge (e.g., prior knowledge, knowhow and lessons learned in the classroom), this relationship is somewhat weakly
defined and rarely addressed in the literature in comparison to other characteristics.
However, Wang and Noe (2010) indicated that these factors were addressed in some
literary studies. Some of these studies are summarised in Table 2.10, which shows
that most of these studies supported a positive relationship between the lecturer’s
characteristics and students’ KS (Ahmad et al. 2011; Pellet 2012; Zhu 2012).
However, Tomkin and Charlevoix (2014) totally rejected this relationship, but it
should be noted that the research was solely conducted on a massive open online
course (MOOC), a predominantly self-directed and self-motivated course at an
undergraduate level (Tomkin & Charlevoix 2014) and students’ motivations are
different from those at a graduate level. Some of the key characteristics identified
included lecturer involvement, knowledge about the system, KS and monitoring and
feedback. However, these results are inconsistent and do not model the specific
situation or the anticipated lecturer’s knowledge, behaviours or activities.
Consequently, the research into how the lecturer’s characteristics may influence
student KS or other outcomes in the classroom is very limited. This is an opportunity
for the current study to expand on KS in the classroom generally and in the use of
discussion cases specifically, and how it is affected by the lecturer’s characteristics.
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Table 2.9: Summary of Previous Studies on Lecturer Characteristics and Student KS Behaviour
Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Ahmad et al.

Studied use of a learning

Survey of graduate students

The use of this system was dependent on KS by lecturers. Effective KS

(2011)

management system and

using a learning management

by lecturers through the system required IT knowledge (to use the

resulting KC in graduate

system in Malaysia (n = 160)

system), choice to use the system, depth of knowledge about the program

students

and face-to-face interaction. Face-to-face interaction was more effective
at KS of tacit knowledge. Lecturer involvement was required for KS,
especially at the beginning when students were learning to use the
system.

Pellet (2012)

Studied the use of Wiki in

Assessment of learning

Instructor involvement, KS and critical feedback on student KS activities

knowledge construction in a

outcomes for one classroom

were significant factors in promoting student KS throughout the course.

French foreign language

(n = 30)

Without this feedback, students were more reluctant to engage with the

classroom

material and did not participate equally, leading to uneven opportunities
for KS between students.

Tomkin and

Assessed the effect of teacher

A/B testing of high/no

There was no significant effect of teacher involvement on completion

Charlevoix

involvement on student

involvement conditions

rates, participation rates, badge acquisition rates, or student satisfaction.
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Source

Research Aim

(2014)

outcomes in a MOOC

Methods

Results
By implication, this suggested teacher involvement did not affect KS,
though this was not directly tested.

Zhu (2012)

(See Table 2.6)

Teacher involvement and guidance within the online system was
important for both Chinese and Flemish students. However, Chinese
students had higher dissatisfaction, indicating higher expectations for
teacher involvement. The authors noted that Chinese instruction was very
teacher-centred and, thus, students may expect more direct KS from the
teacher.
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2.5.3 Industry Representatives
The role of the industry representative or case protagonist on students’ KS behaviour
is among the least investigated relationships in the literature, and the results of these
studies can best be described as exploratory (see Table 2.11). In practice, most
authors appeared to overlook the role of industry representatives or view them, as
stated by Gill (2011), as a source of information that is not a consequence of direct
interaction with the students. Some authors argued that industry representatives have
a positive role in influencing students’ KS participation and motivation (Finney &
Pyke 2008). Others stated that industry representatives may be directly involved in
the KS process, such as in KT through formal or informal industry networks (Morris
et al. 2006). In these situations, industry representatives might be a significant source
of formal knowledge and practical know-how that can facilitate KT within the
learning network or informal group (Morris et al. 2006). However, this study was
preliminary and it is not clear how consistent their findings could be in a formal
classroom setting. For example, it is not clear whether industry representatives
should be directly present in a classroom discussion case examination, as they are in
an informal network. Thus, this research does not provide comprehensive support for
the current study. Since industry representatives form the basis of the cases
themselves, it is important to discover if they influence students’ KS behaviour, and
if so how. As posited by Gill’s (2011) approach to case creation, this is an important
investigation that places industry representatives at the centre of data selection to be
included in the case. This will be one of the most exploratory questions of this
research, given the lack of information available on the topic.
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Table 2.10: Summary of Previous Studies on Industry Representative and
Student KS Behaviour
Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Finney

Studied the content

Student

Case protagonists (industry

and

relevance of cases and

questionnaire

representatives) played a

Pyke

their effect on student

(n = 176)

significant role in student

(2008)

motivation in case

motivation to participate in case

discussion

discussions.

Morris

Studied the formation

Case studies

Industry representatives took part

et al.

and interaction of

in KS in the learning network and

(2006)

informal learning

were an important source of

networks in South

information. However, it was not

African industrial

certain if they directly influenced

development

KS by others.

2.6 Factors Influencing Knowledge Sharing Motivation
The final set of relationships to be addressed in the proposed KS model is the factors
that could influence students’ motivations to share. These factors incorporate
environmental factors, students’ individual characteristics and lecturer and industry
representative characteristics. The potential motivational factors that are examined in
this research also include the individual’s attitudes towards KS, trust level, positive
traits and intent to study the course as proposed by Wang and Noe (2010). The
literature provides solid background regarding the effects of students’ individual
factors on their motivations to share. In contrast, there is relatively little research on
the role of environmental factors or lecturer or industry representative characteristics
on students’ motivation to share.
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2.6.1 Environmental Factors
The environmental factors that could potentially influence students’ motivation
incorporate course content (i.e., curriculum, course content, assessment type, class
size, language of study, instructor support, rewards and incentives and mode of
study), interpersonal and team characteristics (i.e., team structure diversity, team
demographics and personal learning networks) and cultural characteristics (see Table
2.12). Gomez et al.’s (2010) research seems unique in addressing the effects of
environmental factors on students’ motivations. Their work will be adopted in this
thesis, as it addressed a blended course and demonstrated that classroom
characteristics contributed to participants’ motivation. This thesis will also expand
on Gomez et al. (2010) by considering other environmental factors proposed by
Wang and Noe (2010) that potentially influence KS.
Table 2.11: Summary of Previous Study on Environmental Factors and
Influence on Motivation Factors
Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Gomez et al.

Studied the relationship between

Action research

Students’

(2010)

motivation, enjoyment and team

in a blended

motivation was

contribution to KS outcomes in

classroom

affected by

a blended team-based learning

characteristics of

environment

the class

2.6.2 Students’ Individual Characteristics
The literature only researched results on students’ individual characteristics that
could influence KS motivation, including their prior knowledge, demographics and
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self-efficacy (see Table 2.13). Some authors indicated that prior knowledge and good
preparation influenced students’ motivation to participate and be involved in the KT
process (Gomez et al. 2010; Littlejohn et al. 2010). Other authors found that selfefficacy (or perceived confidence) had a significant influence on students’
motivation to participate in KS (Papadopoulos et al. 2013; Quigley et al. 2007;
Shroff et al. 2008; Tseng & Kuo 2010). Tseng and Kuo (2010) offered a
psychological explanation for this relationship, stating that the link between selfefficacy and participatory motivation is a cognitive and emotional regulatory
mechanism. Students who had a higher perception that they could more effectively
communicate would be more motivated to participate and have better attitudes
towards the course than those who did not (Tseng & Kuo 2010). Thus, there is
significant evidence for the influence of students’ characteristics on motivations to
participate and engage in KS and a convincing explanation for this relationship. Thus,
this research will investigate this relationship demonstrated in the findings of other
research.
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Table 2.12: Summary of Previous Studies on Student Individual Characteristics and Influence on Motivation Factors
Source

Research Aim

Gomez et al.

(See Table 2.12)

Methods

Results
Students’ individual preparedness for the course, including prior

(2010)

knowledge and learning, influenced student motivation to participate in
group work in the blended course.

Littlejohn et al.

Studied students’ expectations

Longitudinal

Students’ prior knowledge of ICTs influenced their motivation for initial

(2010)

and use of ICT and its effect on

observational study of

adoption of the ICTs. Prior knowledge of ICTs also influenced

learning methods

university students

expectations of learning and use of ICTs and attitudes, which could also
influence the outcomes.

Papadopoulos et

(See Table 2.8)

It was proposed that factors, including social identity, subjective norms,
perceptions of technology (i.e., usefulness, ease of use and enjoyment)

al. (2013)

and self-efficacy, personal outcome expectations and altruism would
influence attitudes (one of the motivation dimensions in this study).
Perceived enjoyment, self-efficacy and personal outcome expectations
were found to be significant.
Quigley et al.

(See Table 2.8)

Self-efficacy had an effect on trust in knowledge recipients, which in turn
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Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

(2007)

influenced self-set goals and performance. On the knowledge provider
side, incentive conditions influenced the perception of sharing norms,
indicating that motivations could also influence student characteristics
and attitudes.

Shroff et al.

Assessed factors that create

Qualitative research

There were five personal factors that influenced positive motivation to

(2008)

intrinsic motivation to

participate in the online study. These included perceived competence

participate in online discussion

(i.e., self-efficacy), challenge, interest, curiosity as well as feedback. Of

(KS)

these, most factors were student factors.

Tseng and Kuo

Studied self-regulatory

Exploratory interview-

It was proposed that there is a connection between self-efficacy for online

(2010)

mechanisms in professional KS

based study

KS and motivation to participate in KS, including attitudes towards

in online communities

participation and goals for participation. This relationship was proposed
as a regulatory mechanism in which the individual’s psychological state
influenced their preference and motivation for engaging in certain
behaviours.
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2.6.3 Lecturer’s Characteristics
The lecturer’s characteristics, such as prior knowledge, could also influence students’
motivation as shown in Table 2.14. The lecturer’s characteristics and their effect on
students’ KS motivations have not been addressed a great deal in the literature,
although some evidence suggests that lecturer’s knowledge and feedback could
influence students’ motivation to participate in the course. For example, a lecturer’s
technical competency influences their ability to effectively integrate videos into their
coursework, which influences students’ motivation and engagement with the
coursework (Blonder et al. 2013). Another study demonstrated that a lecturer’s
willingness to provide feedback to students would influence their motivation to take
part in an online environment, creating conditions for KS (Shroff et al. 2008).
Another study that considered the lecturer as a facilitator showed how interactions
between discussion leaders influenced students’ motivations (Hew & Cheung 2008).
Hew and Cheung (2008) showed that there are number of ways facilitators might
engage with students to increase their motivation and engagement and potentially
influence their KS. These studies demonstrated the lecturer’s influenced student
motivation to engage in discussions and share what they know. However, these
studies rarely considered such influences in a classroom setting and many were
preliminary in nature. Further study is required into the relationship between lecturer
characteristics and students’ motivations to KS, which this thesis will address.
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Table 2.13: Summary of Previous Studies on Lecturer Characteristics and
Influence on Motivation Factors
Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Blonder et

Studied the

Mixed methods

The literature review noted that

al. (2013)

relationship between

study of teachers video materials could affect

teacher

in Israel

students’ motivation and learning

technological skills

outcomes. Thus, providing

and teaching self-

teachers with technological skills

efficacy

to use video in classroom teaching
could facilitate student motivation
for KS.

Hew and

Studied the role of

Qualitative

Student–facilitator interactions,

Cheung

student facilitators in

content analysis

including offering information,

(2008)

online discussion

of student

asking questions, using Socratic

groups

facilitators in

questioning and engaging in KS

active groups

was one of the factors that
encouraged other students to
engage in the material.

Shroff et al.

(See Table 2.13)

Feedback from instructors was

(2008)

one of the factors that influenced
motivation to participate in an
online discussion forum.

2.6.4 Industry Representative
Table 2.15 shows the results of the literature’s only (to the best of the author’s
knowledge) available research addressing the role of industry representatives in
influencing students’ motivation to share. Finney and Pyke (2008) posited that the
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content relevance of industry representatives within a given case influenced students’
motivation to participate in sharing what they know. Thus, further research is needed
to investigate the role the industry representative plays in supporting students’ KS.
This thesis will investigate this relationship and will add to the literature valuable
research findings about this role on KS intention.
Table 2.14: Summary of Previous Study on Industry Representative and
Influence on Student Motivation Factors
Source

Research Aim

Finney

(See Table 2.11)

Methods

Results
Content relevance of the case

and Pyke

protagonist influenced students’

(2008)

motivation to participate. However,
the authors did not directly study
involvement of the industry
representative in the classroom or
discussion case.

2.7 Knowledge Sharing and Students’ Learning Outcomes
The last theoretical question of this research is the relationship between KS and
students’ learning outcomes (see Table 2.16). This question is important because KS
alone is not an end in the learning process; instead, it is one activity that might
facilitate students’ learning and application of new knowledge (Paulin & Suneson
2012). Thus, KS is one of the factors that contributes to students’ learning outcomes.
In this thesis, four potential students’ learning outcomes are identified, including
higher-order learning, the opportunity to receive feedback from peers, increased
learning engagement and the ability to assess various viewpoints. While these are not
the only possible learning outcomes, they are the outcomes that are most addressed
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in the literature. Although a preference for discussion cases or case-based learning
was used in the literature search, there is a scarcity of information on KS in casebased learning. Thus, a broader view was used, including research from professional
and other higher education learning contexts. Overall, the research indicates a
positive relationship between KS and learning outcomes, including aspects like peer
interaction and engagement, higher-order knowledge, such as metacognition and
reflection, and higher perceived learning as well as higher levels of objective
performance measures (Du & Wagner 2007; Gomez et al. 2010; Lui et al. 2006; van
Woerkom & Sanders 2010; Weinberger et al. 2007; Yuen & Majid 2007; Zhu 2012).
These studies also demonstrated increased enjoyment and satisfaction during the
learning process, which were shown to have a positive effect on the perceived
learning outcomes of learners (Gomez et al. 2010; Zhu 2012). In contrast, negative
environmental conditions, such as conflict or disagreement within the team, can
actually prevent the effective translation of KS into learning or performance
outcomes (van Woerkom & Sanders 2010).
While there is generally a positive relationship between KS and learning outcomes,
there are some potential problems that have been emphasised in the literature. One
study noted that technological KM systems, while designed to facilitate KS, could
actually inhibit learning because they are too complex or difficult (Lau & Tsui 2009).
This demonstrates that students would exercise considerable cognitive effort to learn
how to use the system; consequently, their targeted learning outcomes would be
neglected (Lau & Tsui 2009). Thus, it is possible, especially in a technologically
facilitated KS environment, that there could be a negative effect between KS and
learning outcomes. However, it is not clear whether this would carry over into an inperson learning environment because current research considers a blended classroom
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setting, including both online and in-person interactions. Cole (2009) noted that
technological intermediaries such as wikis and weblogs are perceived as didactic
tools in the classroom that can make students resistant to their use and, thus, reluctant
to share knowledge, limiting the effects on student learning outcomes. These studies
indicate that acquiring positive results from the use of such tools as well as their
effects on facilitating learning outcomes are questionable.
Another critique is on the technological focus, which one author has termed techno
positivism (Njenga & Fourie 2010). Most of the current research focuses on the
adoption of technological intermediaries for KS, such as wikis, weblogs, content
management systems or learning management systems, podcasts, and similar tools.
These tools could generate strong positive outcomes if properly implemented.
However, as Cole (2009) argued, they can also be ineffective when applied in a
classroom setting, as they could hinder rather than facilitate the relationships
between KS and learning outcomes. In fact, there is a surprising lack of research on
the relationship between KS and learning outcomes in face-to-face groups and team
interactions, even though this seems an obvious area for this research. This is
surprising, since despite the burgeoning growth of online tools for collaborative
learning, it remains an active part of the classroom experience. Potentially this is
because online tools, which keep persistent records, make it easier to measure KS
and student outcomes. However, this still represents a significant and surprising gap
in the research, reinforcing Wang and Noe’s (2010) point that a great deal of
research remains on KS. Another obvious gap when it comes to this study is that
there is limited evidence for KS in the blended classroom context or using discussion
cases with dilemma-based assessment. These are opportunities for the present
research to contribute to the literature.
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Table 2.15: Summary of Previous Studies on KS and Student Learning Outcomes
Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Cole (2009)

Reported on a failed experiment

Case study report

The implementation of wikis was unsuccessful in the classroom,

in implementing wikis as tools for

preventing either effective KS or enhanced outcomes. This was despite

KS in the undergraduate

the general position of wikis, which are perceived as technological tools

classroom

for facilitating KS and engagement between students. The author
reflected that the wiki was perceived differently in the classroom than
similar tools voluntarily used by students, and its role as a KS facilitator
was diminished. Reliance on a single tool actually reduced KS in the
classroom and negatively affected class learning outcomes.

Du and Wagner

Studied the effect of weblogs on

Action research in an

The student KS within their weblogs (blogs), including posting and

(2007)

student learning outcomes under a

undergraduate IS

commenting, predicted student performance outcomes in the class. In

theoretical perspective of

course (n = 31

contrast, the coursework component of the class did not measure

knowledge construction

students)

performance outcomes. The authors measured outcomes, including
cognitive construction effort (i.e., lower-order learning) and social
construction effort (i.e., higher-order learning).
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Source

Research Aim

Gomez et al. (2010)

(See Table 2.12)

Methods

Results
Team interactions (i.e., KS) influenced perceived learning, a
relationship that was moderated by the motivation level of participants.
Students that perceived a high level of KS also enjoyed the course more
and had a higher level of perceived learning.

Lui et al. (2006)

Studied the use of weblogs as a

Action research in a

In this research, students were allowed to use their weblogs to engage

learning tool in third-year

computing classroom

in KS and reflect on topics of their choice and to collect peer feedback

undergraduate computing students

(n = 28 students)

and interaction through comments. Students were also encouraged to
demonstrate their own learning during the KS process and set their own
goals. Results showed that students showed higher levels of interaction
and engagement with each other’s blogs, and demonstrated better
achievement on some performance measures, especially higher-order
learning outcomes such as metacognition and self-reflection. The
authors did observe some misuse and failure to engage with the blogs
but still stated they were valuable learning tools.

van Woerkom and

(See Table 2.6)

KS in teams had a significant positive effect on individual performance
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Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results

Sanders (2010)

indicators, including learning and performance outcomes. However,
disagreement within the team prevented KS, inhibiting gains in
individual performance.

Weinberger et al.

Studied knowledge convergence

Action research in a

KS was associated with learning convergence or increasingly consistent

(2007)

in a computer-supported

group of distance

knowledge and viewpoints between students. The authors also found

collaborative learning course

learning participants

that scripted learners (i.e., a group supplied with a social script for

(n = 48)

interaction) had a lower level of KS and lower convergence.

Yuen and Majid

Studied KS patterns and outcomes

Survey of Singaporean

Although participants had positive attitudes towards KS, in many cases

(2007)

in an undergraduate population

undergraduates

they did not share knowledge, such as if the assignment was graded,

(n = 180)

they had poor peer relationships or perceived high competition. For
students that did share knowledge, there were benefits, including higher
student engagement and higher retention and use.

Zhu (2012)

(See Table 2.6)

There were different levels of knowledge construction (i.e., KS)
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Source

Research Aim

Methods

Results
occurring in the online classroom, most commonly sharing and
comparing information, negotiating meaning and exploring dissonance.
Further, the majority of information was task-oriented. Discussions
with students and content analysis indicated that students were satisfied
with their knowledge construction experience and the level of
engagement in the classroom.
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2.8 Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis Development
Based on the previous literature, a conceptual framework was developed along with
an associated set of hypotheses (see Figure 3.1) for the empirical testing. The
following sections summarise the hypotheses as noted in the conceptual framework.
Many of these hypotheses are exploratory due to the limited nature of literary
research on KS in a classroom context as well as other limitations that will be
addressed later. However, these hypotheses have been addressed in prior research
with diverse conclusions.
2.8.1 Students’ Individual Characteristics (Hypothesis 1)
As stated earlier, students’ individual characteristics and its relationship to their KS
motivations had been addressed in previous research (Gomez et al. 2010; Littlejohn
et al. 2010; Papadopoulos et al. 2013; Quigley et al. 2007; Shroff et al. 2008; Tseng
& Kuo 2010). There is also substantial research indicating a connection between
individual characteristics and KS intentions (Cummings 2004; He & Wei 2009; Kuo
& Young 2008; Tohidinia & Mosakhani 2010; Wang & Noe 2010). These studies
overwhelmingly indicated positive correlations between students’ individual
characteristics and KS motivations and intentions. Accordingly, H1a and H1b were
introduced to discover whether such positive effects could be verified in a discussion
case-based classroom:


H1a: Students’ individual characteristics have a positive correlation with
students’ KS motivation.



H1b: Students’ individual characteristics have a positive correlation with
students’ KS intention.
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2.8.2 Environmental Factors (Hypothesis 2)
The literary evidence about the effects of environmental factors on KS is somewhat
weaker. However, some literary evidence suggests that environmental factors have a
positive relationship with students’ KS motivations (Gomez et al. 2010). Current
research has indicated a positive relationship between environmental factors and KS
intentions (Cummings 2004; Michailova & Hutchings 2006; van Woerkom &
Sanders 2010; Wang & Noe 2010; Wilkesmann et al. 2009; Zhu 2012). Accordingly,
H2a and H2b were introduced to see whether such positive effects could be verified
in a discussion case-based classroom:


H2a: Environmental factors have a positive correlation with students’ KS
motivation.



H2b: Environmental factors have a positive correlation with students’ KS
intention.

2.8.3 Motivational Factors (Hypothesis 3)
Several studies have indicated a significant positive influence of motivational factors
on KS intentions and behaviours (Chang & Chuang 2011; Choi et al. 2008; Hung et
al. 2011; Lin et al. 2008; Papadopoulos et al. 2013; Quigley et al. 2007; Wang & Noe
2010). This research will focus solely on the relationship between motivational
factors and students’ intention to share. As a result, H3 aimed to discover whether
such positive effects could be verified in a discussion case-based classroom:


H3: Motivational factors have a positive correlation with students’ KS
intention.
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2.8.4 Students’ Intention to Share Knowledge (Hypothesis 4)
An obvious question of this research that is addressed in H4 is whether students’ KS
intentions influence their behaviour. Most studies on the topic have shown a positive
relationship, although there is still a gap highlighting greater intentions than
behaviours (Choi et al. 2008; Kuo & Young 2008; Reychav & Weisberg 2010;
Tohidinia & Mosakhani 2010). Accordingly, H4 examined whether such positive
effects could be verified in a discussion case-based classroom:


H4: Students’ KS intention has a positive correlation with students’ KS
behaviour.

2.8.5 Lecturer’s Role (Hypothesis 5)
The lecturer’s role in the classroom is assumed to have a positive contribution to
students’ KS behaviours (Ahmad et al. 2011; Pellet 2012; Tomkin & Charlevoix
2014; Zhu 2012). Few studies have also shown that lecturers have a positive
influence on students’ KS intentions and motivations (Ahmad et al. 2011; Blonder et
al. 2013; Hew & Cheung 2008; Shroff et al. 2008). Accordingly, H5a, H5b and H1c
were introduced to discover whether such mainly positive effects could be verified in
a discussion case-based classroom:


H5a: Lecturer characteristics have a positive correlation with the overall
classroom’s KS.



H5b: Lecturer characteristics have a positive correlation with students’ KS
intention.



H5c: Lecturer characteristics have a positive correlation with students’ KS
motivation.
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2.8.6 Industry Representative’s (Case Protagonist) Role (Hypothesis 6)
While industry partners are critically important in discussion cases (Gill 2011), they
have only rarely been discussed as factors that might influence KS motivations and
behaviours (Finney & Pyke 2008; Morris et al. 2006). As a result, H6a and H6b
aimed to see whether the literature’s positive effects could be verified in a discussion
case-based classroom:


H6a: Industry representatives (case protagonists) have a positive correlation
with students’ KS behaviour.



H6b: Industry representatives (case protagonists) have a positive correlation
with students’ KS motivation.

2.8.7 Learning Outcomes and Satisfaction (Hypothesis 7)
The last hypothesis addresses the relationship between KS and students’ learning
outcomes, which has been supported by a number of authors (Du & Wagner 2007;
Gomez et al. 2010; Lui et al. 2006; van Woerkom & Sanders 2010; Weinberger et al.
2007; Yuen & Majid 2007; Zhu 2012). Accordingly, H7 aimed to verify whether the
literature’s findings could be substantiated in a discussion case-based classroom:


H7: KS during pedagogical discussion cases has a positive correlation with
student learning outcomes.

2.8.8 Conceptual Framework
The variables, relationships and hypotheses that were introduced in this research are
summarised in the thesis’s conceptual framework (see Figure 3.1). The methods for
testing these hypotheses will be presented in Chapter 3.
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Figure 3.1: The Research’s Conceptual Framework

2.9 Summary
This chapter presented strong theoretical and conceptual foundations for the thesis
and formed the basis for the conceptual framework and associated hypotheses. These
hypotheses were used as the basis for the thesis’s empirical study. The thesis is based
on the theoretical concepts of KC and KS that were enacted using discussion cases in
a higher education classroom. The chapter reported on the literary evidence for KC
based on the use of discussion cases in higher education classrooms. The literature
indicated that while the revised Bloom’s taxonomy could be (and should be) applied
and used in case development to influence learning outcomes, there was very little
evidence on the use of KC during the use of discussion cases. The lack of evidence
in this area meant that most of the research was derived from evidence on KS. To
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further develop this theory, the chapter addressed factors that influenced students’
sharing intention, factors that influenced KS and the interrelationships between
environmental, individual, lecturer and industry representative factors during case
development as well as students’ motivation to share knowledge. The final issue
addressed in this research was the relationship between KS and students’ learning
outcomes using the revised Bloom’s taxonomy.
This section of the research showed that while there was significant evidence for
student engagement, there was much less evidence for the influence of KS on student
learning outcomes. This represents a significant gap in the literature on case-based
learning, which is already very weak in terms of empirical evidence and heavily
tilted towards the use of PBL in medical education. Thus, there is room for further
development in the literature. The final section of this chapter synthesised the
different aspects studied and presented a conceptual framework, accompanied by
eight hypotheses, about the proposed relationships between variables. Chapter 3
explains how these hypotheses will be empirically tested.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

This chapter presents the thesis’s adopted research methodology. A research
methodology is the underlying philosophical structure and design of a study through
which the specific methods (or procedures or techniques) are selected (Bryman
2012). This study was based on a critical realist, deductivist philosophical approach
and conducted at a Vietnamese university as a quantitative student survey. This
chapter presents the study’s adopted methodological decisions and discusses their
strengths, weaknesses and issues. The chapter begins with an overview of the
research philosophy and method and provides an explanation about the researcher’s
understanding of knowledge and approach to inquiry. The research method is then
explained and justified. The chapter then provides an explanation of the specific
methods and procedures used to conduct the study. First, the sample selection and
sampling procedure used are examined. Next, the data collection process is discussed,
including how the research instrument was designed and tested and how the data
were collected. The data analysis approach utilising SEM is then discussed. The
chapter concludes with an overview of the ethical issues that were identified and how
these issues were handled.

3.1 Research Philosophy
A research paradigm is a statement of the philosophical assumptions in the areas of
ontology, epistemology, axiology and methodology that are inherent in the research
design and questions of the study (Grix 2010). The critical realism research
philosophy that this thesis adopts is a post-positivist research paradigm. This
paradigm balances the need to use theory to understand the real world and the
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importance of the cause–effect relationship (Grix 2010). It includes the knowledge
that social situations can never fully be explained or described using such tools
because of differences in perceptions and other sources of uncertainty and ambiguity
(Grix 2010). Post-positivism is derived from a positivist research paradigm of the
physical and natural sciences (Trochim et al. 2016). A positivist research paradigm
assumes a concrete, fixed and independent reality (i.e., ontology), systematic
examination is the only way to discover that reality (i.e., epistemology), research is
value-neutral and can be conducted by anyone (i.e., axiology) and methods should be
standardised (i.e., methodology) (Trochim et al. 2016). Post-positivism in the form of
critical realism accepts that there is a fixed and concrete reality; however, critical
realism also accepts that theories can be fallible and that observation and
measurement of this reality are imperfect (Trochim et al. 2016). The axiology of
post-positivism is also modified. Rather than assuming researchers are inherently
unbiased, critical realism posits that researchers must actively try to avoid or reduce
bias in their research (Grix 2010). Thus, the position is similar but not identical to
that of positivism. Critical realism was adopted in the thesis because of the need to
balance a theory-led, cause–effect study within the social context of the thesis that
could vary with the observer’s point of view.

3.2 Research Approach
The research approach refers to the general reasoning strategy with which the theory
is connected to the observation within the study (Trochim et al. 2016). This research
used a deduction research approach as the logical approach to the study. In deduction,
‘research hypotheses are deduced from a theory by a process of logical reasoning’
(Brewer 2003). These hypotheses may then be tested against the observations
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collected during the primary research, confirming or disconfirming the underlying
theory. Thus, the role of deductive research can be summarised as a theory-testing
rather than theory-forming role (Trochim et al. 2016). Brewer (2003) suggested that
the definitions of deduction and induction (or logical reasoning from observation to
theory) are not so clearly defined; in fact, most research begins with an initial
induction as the researcher identifies an interesting research topic and discovers a
potential theory to fit initial observations. In this thesis, deductive research was
chosen because it is consistent with the position of critical realism, which holds that
theories must be tested and refined to understand reality (Trochim et al. 2016). This
choice also influenced the choice of research method, which will be discussed next.
The Constructionism approach was also used in this thesis as a logical approach to
similar studies on learning through cases. In this approach the focus is on the ‘Lived
Experience’ and the production of meaning by people in a specific context
(Westwood & Clegg 2003). This was introduced as an investigatory process
regarding the utterance and release of knowledge by students in the groups, hence
increasing the knowledge sharing within the groups. Whittington (1996) and Wilson
& Jarzabkowski (2004) stated that the constructionism approach examines the effects
of bringing together individual, organizational, and strategic aspects at the micro
level. This was also applied in this thesis through the case-based educational
strategies which was introduced to investigate the extent of knowledge sharing
among the students in groups.

3.3 Research Method
This thesis adopted a quantitative survey method based on the research questions,
objectives and post-positivist, deductivist philosophical and logical framework.
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Quantitative social research is typically used when the goal of the research is
descriptive or explanatory, the population of interest is large and the intention is to
generalise the findings across that population (Bernard & Bernard 2013).
Quantitative research uses a broad and representative sample of a population,
combined with standardised data collection and analysis techniques to draw
inferences about the characteristics and cause–effect relationships present within a
population (Bernard & Bernard 2013). This approach was more consistent with a
post-positivist than qualitative research approach because qualitative research does
not rely on standardised data collection or analysis required for systematic studies
(Patton 2015). Further, qualitative research typically cannot test cause–effect
relationships or hypotheses (Patton 2015), making it inconsistent with deductive
research (Brewer 2003). Thus, quantitative research was the most appropriate choice
for this study.
The research design used for the study was a survey design in which uncontrolled
data was collected using a standardised instrument (Fowler 2013). Survey research
and experiments are the main survey designs or strategies available for quantitative
research (Fowler 2013). Experiments were considered unsuitable for two reasons.
First, experiments are difficult to arrange for social research, as social contexts are
already established and the control of external factors and variables is difficult
(Bryman 2012). Second, this research took place in an educational setting and it was
possible that an experimental research design could negatively affect the educational
experience of participants, which would cause harm. Thus, a survey was both
practically and ethically the only choice that could be made for this study.
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3.4 Population and Sampling Procedure
3.4.1 Level of Analysis and Population of Interest
This research was conducted at an international university in Vietnam. The level of
analysis for this research was the individual student. The population of interest
included graduates of an undergraduate program who had taken a specific IS course
(i.e., Internet for Business) that included pedagogical discussion cases as part of the
teaching materials. The study included several sampling frames because of the nature
of the research. First, only students aged over 18 years were included in the study.
This sampling frame was applied to ensure there were no concerns with child
participation. Second, only students with an English reading knowledge were
included, as it was not possible to translate the study instruments to the native
languages of all possible participants from an international university. As the
university mainly accepts students aged 18 to 26 and because an English proficiency
test is required for admission, it was not anticipated that these sampling frames
excluded many participants, if any.
3.4.2 Sample Size
The exact study population size could not be determined, because the confidentiality
of student records meant that information about the courses undertaken by
graduating seniors could not be accessed. Instead, this research used methodological
rules of thumb to determine an appropriate sampling size. The SEM approach
requires a minimum sample of 200 members of the population, which is a larger
sample than traditional regression methods (Iacobucci 2010; Westland 2010). The
final sample size of 241 students exceeded this threshold.
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3.4.3 Sampling Procedure
A Participant Information and Consent Form (PICF) was prepared for the study in
accordance with institutional procedures, along with a plain language statement that
presented all relevant information about the study, including its scope and objectives
and a URL directing students to the online survey page. A convenience sampling
approach was used to select the sample. Convenience sampling does not necessarily
generate a representative sample and must be used with caution (Gravetter &
Forzano 2016). In this research, graduates of 2017 were handed the simplified PICF
at the graduation ceremony and encouraged to visit the online survey and complete it
if they had taken the course. The reason for recruiting the sample at graduation was
to ensure that there would be no power dynamic or ethical problems for students who
had not yet completed their course of study. The sampling approach also gave each
graduate an equal chance of participating, since all eligible students were recruited.
While this approach could not eliminate the self-selection aspect of the sampling
process, it did increase the chance of a random sample, mitigating some of the
limitations of convenience sampling (Gravetter & Forzano 2016). Demographic
information was also collected to help describe the sample characteristics.

3.5 Data Collection
Data collection was conducted using an online questionnaire distributed via the
Qualtrics online survey platform. A self-administered questionnaire was used to
improve respondent comfort with the survey process and to maximise the number of
participants that could be included in the sample (Fowler 2013).
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3.5.1 Research Instrument
The research instrument was adapted from existing instruments that have measured
similar or the same constructs (see Table 3.1). The adaptation approach was chosen
to ensure that the survey items have been validated in similar contexts (Fowler
2013). Some of the scales were created by the researcher because no satisfactory
existing instrument existed.
The scales and sources of items within the survey are shown in Table 3.1. The scales
consisted of eight to 24 items that were measured using a seven-point Likert scale. A
seven-point Likert scale was selected because of its ability to consistently measure
attitudes (Fowler 2013). Additional items included demographic questions (measured
using closed categorical items).
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Table 3.1: Summary of Survey Items and Sources for Research Instrument
Variables

Source

Environmental Factors (EN) (17 items)


Course context

Adapted from Frisby and Martin (2010)



Diversity in team structure

Adapted from Van Dick et al. (2008)

Students’ Motivation (SM) (24 items)


Adapted from Bock et al. (2005)

Individual attitudes, emotion and
positive psychology



Adapted from Chang and Bordia (2001)

Team level trust and cohesiveness

Jarvenpaa et al. (1999)
Jehn et al. (1999)
Students’ Individual Characteristics (SIC) (16
items)


Prior knowledge and positive traits

N/A



Self-efficacy

McCoach (2002); Stupnisky et al. (2008)

Knowledge Sharing Intention (SSI) (8 items)

N/A

Lecturer (L) (8 items)

N/A

Industry Representative (Case Protagonist) (I)

N/A

(8 items)
Students’ KS Behaviour (SSB) (15 items)


KS outside the class

N/A



KS inside the class

N/A

Students’ Perceived Learning Outcome and
Satisfaction (SLO) (10 items)


Students’ perceived learning outcomes

N/A



Students’ satisfaction

N/A
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3.5.2 Reliability and Validity
Although some of the items in the survey had been previously tested for reliability
and validity in their original contexts, the questionnaire required retesting because of
the recombination of items and application in a new context (Azzara 2010).
Additionally, the new scales had not been previously tested. Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient was used for interrater reliability of the Likert item-based scales since all
these scales had more than three items (Stemler & Jessica 2014). Alpha values of
between 0.70 and 0.90 are typically accepted as indicating that the scale is
unidimensional; outside this range, scale reduction is recommended to remove
unrelated or redundant items (Tavakol & Dennick 2011).
Following the process of Cronbach’s alpha, Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was
used for scale reduction to eliminate unrelated variables and, thus, extract the latent
variables from the observed variables in the study (Brown 2015). While exploratory
factor analysis (EFA) should precede CFA when validating a scale (Cabrera-Nguyen
2010), this research’s time and structural limitations did not allow for the collection
of two distinct samples to conduct both techniques. Thus, the initially proposed scale
was used as the basis for CFA to validate the scales and remove unnecessary items.
Modification indices (MIs) were used to determine which items (if any) should be
eliminated in the scale reduction process (Brown 2015). The final analysis procedure
commenced following CFA.

3.6 Data Analysis
Data analysis was conducted using SEM. SEM is a family of regression-based
techniques that test an entire model, rather than individual relationships (Schumacker
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& Lomax 2004). As Schumacker and Lomax (2004) explained, SEM is a hypothesis
testing model that uses techniques such as regression and CFA to test relationships
between variables and, if necessary, to adapt the measurement model. The tool used
in this research to implement SEM was SPSS AMOS, an extension to the SPSS
statistics program that allows the research to conduct graphical analysis using
techniques such as EFA and CFA (Byrne 2016). SEM was selected in this research
for several reasons, including its ability to holistically test the entire proposed model
and its use for inferential analysis (i.e., identification of cause and effect), rather than
descriptive analysis like other multivariate methods (Byrne 2016; Schumacker &
Lomax 2004). However, SEM does have limitations, particularly that it is
confirmatory in nature (Byrne 2016). Hence, the study was not designed to identify
or test new relationships.
SEM has several assumptions that should be met prior to the analysis process (Byrne
2016; Schumacker & Lomax 2004). The first assumption is the existence of
multivariate normal distribution. The second is that the relationships of the model’s
variables are linear and sequential (i.e., cause–effect) relationships. The dataset
should be free of outliers and error terms should be uncorrelated. Violation of these
assumptions does not necessarily mean that the dataset is unusable for SEM, but it
can mean that the structural model and its relationships are weaker than it would be
otherwise and the goodness of fit is affected (Byrne 2016). Although not all these
assumptions are testable, it is possible to test for multivariate normality of
distribution and outlier testing. The outcomes of these tests are shown in Chapter 4.
One important aspect of evaluating the SEM models was the goodness of fit.
Goodness of fit refers to how well the specified model represents the actual
relationships observed within the data (Schumacker & Lomax 2004). The measures
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that may be used include absolute goodness of fit and relative goodness of fit (Byrne
2016). This study used a combination of these measures (see Table 3.2), providing a
broad perspective on the goodness of fit of the model and how well it was
represented. Not all of these measures are equally accepted, particularly as some
measures, including the goodness of fit index (GFI) and the adjusted goodness of fit
index (AGFI) are problematic in small samples (Byrne 2016). However, this was not
a problem since the final sample size of this study (n = 241) was above what is
usually considered a small sample (n = 200) for the SEM process.
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Table 3.2: Summary of Goodness of Fit Measures (Adapted from Byrne 2016;
Iacobucci 2010 and Schumacker and Lomax 2004)
Criterion

Criterion

Acceptance

Abbreviation

Range

Chi-square

CMIN

Chi-square df

Df

Chi-square sig. (p)

p-value

>.05

Relative ratio of chi-square/df

CMIN/DF

<2

Root mean square residual

RMR

<.08 = acceptable
fit
<.05 = good fit

Goodness of fit index

GFI

>.90

Adjusted goodness of fit index

AGFI

>.90

Normed fit index

NFI

>.90

Tucker-Lewis index

TLI

>.90

Comparative fit index

CFI

>.93

Root mean square error of

RMSEA

>.158 = good fit

Akaike information criterion

AIC

Lowest value

Hoelter index (p < .05)

Hoelter (0.05)

<75 = very poor fit

approximation

> 200 = good fit

The SEM process consists of two stages of analysis (Byrne 2016; Schumacker &
Lomax 2004). In the first stage, a measurement model is produced that evaluates the
fit of the observed variables (i.e., scale items) to the latent variables that will be used
for further analysis. The measurement model is evaluated based on the goodness of
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fit measures discussed above and the regression coefficients of each observed
variable to the latent variable.
The analysis of the structural model began with the evaluation of the goodness of fit
indices. There are a wide range of goodness of fit indices that can be generated for
SEM models, including absolute goodness of fit (chi-square) and relative goodness
of fit (Byrne 2016). Each of these indicators has a different acceptable value and
theoretical basis (Schumacker & Lomax 2004). The goodness of fit indicators used
in this research and the minimum acceptable values are shown in Table 3.1.
Following the goodness of fit evaluation for the model, individual relationships (i.e.,
hypotheses) were evaluated using regression coefficients and significance. A
confidence level of 95 per cent (corresponding to a value of p < .05) was selected for
this study as is common with multivariate research (Everitt & Hothorn 2011).

3.7 Methodological Limitations
There are some methodological limitations that need to be considered to understand
how far the results may be generalised and the possible weaknesses of the study. The
first and most obvious limitation was that the sample was drawn from participants
from a single course (although they may have taken the course at different times).
Therefore, the results reflected how pedagogical discussion cases are used in a
specific discipline and content area at one university only. This could limit the broad
application of the findings. However, the general results may still be applicable
across different content areas for understanding the effects of pedagogical discussion
cases on the students’ experience. The sampling strategy also imposed some inherent
limitations. As the respondents were self-selected, there was likely some sampling
bias inherent in the study (Fowler 2013). By recruiting participants who met the
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sampling requirements in a way that included everyone within a specific year, the
researcher has tried to mitigate this problem, but it is still possible that the problem
remained. Unfortunately, it would not be possible to detect this sampling bias.
Another limitation was that it was not known to what extent the sample was
representative of the underlying population of interest. This limitation could not be
overcome ethically because of the need to protect students’ rights to privacy and the
lack of information about the potential respondents. Therefore, this was accepted as
an unavoidable limitation of the study. Finally, the analysis method also introduced
some limitations. Specifically, SEM is a confirmatory analytical technique only and
cannot be used for exploratory analysis (Schumacker & Lomax 2004). Therefore,
while the findings either confirmed or denied the proposed hypotheses, no new
relationships were discoverable from the analysis.

3.8 Ethical Concerns
In every research study, ethical concerns are considered and addressed by the author
to ensure that the research is helpful and does not harm its participants, researcher or
others (Oliver 2010). The main consideration was to ensure that the study complied
with all institutional requirements for human subject research. The required
approvals, which were sought to meet the thesis’s requirement, are attached in
Appendix A. The only concern in this thesis was the potential inclusion of child
participants, which was avoided by using a sampling frame to include only those
aged over 18 years. The next consideration was the wellbeing of participants. First,
the participants should be informed about the purpose of the study unless there is a
clear and convincing reason not to do so (Oliver 2010). In this research, the students
were informed about the study’s purpose. During the recruitment process, the
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researcher provided potential recruits with both a full PICF and a plain language
description of the survey. Thus, all participants had a clear understanding about the
purpose and goals of the study. Next, the participants should not be harmed as a
result of participating in the study (Oliver 2010). The researcher made sure to
implement measures to ensure the wellbeing of participants. The participants were
asked to participate after graduation so they would not be affected in the unlikely
event of loss of control over the data. Information that could be used to identify
participants, such as their name or the semester that they were enrolled, was not
collected. A final concern was the ongoing assurance to protect participants and data.
Following the analysis, all copies of the data except the archival copy were deleted.
The archival copy is stored on a physically secure and cryptographically protected
USB key and will be destroyed two years after completion of the thesis.

3.9 Summary
The chapter introduced the thesis’s methodology that was based on a critical realism,
deductivist philosophical approach and a post-positivist research paradigm to balance
the research’s theories to social contexts. Additionally, the deductive approach was
used to test the thesis’s hypotheses. The study’s uncontrolled data were collected by
a standardised instrument and a survey design method was adopted considering the
quantitative nature of the research and the experiment. Individual students were the
instruments for the research’s level of analysis and the population of interest was
graduating students from a specific undergraduate IS course. Few sampling frames
were adopted such as students aged over 18 years and with English language
proficiency. The sample size was acceptable, as there were a total of 241 students
who successfully answered the survey. The research followed a convenience
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sampling process that was effective in providing the students with equal opportunity
to participate. Additionally, this process increased the chance for random sampling.
An online questionnaire was administered via Qualtrics. The thesis used existing
instruments to ensure the items’ validity. The attitudes consisted of 8 to 24 items that
were measured using a seven-point Likert scale and additional items were measured
using closed categorical measurements. Retesting the reliability of some of the
questionnaire using the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was necessary because of the
additional items that were introduced for the research. CFA was then undertaken for
the elimination of unrelated data and MIs were used for the scaling process that
eliminated some of the items. The model was tested using SEM because of its ability
to test the entire model. SPSS AMOS was adopted as the tool to conduct SEM. How
well the thesis’s model represented the observed data relationships was reflected in
the goodness of fit results. Finally, the chapter introduced some limitations such as
the sample size, as well as the thesis’s ethical concerns and how these were
accommodated by the author.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Results

This chapter introduces the results of the thesis’s data analysis. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the data were collected from a sample of graduates from an international
university in Vietnam who had completed a specific course (i.e., Internet for
Business). Pedagogical discussion cases were the course’s teaching approach. The
data were collected using an online survey. The data were analysed using SPSS
AMOS, focusing on descriptive statistics and SEM. The chapter first provides an
overview of the study’s preliminary results, including demographic information and
an overview of the reliability and validity testing of the questionnaire. Next, the
descriptive statistics of the seven-point Likert scale is discussed. Next presented are
the SEM outcomes, including the goodness of fit, final measurement model and
regression outcomes. Finally, a summary of the research’s hypotheses is provided,
including their significance, other relevant outcomes and whether each hypothesis
was accepted. This chapter serves as the basis for Chapter 5, which discusses the
results and their theoretical and practical implications for the use of discussion cases
in the university classroom.

4.1 Preliminary Results
The preliminary results of the study include information about the students’
demographics and experiences as well as the initial evaluation of the reliability and
validity of the data collection instrument. This information serves as the basis for
further analysis.
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4.1.1 Demographic Information and Student Experience
The final sample included 241 undergraduate students who had previously taken the
Internet for Business course. Demographic characteristics were collected for all
students who participated in the study (see Table 4.1). Demographic characteristics
are useful because they help to explain those who were included in the study, even if
the characteristics of a population are not immediately available for comparison
(Gravetter & Forzano 2016). In this case, while there was no direct comparison for
the students who took the course, some statistics can be identified for imbalances,
such as gender imbalances that could influence the outcomes of the study or indicate
a potential source of respondent bias. Demographic characteristics and student
experience characteristics included gender, age, ethnicity, country of origin, degree
major, semester and cumulative GPA. The demographic profile of the students was
as expected for graduates of the university’s Vietnam campus in terms of gender, age,
and ethnicity and national origin. The sample was also consistent with expectations
in terms of academic major and GPA. Thus, the sample was generally representative
of the student population, although an exact comparison cannot be made because of
data availability limitations.
4.1.1.1 Student Demographics
4.1.1.1.1 Gender
The respondents were primarily male (n = 142, 58.9%), with a smaller group of
female participants (n = 99, 41.1%). This indicates a potential imbalance between the
male and female respondents that was statistically significant using a chi-square test
(2 = 7.320, p = .007). However, it is notable that the university’s Vietnam campus
has a similar gender imbalance. The most recent statistics available indicated that the
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Vietnam campus had 3004 full-time and 3810 part-time male students, compared to
2109 full-time and 3810 part-time female students (RMIT University 2016). Thus,
59.7 per cent of the students at the Vietnam campus were male and 40.3 per cent
were female. When recalculating the chi-square results for the actual demographic
distribution of the students on campus, the results showed that the gender distribution
of the sample was not significantly different from the campus distribution (2 = 0.042,
p = 0.838). Thus, the gender distribution of the sample is statistically similar to the
distribution of students at the Vietnam campus.
4.1.1.1.2 Age
Most of the respondents were aged between 20 and 21 years (n = 160, 66.4%) and 22
and 23 years (n = 71, 29.5%). Only a small proportion were older or younger,
including those aged 18 to 19 years (n = 3, 1.2%) and those aged 24 or over (n = 7,
2.9%). The university data do not report student age statistics. As a result, it was not
possible to know whether these results were consistent with the population. However,
they were consistent with what would be expected from a sample of graduating
university seniors drawn from slightly different secondary school systems. Therefore,
this result is reasonable even if it cannot be directly compared.
4.1.1.1.3 Ethnicity and National Origin
Almost all respondents were Asian (n = 240, 99.6%), with only one Hispanic student
respondent (n = 1, 0.4%). While other ethnicity choices were also available, these
were not selected by the respondents. Similarly, most of the students were
Vietnamese (n = 235, 97.5%), with only a minor proportion from other countries
(n = 6, 2.5%). The university does not publicly report student ethnicity or nationality
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origin by campus, but this is consistent with the Vietnam university campus’s role as
a satellite campus specifically intended to serve Asian students.
4.1.1.2 Student Experience
4.1.1.2.1 Major
As expected, the students involved in the study had undertaken different majors.
Most students were enrolled in one of the university’s eight Bachelor of Business
sub-programs (n = 130, 53.9%). Within these sub-programs, the largest was
management (n = 33, 13.7%), followed by marketing (n = 30, 12.4%), international
business (n = 16, 6.6%), economics and finance (n = 15, 6.2%), IS (n = 14, 5.8%),
accountancy and entrepreneurship (n = 9, 3.7% for both categories) and logistics and
supply chain management (n = 4, 1.7%). The second largest group was enrolled in
the Bachelor of Commerce program (n = 105, 43.6%). A small number of students
were from other programs, including the Bachelor of Information Technology (n = 5,
2.1%) and Bachelor of Communication (Professional Communication) (n = 1, 0.4%).
There were no students from other programs offered at the university, such as the
Bachelor of Design (Digital Media), Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical and
Electronic and Software Engineering) or Bachelor of Fashion (Merchandise
Management). While student majors for the Internet for Business course were not
available, the above distribution is consistent with expectations, since this course is
required for most students in the Bachelor of Business and Bachelor of Commerce
programs and is an elective course for other students.
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4.1.1.2.2 Semester
Students were asked what semester they took the course. Only one student (0.4%)
took the course in the first year of enrolment (semesters 1 and 2). By the second year
of enrolment (semesters 3 and 4), student enrolment numbers had climbed slightly
(n = 16, 6.7%). In the third year of enrolment (semesters 5 and 6), student enrolment
had peaked (n = 126, 52.3%). However, many students also took the course in the
fourth or final year of enrolment (semesters 7 and 8) (n = 98, 40.7%). Thus, almost
all students took the Internet for Business course within the final two years of their
degree program.
4.1.1.2.3 Cumulative GPA
Finally, students were asked what their cumulative GPA was upon graduation. The
university uses a four-point GPA system, with 0.0 indicating the lowest score and
4.00 indicating the highest. Given that the students were graduating, none reported a
cumulative GPA of lower than 1.00. (Below this point students would not be allowed
to graduate.) A small number of students had a GPA of 1.01 to 1.49 (n = 2, 0.8%) or
1.50 to 1.99 (n = 35, 14.5%). Most students had a GPA of 2.00 to 2.49 (n = 119,
49.4%) or 2.50 to 2.99 (n = 70, 29.0%). After this point, GPA scores fell off again,
with small groups reporting cumulative GPAs of 3.00 to 3.49 (n = 12, 5.0%) or 3.50
and above (n = 3, 1.2%). The university does not directly report student cumulative
GPA on graduation, so it was not possible to compare these results. However, it is
notable that there was a symmetrical (although slightly left-skewed) distribution,
with most respondents having a GPA of 2.00 to 3.00. This was expected an
undergraduate group of graduating students.
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Table 4.1: Demographic Characteristics of the Sample
Question

Number

Percentage

(n = 241)

(%)

Male

142

58.9

Female

99

41.1

18 to 19 years

3

1.2

20 to 21 years

160

66.4

22 to 23 years

71

29.5

24 years and over

7

2.9

White/Caucasian

-

-

African American

-

-

Hispanic

1

0.4

240

99.6

Your Gender

Your Age

Your Race

Asian
Native American

-

-

Pacific Islander

-

-

Other

-

-

Country of Origin
235

97.5

6

2.5

Bachelor of Business (Accountancy)

9

3.7

Bachelor of Business (Economics and Finance)

15

6.2

Bachelor of Business (International Business)

16

6.6

Bachelor of Business (Management)

33

13.7

Vietnam
Other
Your Major
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Question

Number

Percentage

(n = 241)

(%)

Bachelor of Business (Information Systems)

14

5.8

Bachelor of Business (Entrepreneurship)

9

3.7

Bachelor of Business (Logistics and Supply Chain

4

1.7

Bachelor of Business (Marketing)

30

12.4

Bachelor of Commerce

105

43.6

1

0.4

Bachelor of Design (Digital Media)

-

-

Bachelor of Information Technology

5

2.1

Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical and Electronics)

-

-

Bachelor of Engineering (Software Engineering)

-

-

Bachelor of Fashion (Merchandise Management)

-

-

Semester 1

-

-

Semester 2

1

0.4

Semester 3

3

1.2

Semester 4

13

5.4

Semester 5

43

17.8

Semester 6

83

34.4

Semester 7

65

27.0

Semester 8

33

13.7

Management)

Bachelor of Communication (Professional
Communication)

Your Semester

Your Cumulative GPA
Lower than 1.00

-

-

1.01–1.49

2

0.8

1.50–1.99

35

14.5
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Question

Number

Percentage

(n = 241)

(%)

2.00–2.49

119

49.4

2.50–2.99

70

29.0

3.00–3.49

12

5.0

3.50 and above

3

1.2

4.1.2 Reliability and Validity Testing
Before starting the data analysis, it was important to evaluate the reliability and
validity of the questionnaire. This evaluation was necessary because the instrument
had not been previously used and consisted of a combination of adapted and new
items (Fowler 2013). Therefore, it was unclear to what extent the scale’s items would
be a reliable measure for a single construct.
Reliability and validity testing of the questionnaire’s scales was conducted in two
stages. In the first stage, Cronbach’s alpha was used to determine the initial
unidimensionality of the scales as collected from the questionnaire, using a standard
lower and upper bound of  = 0.70 to  = 0.90 (Tavakol & Dennick 2011). In the
next stage, CFA was used to determine the structure of each first-order construct and
the identity of underlying latent constructs. For this process, MIs were used to
determine which items, if any, to eliminate from the scale. Items with a low MI were
eliminated first. Table 4.1 summarises the constructs, items, initial alpha and the
eliminated items from the scale. In addition, the final alpha was also eliminated. The
overall goodness of fit of each of the scales was then evaluated.
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4.1.2.1.1 Initial Alpha
In the initial Cronbach’s alpha evaluation, most scales passed the lower bound of
0.70, including environmental factors (EN) ( = 0.745), students’ motivation (SM)
( = 0.887), students’ knowledge sharing intention (SSI) ( = 0.776), students’
knowledge sharing behaviours (SSB) ( = 0.907) and students’ individual
characteristics (SIC) ( = 0.874). However, some of the scales did not pass this
threshold, including the lecturer’s role (L) ( = 0.679), industry representative’s role
(I) ( = 0.542) and student learning outcome and satisfaction (SLO) ( = 0.651).
This could indicate difficulties with the unidimensionality of these constructs. No
items were eliminated following the initial alpha test. Instead, the alpha coefficient
was used to evaluate the improvement following the elimination of some of the items
during CFA.
4.1.2.1.2 Scale Reduction and Post-Reduction Alpha
The MIs were used to remove individual items from the scale to achieve optimal
improvement in the unidimensionality of the items. As shown in Table 4.2, no items
were eliminated in some scales (i.e., SSB and SLO). For scales between two and 12,
some items were eliminated. For almost all scales, the post-elimination re-run of the
Cronbach’s alpha showed improvement or at least consistency with existing items.
Two scales (i.e., SSB and SSI) surpassed the upper bound of  = 0.9, indicating that
some items were redundant. However, since other studies recommended an upper
bound range of  = 0.95 (Bernard & Bernard 2013)—which both scales met—the
decision was made to leave the scales as they were.
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Table 4.2: Scale Development through Cronbach's Alpha and MI
Construct

Initial

Initial

Items

Alpha

Eliminated Items

PostElimination
Alpha

Environmental Factors

EN1 to

(EN)

EN17

Students’ Motivation (SM)

SM1 to

0.745

EN11, EN15, EN16, EN17

0.839

0.887

SM2, SM3, SM4, SM5, SM6,

0.942

SM24

SM7, SM10, SM11, SM12,
SM13, SM14, SM15

Students’ Individual

SIC1 to

0.874

SIC2, SIC3, SIC5, SIC7

0.898

Characteristics (SIC)

SIC16

Students’ Knowledge

SSI1 to

0.776

SSI6, SSI7

0.869

Sharing Intention (SSI)

SSI8

Students’ Knowledge

SSB1 to

0.907

None

0.907

Sharing Behaviour (SSB)

SSB15

Industry Representative’s

I1 to I8

0.542

I4, I5, I6

0.287

Lecturer’s Role (L)

L1 to L8

0.679

L6, L7

0.720

Student Learning

SLO1 to

0.651

None

0.651

Outcome and Satisfaction

SLO10

Role (I)

(SLO)

Two scales did not meet the alpha threshold, including I ( = 0.247) and SLO
( = 0.651). In the case of I, the performance was better than expected following the
scale reduction process. Noticeably, SLO was unchanged. As there were no further
improvements that could be made, the analysis proceeded with the understanding
that there could be problems with the reliability of the scales. The goodness of fit
was evaluated for each of the individual constructs following the factor analysis
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process and visual models were created (see Figures 4.1 to 4.6) that demonstrate
their new structure.
4.1.2.1.3 Goodness of Fit
The final structure and goodness of fit of each of the individual items are shown in
Figures 4.1 to 4.8. A subset of the goodness of fit measures was used for the
evaluation. Table 4.3 summarises the goodness of fit characteristics for each of the
items, including the absolute and relative goodness of fit indicators. As this table
indicates, most of the first-order constructs were not well fitted based on the
goodness of fit’s standard measures alone. Only the SSI passed all of the goodness of
fit standard measures, while most of the other scales passed only some of the relative
fit indices. All variables passed the RMSEA, while all but SSB and I passed the GFI.
This indicates that the items were not necessarily well fitted. However, no further
adjustment could be found that would improve the goodness of fit of these first-order
constructs. Further, all measures passed the RMSEA (a so-called badness of fit
measure that evaluates the minimum acceptable fit) (Byrne 2016), indicating that
each of these constructs was appropriately fitted at a minimum level. The analysis
continued with these constructs as the final indicators.
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Table 4.3: Goodness of Fit Indicators for First-Order Constructs Following
Scale Reduction
Construct

Chi-square

Chi-

RMSEA

GFI

AGFI

(p > .05)

square/df

(<.6)

(>.9)

(>.9)

2.733

0.085*

0.912*

0.859

2.822

0.087*

0.914*

0.854

2.734

0.085*

0.926*

0.869

1.633*

0.051*

0.985*

0.954*

2.970

0.091*

0.879

0.819

2.112

0.068*

0.893

0.949*

2.162

0.070*

0.980*

0.940*

1.494*

0.045*

0.963*

0.936*

(<2)
Environmental Factors

2 = 155.768

(EN) (13 items)

(p < .001)

Students’ Motivation

2 = 129.802

(SM) (12 items)

(p < .001)

Students’ Individual

2 = 120.311

Characteristics (SIC) (12

(p < .001)

items)
Students’ Knowledge

2 = 11.429

Sharing Intention (SSI) (6

(p < .121)*

items)
Students’ Knowledge

2 = 237.576

Sharing Behaviour (SSB)

(p < .001)

(15 items)
Industry Representative

2 = 10.558

Role (I) (5 items)

(p < .061)*

Lecturer Role (L) (6

2 = 15.132

items)

(p < .034)

Student Learning

2 = 47.180

Outcome and Satisfaction

(p < .036)

(SLO) (10 items)
Note :Lower and upper bounds for the goodness of fit indicators recommended by Byrne )2016(,
Iacobucci) 2010( and Schumacker and Lomax )2010.(
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Figure 4.1: Standardised First-Order Construct (EN)
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Figure 4.2: Standardised First-Order Construct (SM)
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Figure 4.3: Standardised First-Order Construct (SIC)
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Figure 4.4: Standardised First-Order Construct (SSI)
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Figure 4.5: Standardised First-Order Construct (SSB)
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Figure 4.6: Standardised First-Order Construct (L)
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Figure 4.7: Standardised First-Order Construct (I)
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Figure 4.8: Standardised First-Order Construct (SLO)

4.2 Descriptive Results
Although the SEM process is supposed to establish relationships between variables,
it does not provide information regarding the magnitude or extent of these variables.
This research is concerned not just with relationships, but with the description of the
overall students’ experience with KS in a discussion case-based classroom. To
understand the general trend of responses and how the respondents viewed each of
the items, descriptive statistics, including mean, standard deviation and a
standardised interpretation were prepared for each of the Likert scales. The goal of
the interpretation schedule was to provide a general understanding of the mean score
based on the original responses. The standardised interpretation schedule was
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calculated using the range and number of items for each point, with a width of 0.857
points per interpretation. The interpretations were:


1.00 to 1.857: Strongly disagree



1.858 to 2.715: Disagree



2.716 to 3.573: Somewhat disagree



3.574 to 4.448: Neither agree nor disagree



4.449 to 5.306: Somewhat agree



5.307 to 6.142: Agree



6.143 to 7.00: Strongly agree.

Each of the individual scales is reported and discussed below. All the items,
including those that were eliminated during scale reduction, are also included to
demonstrate potential differences in the individual scale items and to explain why
specific items were eliminated. The final section presents the full descriptive
statistics for the index variables for each of the scales as measured in the final
constructs. These descriptive statistics are limited in how far they can be generalised
outside the sample. Since the sample is representative as far as can be determined,
these descriptive statistics represent the general trends of the population but only
technically reflect the views of the sample.
4.2.1 Environmental Factors
The environmental factors of the study included the students’ micro, meso and macro
environments (i.e., individual relationships, classroom and university). Initially, 17
items were included as part of the EN scale (see Table 4.4). These items were
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divided into two key characteristics, namely the course context (items 1 through 10)
and the team structure diversity (items 11 through 17).
The course context means were similar, ranging from 5.20 to 6.11 and all falling into
the ‘Agree’ mean interpretation category. The lowest scoring of an individual item
was item 9 (‘The university provides enough resources for me to work as the
assessments for this course’) (M = 5.20, SD = 1.247). The item with the highest
mean in this half of the scale was item 7 (‘My instructors are always available when I
need help’) (M = 6.11, SD = 0.956). This range of items generated a further
characteristic, advocating that items related to the instructors (i.e., items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6 and 7) typically had a higher mean than those related to the university (i.e., items 8,
9 and 10). The means of the other two university context items, item 8 (M = 5.41,
SD = 1.352) and item 10 (M = 5.40, SD = 1.176), were slightly above the lowest
mean item. In contrast, the lowest mean for the instructor-based items was for item 2
(‘My instructors relate well to me’) (M = 5.63, SD = 0.769). This could be seen
within the sample, in which students had a higher opinion of the instructors and their
relationship to students than with the university-provided resources and support.
The diversity in team structure items (i.e., items 11 through 17) demonstrated
different results. The means ranged from 2.07 to 2.94 and all items in this sub-scale
were interpreted as ‘Disagree’ or ‘Somewhat disagree’ based on the mean
interpretation schedule. The lowest scoring item in this sub-scale was item 14 (‘The
ethnic background of members in my syndicate group is very different’) (M = 2.07,
SD = 0.983). This is not unreasonable, given the descriptive statistics that showed
that most of the students included in the sample were Asian and from Vietnam. Other
demographic variables, including age (M = 2.13, SD = 0.933) and gender (M = 2.29,
SD = 1.318) also reflected low perceived diversity, which was consistent with the
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demographic variables. Thus, demographic diversity within the group was perceived
as low. There was a slightly higher perception of values- or attitudes-based diversity.
The highest scoring item was item 15 (‘The personal values of members in my
syndicate group is very different’) (M = 2.94, SD = 1.304). The other two attitudesbased demographics were similar, including work attitudes (M = 2.86, SD = 1.249)
and learning goals (M = 2.68, SD = 1.288). It should be noted that all items
eliminated from the scale, consisting of EN11, EN15, EN16 and EN17, came from
the diversity in team structure sub-scale.
Based on these descriptive statistics, this thesis posits that while the overall diversity
in the learning group was low, overall attitudes-based diversity was somewhat higher
than demographic diversity. The demographic diversity perceptions were also in line
with the demographic characteristics reflected in the sample.
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Table 4.4: Descriptive Statistics for Environmental Factors (EN)
Environmental Factors (EN) (17 items)

Mean

SD

Interpretation

Course Context
1

My instructors create a feeling of ‘warmth’ in our relationship.

5.72

0.79795

Agree

2

My instructors relate well to me.

5.63

0.76884

Agree

3

I have a harmonious relationship with my instructors.

5.75

0.69840

Agree

4

I am comfortable interacting with my instructors.

5.81

0.60496

Agree

5

My instructors have taken a personal interest in me.

5.98

0.67976

Agree

6

My instructors are always available when I need help.

6.11

0.95567

Agree

7

My instructors clearly clarify their points well when answering my questions.

6.07

0.89129

Agree

8

I often seek additional information through the university resources such as library and

5.41

1.35171

Agree

5.20

1.24672

Agree

5.40

1.17573

Agree

study support group like SAS.
9

The university provides enough resources for me to work as the assessments for this
course.

10

I know how to access additional help when I have problem about the assessments.
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Environmental Factors (EN) (17 items)

Mean

SD

Interpretation

Diversity in Team Structure
11

The members in my syndicate group in general is very diverse.

2.40

1.50798

Disagree

12

The age of members in my syndicate group is very different.

2.13

0.93321

Disagree

13

The gender of members in my syndicate group is very different.

2.29

1.31853

Disagree

14

The ethnic background of members in my syndicate group is very different.

2.07

0.98277

Disagree

15

The personal values of members in my syndicate group are very different.

2.94

1.30395

Somewhat disagree

16

The attitudes about work of members in my syndicate group are very different.

2.86

1.24914

Somewhat disagree

17

The learning goals of members in my syndicate group is very different.

2.68

1.28841

Disagree
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4.2.2 Student Motivation
The SM scale was also divided into two sub-scales, namely individual attitudes,
emotion and students’ positive traits (items 1 through 15) and team level trust and
cohesiveness (items 16 through 24) (see Table 4.5).
The means of the individual attitudes, emotion and positive psychology sub-scale
items ranged from 5.12 to 6.00, all falling into the ‘Agree’ or ‘Somewhat agree’
interpretation categories. The lowest mean items in this sub-scale were item 2 (‘My
knowledge sharing would strengthen the ties between existing class members and
myself’) (M = 5.12, SD = 1.298) and item 3 (‘My knowledge sharing would get me
well-acquainted with other classmates in the class’) (M = 5.17, SD = 1.423). The
highest mean items were item 15 (‘My classmates think that I should share my
knowledge with them’) (M = 5.97, SD = 0.676) and item 7 (‘My knowledge sharing
would help other classmates solve problems’) (M = 6.00, SD = 0.822). Other high
mean items in this scale included items 13 (M = 5.93, SD = 0.801), 14 (M = 5.87,
SD = 0.692), and 6 (M = 5.87, SD = 0.864). The spread of these descriptive statistics
suggests that social norms (i.e., expectations of KS) and assisting others in
developing knowledge were more important than the general focus on relationship
development. However, in the final scale formulation, most of these items were
eliminated, including SM2, SM3, SM4, SM5, SM6, SM7, SM10, SM11, SM12,
SM13, SM14 and SM15. This means that the final SM scale solely represented the
team level trust and cohesiveness items.
The means of the team level trust and cohesiveness sub-scale were lower than those
of the individual attitudes, emotion and positive psychology sub-scale, ranging from
4.99 to 5.47. All items fell into the ‘Agree’ or ‘Somewhat agree’ categories, with
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more falling into ‘Somewhat agree’ than ‘Agree’. The lowest mean item was item 16
(‘Overall, the people in my team are very trustworthy’) (M = 4.99, SD = 1.472). The
highest mean item was item 21 (‘My team members are united in trying to reach the
goal for performance’) (M = 5.47, SD = 1.268). Other high mean items were related
to team member responsibility and communication and included items 23 (M = 5.44,
SD = 1.431) and 24 (M = 5.40, SD = 1.457). In contrast, items 17 (M = 5.12,
SD = 1.557), 19 (M = 5.16, SD = 1.387) and 18 (M = 5.21, SD = 1.525), which were
related to perceptions of feelings, reliability and friendliness were found to be much
weaker. This could be interpreted as the team respondents’ general perception that
while team members had moderately high levels of reliability in relation to work,
personal relationships within the team were not as strong. This is consistent with the
sub-scale above, which suggested that relationship formation was not a strong
motivator.
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Table 4.5: Descriptive Statistics for Student Motivation
Students’ Motivation (SM) (24 items)

Mean

SD

Interpretation

Individual Attitudes, Emotion and Positive Psychology
1

I will receive additional points for the course in return for my knowledge sharing.

5.29

0.80537

Somewhat agree

2

My knowledge sharing would strengthen the ties between existing members in my class and myself.

5.12

1.29786

Somewhat agree

3

My knowledge sharing would get me well-acquainted with other classmates in the class.

5.17

1.42306

Somewhat agree

4

My knowledge sharing would expand the scope of my association with other classmates in the

5.81

0.91423

Agree

class.
5

My knowledge sharing would draw smooth cooperation from outstanding members in the future.

5.85

0.73006

Agree

6

My knowledge sharing would create strong relationships with classmates who have common

5.87

0.86365

Agree

interests in the class.
7

My knowledge sharing would help other classmates solve problems.

6.00

0.82158

Agree

8

My knowledge sharing would create unique solutions for the class.

5.56

0.64308

Agree

9

My knowledge sharing would help the class achieve its performance objectives.

5.70

0.61404

Agree

10

My knowledge sharing with other classmates is good.

5.87

0.69226

Agree

11

My knowledge sharing with other classmates is an enjoyable experience.

5.53

1.26823

Agree
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Students’ Motivation (SM) (24 items)

Mean

SD

Interpretation

12

My knowledge sharing with other classmates is valuable to me.

5.48

1.31676

Agree

13

My lecturer thinks that I should share my knowledge with other classmates.

5.93

0.80052

Agree

14

My team leader thinks that I should share my knowledge with other classmates.

5.87

0.69226

Agree

15

My classmates think that I should share my knowledge with them.

5.97

0.67619

Agree

Team Level Trust and Cohesiveness
16

Overall, the people in my team are very trustworthy.

4.99

1.47194

Somewhat agree

17

We are usually considerate of one another's feelings on this team.

5.12

1.55659

Somewhat agree

18

The people in my team are friendly.

5.21

1.52508

Somewhat agree

19

I can rely on other members of my team.

5.16

1.38746

Somewhat agree

20

Members of my team express different opinions about what we must do on the teamwork.

5.27

1.31572

Somewhat agree

21

My team members are united in trying to reach the goal for performance.

5.47

1.26832

Agree

22

My team members are responsible for any mistake regarding to the task.

5.34

1.38205

Agree

23

My team members try to help if one of members has problems.

5.44

1.43088

Agree

24

My team members communicate freely about each other's responsibility.

5.40

1.45739

Agree
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4.2.3 Students’ Individual Characteristics
As with the previous two scales, there were two sub-scales associated with the SIC
scale (see Table 4.6): students’ prior knowledge and positive traits (items 1 through
8) and self-efficacy (items 9 through 16).
The means of the prior knowledge and positive traits sub-scale items ranged from
4.13 to 5.53, spanning the ‘Neither agree nor disagree’, ‘Somewhat agree’ and
‘Agree’ interpretation categories. The lowest mean item in this sub-scale was item 6
(‘I am familiar with the concept of Website Design and Development prior to this
course’) (M = 4.13, SD = 1.328). The highest scoring item was item 8 (‘I am
enthusiastic about learning new concepts to increase my Internet and e-Business
knowledge’) (M = 5.53, SD = 1.025). This might suggest that prior knowledge was
weak, but other areas of knowledge, including e-commerce (item 2) (M = 5.02,
SD = 1.216), logistics and supply chain (item 3) (M = 4.67, SD = 1.564), marketing
(item 4) (M = 4.81, SD = 1.496), strategic management (item 5) (M = 4.90,
SD = 1.555) and the internet in general (item 6) (M = 4.23, SD = 0.824) were
reported to be much stronger. Thus, it is possible that website design and
development were simply subjects in which the students had strong knowledge. The
strength of item 8 also showed that individuals were prepared to learn even in areas
they were not previously exposed. Four out of eight items in this sub-scale, including
SIC2, SIC3, SIC5 and SIC7, were eliminated during the scale reduction process.
The means of the self-efficacy sub-scale items showed closer results. With means
ranging from 4.59 to 5.15, these items all fell into the ‘Somewhat agree’
interpretation category. The lowest mean item was item 9 (‘I have a great deal of
control over my academic performance in my Internet for Business course’)
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(M = 4.59, SD = 1.446). The mean of this item was very close to the second lowest
scoring item (item 10) (‘The more effort I put into this course, the better I do in
them’) (M = 4.66, SD = 1.464). The highest scoring item was item 16 (‘I am
confident in my ability to succeed at the university’) (M = 5.15, SD = 1.610). In
general, other items that related to general academic performance, including items 11
(M = 4.75, SD = 1.474), 12 (M = 4.88, SD = 1.479), 13 (M = 4.76, SD = 1.597), 14
(M = 4.84, SD = 1.519) and 15 (M = 5.05, SD = 1.506) were all higher than items 9
and 10, which related specifically to the students’ performance in the Internet for
Business course. This split suggests that students had higher levels of self-efficacy
regarding their general academic performance compared to the specific course. This
could be attributed to the role of students in the syndicate groups. As discussed
above, students were only somewhat perceived as trustworthy or reliable. Thus, the
students might have perceived little control over their performance in the course.
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Table 4.6: Descriptive Statistics for Student Individual Characteristics
Students’ Individual Characteristics (SIC) (16 items)

Mean

SD

Interpretation

Prior Knowledge and Positive Traits
1

I am familiar with the concept of the Internet prior to beginning this course.

5.23

0.82408

Somewhat agree

2

I am familiar with the concept of E-Commerce prior to beginning this course.

5.02

1.21603

Somewhat agree

3

I am familiar with the concept of Logistics and Supply Chain prior to beginning this course.

4.67

1.56405

Somewhat agree

4

I am familiar with the concept of Marketing prior to beginning this course.

4.81

1.49613

Somewhat agree

5

I am familiar with the concept of Strategic Management prior to beginning this course.

4.90

1.55511

Somewhat agree

6

I am familiar with the concept of Website Design and Development prior to beginning this course.

4.13

1.32761

Neither agree nor
disagree

7

My prior knowledge has helped me in performing better in Internet for Business course.

5.11

1.17827

Somewhat agree

8

I am enthusiastic about learning new concepts in order to increase my Internet and e-Business

5.53

1.02473

Agree

knowledge.
Self-Efficacy
9

I have a great deal of control over my academic performance in my Internet for Business course.

4.59

1.44647

Somewhat agree

10

The more effort I put into this course, the better I do in them.

4.66

1.46403

Somewhat agree
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Students’ Individual Characteristics (SIC) (16 items)

Mean

SD

Interpretation

11

I see myself as largely responsible for my performance throughout my college career.

4.75

1.47417

Somewhat agree

12

When I do poorly in a course, it’s usually because I haven’t given it my best effort.

4.88

1.47866

Somewhat agree

13

I am confident in my scholastic abilities.

4.76

1.59693

Somewhat agree

14

I do well in university.

4.84

1.51933

Somewhat agree

15

I learn new concepts quickly.

5.05

1.50623

Somewhat agree

16

I am confident in my ability to succeed at the university.

5.15

1.60976

Somewhat agree
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4.2.4 Students’ Knowledge Sharing Intention
SSI was represented by a scale that included eight items (see Table 4.7). The means
of these items ranged from 5.22 to 6.62 and fell into the ‘Somewhat agree’, ‘Agree’
and ‘Strongly agree’ categories. The lowest mean item in the scale was item 2 (‘I
will always provide my methodologies and models with my team members’)
(M = 5.28, SD = 1.233). Item 2’s mean was very close to that of item 1 (‘I will share
my findings and reports with members of my team more frequently in the future’)
(M = 5.29, SD = 1.248). The highest scoring item was item 6 (‘I will always provide
my methodologies and models for other classmates in Internet for Business course’)
(M = 6.62, SD = 0.788). These findings suggest that there were conflicting
preferences as to whether students were willing to share information, with
individuals being more willing to share explicit knowledge such as methodologies
and models than their personal knowledge. This could be associated with difficulties
involved in sharing tacit and social knowledge compared to procedural knowledge.
However, the observation that students were more willing to share knowledge with
other classmates than with members of their team was interesting. This result might
have foundational causes, such as the development of adversarial relationships
within the team during the work process that reduced team members’ willingness to
share knowledge (as suggested by the questions about team relationships) or the
perception that team members did not require additional KS because the knowledge
was co-developed. The cause of these attitudes was not directly addressed in the
study and would be an interesting area for future study. Two items, SSI6 and SSi7,
were eliminated from this scale during the scale reduction process.
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Table 4.7: Descriptive Statistics for Knowledge Sharing Intention
Knowledge Sharing Intention (SSI) (8 items)
1

I will share my findings and reports with members

Mean

SD

Interpretation

5.29

1.24847

Somewhat

of my team more frequently in the future.
2

I will always provide my methodologies and

agree
5.28

1.23291

models with my team members.
3

Somewhat
agree

I intend to share my experience or know-how with

5.54

1.27467

Agree

5.73

1.34152

Agree

5.99

1.01850

Agree

5.52

0.75874

Agree

6.62

0.78761

Strongly agree

6.09

0.68059

Agree

other classmates more frequently in the future.
4

I will always provide my know-where or knowwhom at the request of other classmates.

5

I will try to share my expertise from my education
or training with other classmates in a more
effective way.

6

I will share my findings and reports with members
of my team more frequently in the future.

7

I will always provide my methodologies and
models for other classmates in Internet for
Business course.

8

I intend to share my experience or know-how with
other classmates more frequently in the future.

4.2.5 Lecturer
There were eight items in the L scale (see Table 4.8). The means of these items
ranged from 5.71 to 6.37 and all fell into the ‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly agree’
interpretation categories. The lowest mean item was item 4 (‘Objectives which are
given to me are reasonable’) (M = 5.61, SD = 1.154), while the highest mean item
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was item 8 (‘I am enthusiastic about learning new concepts from the organization in
the case’) (M = 6.37, SD = 0.645). Two other items also had means of six points or
higher, including item 5, which addressed lecturer enthusiasm (M = 6.00,
SD = 0.901) and item 7, which addressed students’ enthusiasm about learning from a
case protagonist (M = 6.09, SD = 0.796). These findings indicated that the lecturer
did not have a substantial role in developing enthusiasm or experience in the
classroom. These items are also consistent with the course context sub-scale in EN,
which showed that the students’ perception of teaching support was stronger than
their perception of university support. Items L6 and L7 were eliminated from this
scale during the scale reduction process.
Table 4.8: Descriptive Statistics for Lecturer
Lecturer (L) (8 items)
1

Mean SD

Lecturer's prior knowledge has helped me in

Interpretation

5.71

0.83187

Agree

5.88

0.81717

Agree

performing better in Internet for Business course.
2

I am enthusiastic about learning new concepts
from my lecturer.

3

I can trust my lecturer’s evaluation to be good.

5.74

1.19033

Agree

4

Objectives which are given to me are reasonable.

5.61

1.15389

Agree

5

My lecturer does not show favoritism to anyone.

6.00

0.90138

Agree

6

Case protagonist's prior knowledge has helped me

5.91

0.79580

Agree

6.09

0.79580

Agree

6.37

0.64507

Strongly agree

in performing better in Internet for Business
course.
7

I am enthusiastic about learning new concepts
from the case protagonist.

8

I am enthusiastic about learning new concepts
from the organization in the case.
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4.2.6 Industry Representative
The I scale addressed the role of the case protagonist and was measured using an
initial scale of eight items (see Table 4.9). These items had some of the highest
means in the survey, ranging from 5.94 to 6.38 and all falling into the ‘Agree’ or
‘Strongly agree’ interpretation categories. The lowest mean item in this scale was
item 4 (‘Case protagonist demonstrated the importance of knowledge sharing at
work’) (M = 5.94, SD = 0.658). The highest mean item in this scale was item 6
(‘Case protagonist’s role was comparable to that of the lecturer’) (M = 6.44,
SD = 0.610). Other high mean items included item 7, which addressed improved
understanding of business case development (M = 6.38, SD = 0.782) and item 8,
which addressed course performance (M = 6.32, SD = 1.108). Overall, these items
indicated that the involvement of the case protagonist in the classroom was
considered a positive benefit for understanding the development of solutions to
business cases, teamwork and other aspects, although its KS benefits were weak.
Three out of eight of these items were eliminated from the scale, consisting of I4, I5
and I6. Thus, neither the lowest nor the highest mean items in this scale were
represented in the final variable.
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Table 4.9: Descriptive Statistics for Industry Representative)
Industry Representative (Case Protagonist) (I) (8

Mean SD

Interpretation

items)
1

Case protagonist's prior knowledge has helped me

6.00

0.74999

Agree

6.27

0.71725

Strongly agree

6.23

0.65507

Strongly agree

5.94

0.65849

Agree

6.25

1.03191

Strongly agree

6.44

0.61025

Strongly agree

6.38

0.78166

Strongly agree

6.32

1.10755

Strongly agree

in performing better in Internet for Business
course.
2

I am enthusiastic about learning new concepts
from the case protagonist.

3

I am enthusiastic about learning new concepts
from the organization about the case.

4

Case protagonist demonstrated the importance of
knowledge sharing at work.

5

Case protagonist demonstrated the importance of
group work in case development.

6

Case protagonist’s role was comparable to that of
the lecturer.

7

Case protagonist’s presence improved our
understanding of real business’s case
development.

8

Case protagonist's prior knowledge has helped me
in performing better in Internet for Business
course.
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4.2.7 Students’ Knowledge Sharing Behaviour
The SSB scale included 16 items (see Table 4.10). These items were divided into two
sub-scales, consisting of KS outside the class (items 1 through 8) and KS inside the
class (items 9 through 15).
The means for the KS (outside the class) sub-scale were moderate, ranging from 5.24
to 5.85 and fell into the ‘Somewhat agree’ or ‘Agree’ categories. Two items shared
the lowest mean, namely item 1 (‘Members in my syndicate team keep close ties
with each other’) (M = 5.24, SD = 1.375) and item 2 (‘Members in my syndicate
team consider other team members’ standpoint highly’) (M = 5.24, SD = 1.301).
These means were low compared to the other items in the scale. This is consistent
with the means of the other scales, including the SM and SSI scales. This suggests
that the students may not have had strong personal relationships or trust with their
team members. The highest mean in this scale was that of item 8 (‘I possess extra
Internet and e-Business knowledge outside of class in my syndicate group other than
the knowledge acquired from inside the Internet for Business course’) (M = 5.85,
SD = 1.384). This suggests that individuals did benefit from the knowledge and
experience acquired outside the classroom in the Internet for Business course. The
next highest mean (item 7) was similar to item 8 (‘My syndicate team encourages
finding new methods to solve the issue in the case study’) (M = 5.81, SD = 1.256).
The results for item 8 indicate that the teams did go outside the class to develop
innovative solutions and that this was highly valued. Overall, the respondents had a
good perception of KS behaviour from outside the class.
The means for the KS (inside the class) sub-scale varied. The means ranged from
4.93 to 5.95, falling into the ‘Somewhat agree’ or ‘Agree’ interpretation categories.
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The lowest mean item in this sub-scale was item 10 (‘Members in my Internet for
Business discussion class consider other classmates’ standpoint highly’) (M = 4.93,
SD = 0.957). This is consistent with the lowest mean in the above sub-scale, which
also suggested that the respondents only somewhat agreed that they considered their
teammates’ arguments. The second lowest item in this sub-scale was item 11, which
addressed the perception of team unity (M = 5.05, SD = 1.168). These relatively low
scores continue to support the perception that team relationships may have affected
the students’ KS willingness inside the class. The highest mean for this scale was for
item 15 (‘My Internet for Business class encourages finding new methods to solve
the issue in the case study’) (M = 5.95, SD = 0.762). The relatively high mean of this
item, along with item 7 from the outside class sub-scale that addressed methods
discovery, suggests that knowledge discovery was an important aspect of student KS
behaviour. No items were eliminated from this scale.
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Table 4.10: Descriptive Statistics for Knowledge Sharing Behaviour
Students’ Knowledge Sharing Behaviour (SSB) (15 items)

Mean

SD

Interpretation

Knowledge Sharing (Outside the Class)
1

Members in my syndicate team keep close ties with each other.

5.24

1.37465

Somewhat agree

2

Members in my syndicate team consider other team members’ standpoint highly.

5.24

1.30071

Somewhat agree

3

Members in my syndicate team have a strong feeling of ‘one team’.

5.47

1.28788

Agree

4

Members in my syndicate team cooperate well with each other.

5.44

1.19961

Agree

5

My syndicate team encourages suggesting ideas for new solutions.

5.49

1.14782

Agree

6

My syndicate team puts much value on taking risks even if that turns out to be a wrong

5.76

1.27155

Agree

solution.
7

My syndicate team encourages finding new methods to solve the issue in the case study.

5.81

1.25598

Agree

8

I possess extra Internet and e-Business knowledge outside of class in my syndicate group other

5.85

1.38431

Agree

5.76

1.12649

Agree

than the knowledge acquired from inside Internet for Business course.
Knowledge Sharing (Inside the Class)
9

Members in my Internet for Business discussion class keep close ties with each other.
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Students’ Knowledge Sharing Behaviour (SSB) (15 items)
10

Members in my Internet for Business discussion class consider other classmates’ standpoint

Mean

SD

Interpretation

4.93

0.95699

Strongly agree

highly.
11

Members in my Internet for Business discussion class have a strong feeling of ‘one team’.

5.05

1.16798

Somewhat agree

12

Members in my Internet for Business discussion class cooperate well with each other.

5.71

0.54646

Agree

13

Members in my Internet for Business class encourage suggesting ideas for new solutions.

5.81

0.59371

Agree

14

Members in my Internet for Business class puts much value on taking risks even if that turns

5.78

0.68722

Agree

5.95

0.76213

Agree

out to be a wrong solution.
15

Members in my Internet for Business class encourages finding new methods to solve the issue
in the case study.
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4.2.8 Student Learning Outcomes and Satisfaction
The final scale in the study was the SLO scale (see Table 4.11), which represented
the final dependent variable in the structural mode. The means of the items in this
scale ranged from 5.67 to 6.21, all of which were within the ‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly
agree’ interpretation categories. The lowest mean was observed for item 9 (‘I find
discussion cases and sharing knowledge in the course fun and enjoyable’) (M = 5.67,
SD = 0.624). This was followed by two items with the same mean: item 1 (‘Using
discussion cases in the class through knowledge sharing has improved by
comprehension of the concepts studied in class’) (M = 5.83, SD = 0.679) and item 10
(‘Overall, I am satisfied with this course’) (M = 5.83, SD = 0.799). These results
suggest that the use of a case study was not perceived as fun and may not have been
successful at improving the course experience. The highest means in this scale was
observed for item 5 (‘Using discussion cases in the class through knowledge sharing
has made me more confident in solving business problems in the future’) (M = 6.21,
SD = 0.748) and item 8 (‘I wish other courses will use discussion cases as a means of
study and assessment’) (M = 6.35, SD = 0.655). These means indicated that the
students believed that KS was helpful in improving their confidence and improving
discussions in the classroom. Overall, this scale demonstrated that discussion cases
were helpful, and the respondents perceived positive outcomes of the inclusion of
such discussion cases in their course. No items were eliminated from this scale.
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Table 4.11: Descriptive Statistics for Student Learning Outcomes and
Satisfaction
Student’s Perceived Learning Outcomes and

Mean

SD

Interpretation

5.83

0.67909

Agree

5.96

0.66328

Agree

6.01

0.68915

Agree

6.12

0.52246

Agree

6.21

0.74780

Strongly agree

5.93

0.67639

Agree

6.11

0.65820

Agree

6.35

0.65517

Strongly agree

5.67

0.62398

Agree

5.83

0.79938

Agree

Satisfaction (SLO) (10 items)
1

Using discussion cases in the class through knowledge
sharing has improved my comprehension of the
concepts studied in class.

2

Using discussion cases in the class through knowledge
sharing has led to a better learning experience in this
course.

3

Using discussion cases in the class through knowledge
sharing has allowed me to better understand the
concepts in this course.

4

Using discussion cases in the class through knowledge
sharing has helped me to synthesize my previous
knowledge to create new knowledge.

5

Using discussion cases in the class through knowledge
sharing has made me more confident in solving
business problems in the future.

6

I feel that learning through discussion cases lead to
better relationship between me and my classmates.

7

I feel that learning through discussion cases lead to
better relationship between me and my lecturer.

8

I wish other courses will use discussion cases as a
mean of study and assessment.

9

I find discussion cases and sharing knowledge in the
course fun and enjoyable.

10

Overall, I am satisfied with this course.
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4.2.9 Index Variable Descriptive Statistics
As a result of the scale reduction process (see Section 4.1.2), an index variable was
calculated using an unweighted mean for each item incorporated in the final scale.
The purpose of calculating this index variable was to understand the characteristics
of the latent variable extracted during the SEM process. The SEM process extracts its
own latent variables from the associated observed variables. Thus, the index
variables were not used in the SEM process, and describe the characteristics of each
of the proposed variables to the other variables.
Descriptive statistics, including the mean, median, mode, standard error, standard
deviation, standard variation, range, minimum, and maximum, were calculated for
each of these index variables (see Table 4.12). The means show that the SIC causal
variables had the lowest mean (M = 4.86, SD = 0.971). This was followed by EN
(M = 5.13, SD = 0.600), SM (M = 5.33, SD = 1.002), SSB (M = 5.55, SD = 0.417),
SSI (M = 5.65, SD = 0.898), L (M = 5.88, SD= 0.609) and I (M = 6.04, M = 0.417).
The outcome variable, SLO, had a relatively high mean compared to the other
variables (M = 6.00, SD = 0.332). These descriptive statistics are consistent with the
means of the full scales as discussed above. However, as the extreme high and low
scoring items were removed in some scales, they may not be of the same magnitude.
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Table 4.12: Descriptive Statistics of Index Variables
EN

EN

SM

SIC

SSI

SSB

I

L

SLO

Mean

5.13

5.33

4.86

5.65

5.55

6.04

5.88

6.00

Median

5.08

5.58

5.17

5.83

5.67

6.00

6.00

6.00

Mode

4.92

5.50

5.17

6.17

6.40

6.20

6.00

6.00

S.E.

0.039

0.065

0.063

0.058

0.047

0.027

0.039

0.021

S.D.

0.600

1.002

0.971

0.898

0.729

0.417

0.609

0.332

S.V.

0.360

1.004

0.943

0.806

0.532

0.174

0.371

0.110

Range

3.17

4.00

4.17

4.50

4.40

2.20

3.50

1.70

Minimum

3.33

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.60

4.80

3.50

5.20

Maximum

6.50

6.50

6.17

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

6.90

Count

241

241

241

241

241

241

241

241

4.3 Structural Equation Modelling
Following the preliminary analysis and descriptive statistics, SEM was conducted
using SPSS AMOS (see Chapter 3). The following presents the findings of the SEM
process. The discussion starts with the SEM assumptions and then addresses the
measurement model and its outcomes. The final structural model is then presented,
along with the regressions that were used to test the hypotheses.
4.3.1 Testing Assumptions of SEM
The first step in the SEM process was to statistically test the assumptions. The SEM
incorporates several assumptions that should be evaluated to understand the
reliability of the results. Some of these assumptions include the normal distribution
of variables (e.g., multivariate normal distribution) and the lack of outliers in the data
(Byrne 2016; Schumacker & Lomax 2004). These tests are discussed in the
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following paragraphs. Additionally, the independence of individual variables (i.e.,
correlation and covariance) is also discussed. Other assumptions such as the sample
size and the use of interval data (Byrne 2016; Schumacker & Lomax 2004) were
addressed in the study design. Therefore, these assumptions do not need to be
evaluated in this section. Generally, the assumption tests showed that although there
were minimal outliers (i.e., one outlier for each of the two variables) and the
variables were sufficiently independent, the univariate and multivariate tests failed.
This had some implications for the findings, which are discussed below.
4.3.1.1 Normal Distribution
Normal distribution was evaluated using the univariate and multivariate measures of
normality to gain a comprehensive understanding of the normal distribution of the
variables. Although only multivariate normality is required in SEM, univariate
normality provides useful information.
The single variable measures of the normal distribution are presented in Table 4.13.
Several measures were adopted because each has its diverse strengths and
weaknesses, although most are based on underlying kurtosis and skewness measures
(Stevens 2009). The adopted three kurtosis and skewness measures are presented in
the next paragraphs. Shapiro-Wilk test’s null hypothesis states that the data will be
selected from a normal distribution and p < .05 indicates a distribution within the
variable that significantly differs from the normal distribution (Stevens 2009). The pvalues of all scales are p < .05, indicating that the null hypothesis must be rejected.
The same null hypothesis was used for Lilliefors test and Jarque-Bera test (Stevens
2009). Based on the Shapiro-Wilk test, none of the variables were normally
distributed (p = .002 to p < .001). The same was also true for Lilliefors test (p < .001
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for all tests). However, the null hypothesis was accepted for the Jarque-Bera test in
two cases: I (p = .556) and SLO (p = .142). The difference in these results occurred
because of their varied sensitivities to the sample size and different thresholds as
well as the slightly different hypotheses.
Skewness and kurtosis can be evaluated using approximate rules of thumb. For
kurtosis, values between –2 and 2 can be considered within the range of normal
distribution (Stevens 2009). For skewness, values between –.5 to .5 can be
considered a normal distribution, while values ranging from –1 to –.5 and .5 to 1 are
considered moderately skewed (Stevens 2009). The kurtosis values for EN, SIC, I, L
and SLO fell within the range of normal distribution, while SM and SSI were
leptokurtic (i.e., taller than a normal distribution). In terms of skewness, EN, I and
SLO fell within the range of normal distribution, but SM, SIC, SSI and L showed
more skewness than could be included in a normal distribution. These values were all
negative, indicating that the values were left-skewed. This is consistent with a
generally positive level of response within the sample. Overall, univariate normal
distribution was not indicated by these tests, although some of the variables
resembled a normal distribution. This indicates that the multivariate normal
distribution may also have been problematic.
This aspect of the data is discussed in the following section.
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Table 4.13: Tests of Univariate Normality for Individual Variables within the
Data
EN

SM

SIC

SSI

I

L

SLO

Shapiro-Wilk

.98

.69

.851

.791

.978

.932

.980

P

.002

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

.002

Lilliefors test

.931

.31

.18

.25

.107

.148

.125

P

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

Jarque-Bera test

6.294

228.462

63.443

166.976

1.174

67.354

3.91

P

.043

<.001

<.001

<.001

.556

<.001

.142

Kurtosis

–0.004

2.815

0.592

2.361

–0.258

1.586

–0.232

Skewness

–0.398

–1.967

–1.233

–1.698

–0.100

–1.052

0.287

Also used were several tests of multivariate normality. The Doornik-Hansen (D-H)
test is an omnibus multivariate normality test based on skewness and kurtosis, with a
null hypothesis of normal distribution (Doornik & Hansen 2008). As Table 4.14
shows, the D-H test was rejected for EN (p = .022), SM (p < .001), SIC (p < .001),
SSI (p < .001) and L (p < .001). However, the null hypothesis was accepted for I
(p = .624) and SLO (p = .078). This is consistent with the findings of the skewness
and kurtosis tests above, although not the stricter tests of normality. The graph of the
Mahalanobis distance (see Figure 4.9) shows many points that were further from the
expected two points from the centre mean. Thus, this indicates that the data did not
display multivariate normality.
The univariate and multivariate tests of normality raise the question of whether SEM
is an appropriate analysis tool given the non-normality of the variables. Ultimately,
since most parametric statistical tests are based on such assumptions of normality
(Stevens 2009), this question would need to be resolved regardless of the chosen
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analytical approach. Non-normal distribution of the data does not necessarily
preclude the use of SEM, particularly if the sample size is large enough for the
analysis to be robust (i.e., 200 or more members) (Byrne 2016). Non-normal
distribution of the data can have some negative effects on the analysis, such as the
failure to detect marginally significant relationships (Schumacker & Lomax 2004).
Thus, this must be accepted as a limitation of the current dataset, particularly since
the underlying characteristics may not be eliminated from the dataset and the
evaluated measures were mainly positive and not centred on the mean.
Table 4.14: Tests of Multivariate Normality

D-H Test
P

EN

SM

SIC

SSI

I

L

SLO

7.665

553.106

176.291

289.921

9410

45.995

5.091

.022

<.001

<.001

<.001

.624

<.001

.078

Figure 4.9: Graph of Mahalanobis Distance
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4.3.1.2 Outliers
The second test of assumptions focused on outlier detection. The potential for
outliers in the data was constrained by using a close-ended Likert scale that only
allowed for a specific range of responses. Since data preparation removed any
incomplete surveys, there were no missing values that could represent outliers. To
detect outliers, the Grubbs outlier detection test was calculated for each variable
(Stevens 2009). Results are summarised in Table 4.15. Most of the scales, including
EM, SM, SIC, SSB, I and SLO, had no significant outliers. There was one significant
outlier in the SSB scale, with a mean of 2.60 (p < .05). Removal of this outlier would
have been justified under the analysis procedure, but examination of this outlier
within the dataset showed that these individuals had a generally poorer perception of
the class and KS based on their responses to individual variables. A similar situation
occurred in the L scale, with one outlier (M = 3.50, p < .05). This point was also
relatively low but consistent with the remainder of the individual’s responses.
Therefore, the point was unlikely to be an error. A trial of removing these outlying
points did not significantly improve the normal distribution of the data. This was
expected, as the points were close to the body of the distribution and only one point
was included. Therefore, these data points were not removed. With only two outliers
within the data of a relatively low magnitude, these outliers would have a minimal
effect on the SEM process (Schumacker & Lomax 2004). The analysis continued
based on these results.
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Table 4.15: Grubbs Outlier Detection Test
Variable

Outliers Detected

EN

None

SM

None

SIC

None

SSI

None

SSB

1

I

None

L

1

SLO

None

4.3.1.3 Independence of Variables
The independence of variables was also considered, although it was not strictly
required as part of the SEM assumptions. To some extent, relationships between
variables and moderate correlations and covariance were expected. The variable
correlations (see Table 4.16) and covariances (see Table 4.17) were measured to
evaluate the level of independence. There were some relatively high correlations
found for EN, including EN–SSI (r = .545), EN–SSB (r = .412) and EN–L (r = .493).
SM also showed relatively high correlations with two variables, including SM–SSI
(r = .312) and SM–SSB (r = .530). SSI had relatively high correlations with two
variables, including SSI–SSB (r = .457), SSI–I (r = .375) and SSI–L (r = .470). SSB–
I (r = .338), SSB–L (r = .363) and I–L (r = .591) were also relatively high. However,
while interesting, these correlations were not strong (Gravetter & Forzano 2016).
Further, these correlations were consistent with the proposed relationships in the
structural model (i.e., the relationships would be related). The covariances reflected
in the model were noticeably lower. Only SM–SSB had a covariance above .300.
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Therefore, based on the correlation and covariance analysis, the variables showed an
acceptable level of independence given expectations.
Table 4.16: Correlations of Individual Scale Variables
EN

SM

SIC

SSI

SSB

I

L

SLO

EN

1.000

SM

0.296

1.000

SIC

0.091

–0.029

1.000

SSI

0.545

0.312

0.102

1.000

SSB

0.412

0.530

0.027

0.457 1.000

I

0.411

0.128 –0.093 0.375 0.338 1.000

L

0.493

0.100

0.006

0.470 0.362 0.591 1.000

SLO 0.353

0.209

0.037

0.333 0.372 0.426 0.478 1.000

Table 4.17: Covariance of Individual Scale Variables
EN

SM

SIC

SSI

SSB

I

L

SLO

EN

0.359

SM

0.177

SIC

0.053 –0.028

0.939

SSI

0.292

0.279

0.089 0.803

SSB

0.179

0.386

0.019 0.298 0.530

I

0.102

0.053

L

0.179

0.061

0.004 0.256 0.160 0.149 0.369

SLO 0.070

0.069

0.012 0.099 0.090 0.059 0.096 0.110

1.000

–0.037 0.140 0.102 0.173
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4.3.2 Measurement Model
The first stage of the SEM process is to produce a measurement model to examine
the relationships of latent and observed variables (Byrne 2016). Figure 4.10 shows
the measurement model, while Table 4.18 summarises the goodness of fit
characteristics of the model.
The goodness of fit indicators demonstrates how well the proposed model represents
the relationships observed in the underlying data. The goodness of fit for the
measurement model showed that the default model was not particularly well fitted
(see Table 4.18). The chi-square value (p < .05) did not pass the non-significance
threshold to accept the null hypothesis, even though the CMIN/DF relative value was
below the threshold indicating good fit. Similarly, values for RMR (.113), GFI (.618),
AGFI (.587), NFI (.694), TLI (.817), CFI (.825), RMSEA (.061) and Hoelter index
(132) were either lower or higher than the level, indicating a good fit for the model.
However, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) indicated that the default model
was the best fitted out of all models. Thus, even though the default model was not
very well fitted, it was the best model that could be produced given the observed
variables. The most important part of these correlations and regressions is that most
or all the observed items for two scales (i.e., SIC and SLO) were not significantly
related to the latent variable that was supposed to represent them. This indicates that
the measurement of these constructs was not fully representative and needed
intermediary items. As discussed before, this probably explains some of the
weaknesses in the goodness of fit for the model. However, since it was not possible
to either pre-specify the model or adapt the survey to collect new observed data, the
analysis process went ahead to ensure objectivity of the results. These shortcomings
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will be analysed in Chapters 5 and 6. Following the measurement model, the
structural model was produced. This model is discussed in the following section.
Table 4.18: Summary of Model Fit Characteristics for Measurement Model
Criterion

Acceptance

Default

Saturated

Independence

Range

Model

Model

Model

CMIN

5571.223

0

18178.336

Df

2931

0

3081

p-value

>.05

<.001

<.001

CMIN/DF

<2

1.901

5.9

RMR

<.08 = acceptable fit

.113

0

.356

1

.18

<.05 = good fit
GFI

>.90

.618

AGFI

>.90

.587

NFI

>.90

.694

TLI

>.90

.817

CFI

>.93

.825

RMSEA

>.158 = good fit

.061

AIC

Lowest value

Hoelter (0.05)

<75 = very poor fit

6029.233
132

.159
1

0
0

1

0
.143

6320

18336.336
43

>200 = good fit
Note :Minimum or maximum values for goodness of fit criteria from Byrne (2016); Iacobucci (2010),
and Schumacker and Lomax (2010).
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Figure 4.10: Measurement Model (for more clarity, see Appendix D)
4.3.3 Structural Model
While the measurement model examines the relationship of observed and latent
variables, the structural model examines the relationships between the latent
variables (Byrne 2016). The structural model presented in Figure 4.11 was used to
evaluate the research’s proposed hypotheses. A brief overview of the model’s
goodness of fit is provided followed by the regressions, which were used to evaluate
the hypotheses.
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Figure 4.11: Final Structural Model (for more clarity, see Appendix E)
4.3.3.1 Goodness of Fit
As expected, the characteristics of the goodness of fit (see Table 4.19) showed that
the default model was not a well-fitted model. The chi-square p-value (p = .000) did
not meet the required threshold for absolute goodness of fit. Further, the CMIN/DF
relative value (2.009) was slightly above the recommended limit of 2.0. However,
some authors allowed a value of up to 3.0 for this measure of goodness of fit (Byrne
2016) to ensure that it is not indicative of a poor fit. Further, the relative measures of
fit, including RMR (.168), GFI (.587), AGFI (.557), NFI (.674), TLI (.794), CFI
(.803) and RMSEA (.065) did not meet the typical required levels indicative of a
well-fitted model. The Hoelter index (125) did not indicate a good or poor fit. Finally,
the AIC showed that the saturated model was the best of the three tested models and
the default model was the second best. These goodness of fit measures were as
expected considering the problems with fit for the measurement model, which
appeared to stem from the poor fit of the SIC and SLO scales. This was unfortunate
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since it threatened the validity of the findings. However, there was no other way to
adjust the scale measures to produce a better fit without redesigning the SIC and
SLO scales. This was not within the scope of time that was allotted for the research.
Thus, despite the relatively poor fit, the analysis continued as planned.
Table 4.19: Goodness of Fit Characteristics
Criterion

Acceptance

Default

Saturated

Independence

Range

Model

Model

Model
18178.336

CMIN

5920.422

0

Df

2947

0

p-value

>.05

CMIN/DF

<2

RMR

<.08 = acceptable

3081

.00

.00

2.009

5.9

.168

0

.356

1

.18

fit
<.05 = good fit
GFI

>.90

.587

AGFI

>.90

.557

NFI

>.90

.674

TLI

>.90

.794

CFI

>.93

.803

RMSEA

>.158 = good fit

.065

AIC

Lowest value

Hoelter

<75 = very poor

(0.05)

fit

6346.422
125

.159
1

0
0

1

0
.143

6320

18336.336
43

>200 = good fit
Note :Minimum or maximum values for goodness of fit criteria from Byrne (2016); Iacobucci (2010),
and Schumacker and Lomax (2010)
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4.3.3.2 Regressions
Unstandardised and standardised regression estimates of the relationships between
the constructs are presented in Table 4.20.
Table 4.20: Regression Coefficients of Final Structural Model (Relationships
between Latent Variables)
Unstandardised

Standardised

Estimates

Estimate

B

S.E.

Beta

C.R.

P

SM  EN

0.804

0.158

SM  SIC

–0.064

0.06

–0.068 –1.07

SM  L

–0.917

0.35

–0.194 –2.618 0.009**

SM  I

0.353

0.198

0.115

1.779 0.075

SSI  EN

0.009

0.032

0.411

0.295 0.768

SSI  SIC

0.001

0.004

0.107

0.292 0.77

SSI  SM

0.002

0.008

0.218

0.294 0.768

SSI  L

0.019

0.064

0.392

0.295 0.768

93.474

0.295

0.295 0.768

0.359

5.102 ***
0.285

SSB  SSI

27.55

SSB  L

–0.828

SSB  I

0.696

0.2

0.239

3.491 ***

SLO  SSB

0.003

0.011

0.248

0.244 0.807

0.351 –0.185 –2.359 0.018*

Note* :p < .05, **p < .01 and ***p < .001
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These regression estimates are presented as part of the SEM outcome process. The
unstandardised estimates were used for the hypothesis analysis, which is presented in
the next section. The regressions identified many significant relationships, although
these relationships were not always consistent with what was expected. The specific
outcomes of these regressions are discussed in the following section.

4.4 Hypothesis Outcomes
Ultimately, SEM is a tool for hypothesis testing (Schumacker & Lomax 2004). This
research proposed seven hypotheses addressing the relationships between the
observed variables that were based on empirical findings and the literature’s theories.
Therefore, this chapter evaluates whether the relationships introduced by the
hypotheses were accepted or rejected. The hypotheses were evaluated using
unstandardised regression outcomes, with a standard significance level of p < .05 for
acceptance. This p-value (corresponding to a 95% confidence level) is consistent
with standard practice for hypothesis testing (Stevens 2009). While the magnitude of
the unstandardised regression coefficient was not a concern, the direction of the
coefficient was because unstandardised coefficients can vary widely. However, the
directionality of the identified relationships was established in the hypotheses
themselves. The outcomes of these hypotheses are discussed below, including the
evidence for significance and direction. A summary of the hypotheses is presented in
Table 4.20. The hypotheses outcomes form the main basis for the discussion in
Chapter 5.
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4.4.1 Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 was a two-part hypothesis that examined the role of the student’s
individual characteristics in KS. These two parts were:


H1a—the students’ individual characteristics have a positive correlation with
their KS motivation.



H1b—the students’ individual characteristics have a positive correlation with
their KS intention.

H1a was tested using the SM  SIC regression relationship. The outcome was
weakly negative but not significant ( = –.064, p = .285). Thus, H1a was not
accepted. This study did not demonstrate positive effects of the students’ individual
characteristics on their KS motivations. H1b was tested using the SSI  SIC
regression path. Once again, these results were extremely weak and non-significant
( = .001, p = .770). Therefore, H1b was also rejected, indicating that the students’
individual characteristics had no effect on their KS intention. Overall, hypothesis 1
must be rejected, as the results indicated that the students’ individual characteristics
did not appear to influence their KS. However, these results should be interpreted
with caution given the overall poor fit of the SIC construct that indicated it was
poorly specified. This issue will be discussed in Chapter 5.
4.4.2 Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 was also a two-part hypothesis that examined how the environmental
factors influenced KS. These two parts were:
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H2a—environmental factors have a positive correlation with the students’ KS
motivation.



H2b—environmental factors have a positive correlation with the students’ KS
intention.

H2a was tested with the SM  EN path. The outcomes of this test were strong,
positive and significant at the p < .001 level ( = .804, p < .001). However, the same
outcomes were not observed for H2b, which was tested using SSI  EN. For H2b,
the outcomes were weak and non-significant ( = .009, p = .768). Therefore, H2a
was accepted but H2b was rejected, leading to a partial acceptance of H2. In
summary, environmental factors had positive effects on KS motivations but not
strong effects on KS intentions.
4.4.3 Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 examined the relationship between students’ motivations and KS
intentions:


H3—motivational factors have a positive correlation with students’ KS
intention.

This hypothesis was tested using the SSI  SM relationship, and the results
demonstrated a weak and non-significant correlation ( = .002, p = .768). Therefore,
hypothesis 3 was rejected. There was no indication that students’ KS motivations had
positive effects on their KS intentions.
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4.4.4 Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 examined the relationship between the students’ intention to share and
their overall KS behaviour:


H4—the students’ KS intention has a positive correlation with their KS
behaviour.

This hypothesis was tested using the SSB  SSI path. The regression coefficient and
significance level did not indicate a statistically significant relationship ( = 27.55,
p = .678). Therefore, hypothesis 4 was not confirmed. This was one of the unusual
findings of the study, since it was unclear why there would not be a connection
between KS intention and KS behaviour. This issue is addressed in Chapter 5.
4.4.5 Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5 was a three-part hypothesis that examined the role of the lecturer in KS
in the classroom. These three parts were:


H5a—the lecturer’s characteristics have a positive correlation with the overall
classroom’s KS.



H5b—the lecturer’s characteristics have a positive correlation with the
students’ KS intention.



H5c—the lecturer’s characteristics have a positive correlation with the
students’ KS motivation.

H5a was evaluated using the SSB  L regression path. The outcomes were
significant but, unexpectedly, the regression coefficient was negative ( = –.828,
p = .018). Thus, H5a was rejected, not because the relationship between the
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lecturer’s characteristics and the students’ KS behaviour did not exist but because the
results of the analysis demonstrated negative correlations. H5b was tested using
SSI  L. The outcomes of this test were insignificant, leading to the rejection of the
hypothesis ( = .019, p = .768). Finally, H5c was tested using SM  L. The
outcomes of this test were similar to H5a in that the results were significant but
unexpectedly negative ( = –.917, p = .009). Therefore, hypothesis 5 was entirely
rejected. This was not because all components were insignificant. Instead, it is
notable that the lecturer’s role had a significant negative relationship with both KS
motivations and KS behaviour.
4.4.6 Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 6 was a two-part hypothesis that examined the role of the industry
representative or case protagonist in the students’ KS. The proposed hypotheses were:


H6a—industry representatives (case protagonists) have a positive correlation
with the students’ KS behaviour.



H6b—industry representatives (case protagonists) have a positive correlation
with the students’ KS motivation.

H6a was tested using the SSB  I relationship. This relationship was observed to be
positive and significant ( = .696, p < .001). Therefore, H6a was accepted. H6b was
tested using the SM  I relationship. This relationship was not significant at the
p < .05 level. A looser standard of p < .10 that has been used by some researchers
would lead to its acceptance ( = .303, p < .075). Therefore, H6a was accepted but
H6b was rejected, leading to partial acceptance of hypothesis 6. The industry
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representative or case protagonist did have a positive effect on the students’ KS
behaviour, but did not influence their KS motivations.
4.4.7 Hypothesis 7
The final relationship of the structural model was proposed in hypothesis 7. This
hypothesis examined the effects of KS on students’ learning outcomes:


H7—KS during pedagogical discussion cases has a positive correlation with
student learning outcomes.

This was the most important relationship, since it addressed the correlation between
the role of KS and student learning outcomes. This was tested using the SLO  SSB
relationship. The outcome of this test was not significant ( = .003, p < .807). Thus,
H7 must be rejected, since the results demonstrated no association between the
students’ KS behaviour and their learning outcomes. However, this may be because
of specification errors in the SLO scale. As noted above, it was poorly fitted as per
the measurement model. The implication of this finding is addressed in Chapter 5.
4.4.8 Summary of Hypothesis Tests and Outcomes
Table 4.21 summarises the hypotheses outcomes, including the relationships on
which they were based, the unstandardised regression values and significance and
whether the hypotheses were accepted. These issues will be predominantly examined
in Chapter 5.
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Table 4.21: Summary of Hypotheses and Outcomes
Hypothesis Relationship Regression Outcome Accepted?


p.

H1a

SM  SIC

–.064

.285

No

H1b

SSI  SIC

.001

.77

No

H2a

SM  EN

.804

<.001

Yes

H2b

SSI  EN

.009

.768

No

H3

SSI  SM

.002

.768

No

H4

SSB  SSI

.678

No

H5a

SSB  L

–.828

.018

No*

H5b

SSI  L

.019

.768

No

H5c

SM  L

–.917

.009

No*

H6a

SSB  I

.696

<.001

Yes

H6b

SM  I

.303

.075

No

H7

SLO  SSB

.003

.807

No

27.55

Note * :Rejected because of direction of relationship (significant negative relationship exists)

4.5 Summary
The chapter introduced the results of the thesis’s primary data analysis. These data
were collected using a survey questionnaire from graduate students who were
previously enrolled in the Internet for Business course at an international university
in HCM, Vietnam campus (n = 241). As expected, the descriptive statistics
demonstrated that the sample was mostly comprised of Asian Vietnamese students
and aged between 20 and 23 years. Although the gender in the research was nonuniformly distributed with approximately 59 per cent of the respondents identifying
as male, it was consistent with the gender enrolment statistics from the university.
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Most of the respondents were Bachelor degree graduates undertaking business or
commerce degrees. The Internet for Business course was a required course for these
programs at the university. Thus, the sample was broadly representative of the target
population given the students who took the class and the sampling frames.
The initial analysis included reliability and validity testing, along with descriptive
statistics. The data reliability and validity testing demonstrated that there were some
problems with fitting the observed variables. Cronbach’s alpha and adjustment using
MIs were used for scale reduction to optimise the scale fit, but this did not result in a
perfectly fitted scale by most measures. Thus, it was already clear following the
preliminary analysis that there were problems with the measurements. However, as it
was not possible to re-specify the instrument, the analysis went ahead. The
descriptive statistics showed that while the members of the class were generally
positive about their experience, there were some gaps. Students tended to have a
weak relationship with their team members, expressing low levels of social or
personal interest in building effective relationships within the teams. In addition, the
results demonstrated that the students voiced weak perceptions of support from the
university, although support received from the lecturer was generally strong.
The inferential analysis started with testing the assumptions in SEM. The data
distribution within the variables was inconsistent with the normal distribution
following implementation of both the unidimensional and multidimensional
measures. However, a minimal number of outliers, correlation and covariation results
were acceptable, demonstrating independence. Following assumptions testing, the
SEM process began with the measurement model to evaluate the fit of the observed
and latent variables. The goodness of fit of the measurement model was relatively
poor, as expected, based on the reliability and validity testing as well as the scale
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reduction process. Some issues were observed with the fit of the SSI and SLO scales,
in which none of the observed variables demonstrated a significant regression
relationship with the latent variable.
Following the measurement model, the structural model was implemented to test the
hypothesis outcomes at a significance level of p < .05. Hypotheses 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7
werefully rejected. Hypothesis 2 was partially accepted, with H2a being accepted
and H2b being rejected. Hypothesis 6 was also partially accepted, with H6a accepted
and H6b being rejected. Further, the rejection of H5 was complicated. While H5b
was rejected because of non-significance, H5a and H5c were rejected because their
observed relationships were negative, rather than the positive relationships specified
within the model. This suggests that there was only weak evidence for the role of KS
in case-based classroom experiences. However, the poor fit of the measurement
model and the violation of assumptions of SEM in the relatively small sample also
created concerns about its specification, rather than its insignificance. The results of
these hypothesis tests and their implications will be discussed in Chapter 5 as well as
the theoretical implications of the findings and potential methodological issues.
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Chapter 5: Discussion

The results of the descriptive and inferential data analysis introduced in Chapter 4
can only be fully understood when discussed within the context of the current
knowledge framework. This chapter describes the context for these results through
an elaborate analysis and by comparing them to the literary results, existing theories
and empirical research findings presented in Chapter 2. The chapter will also address
potential issues that might have affected some of the thesis’s unanticipated findings.
This chapter will mainly focus on the hypotheses outcomes as they are the
foundations of the relationships between the hypotheses. This will be followed by a
discussion of the broader implications of the thesis’s findings on aspects of academic
theory and practice such as the implementation of classroom KS, the use of
discussion cases and their effect on students’ KS behaviours, intentions and
motivations. Finally, the chapter will address potential methodological shortcomings
such as the model’s goodness of fit that resulted in the unanticipated findings.

5.1 Hypotheses Outcomes
Seven hypotheses, some of which consisted of sub-hypotheses, were presented in the
thesis as per the research framework (see Figure 3.1). Although most of the
hypotheses corresponded to those in existing research, some unanticipated results
were found. The thesis’s statistical findings showed that not all the hypotheses were
supported despite strong theoretical support. The hypotheses and their outcomes are
reviewed and discussed, and conclusions are drawn and compared with the existing
literature to help explain the thesis’s unanticipated results and their divergence from
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current literary research. The implications of such a divergence from KS within the
proposed relationships will also be addressed.
5.1.1 Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 addressed the role of students’ individual characteristics in KS. This
hypothesis embraced two sub-hypotheses promoting two different relationships. H1a
suggested a relationship between the students’ individual characteristics and their KS
motivations. H1b suggested a relationship between the students’ individual
characteristics and their KS intentions. However, both hypotheses were rejected.
Although these rejections contradicted most of the literature’ findings (Gomez et al.
2010; Littlejohn et al. 2010; Papadopoulos et al. 2013; Quigley et al. 2007; Shroff et
al.2008; Tseng & Kuo 2010), which embraced a strong positive relationship between
students’ individual characteristics and their motivation to share knowledge and
intentions to share (Cummings 2004; He & Wei 2009; Kuo & Young 2008;
Tohidinia & Mosakhani 2010; Wang & Noe 2010), the results are not surprising.
These relationships were conducted in traditional classroom settings and were not
based on the use of methodologies that accepted discussion cases as in the current
research. This thesis posits that its findings diverge from the literature because of the
inclusion of factors that were not addressed in the literature such as the age of
participants and classroom-based research. These are foundational differences when
comparing the motivations and intentions of individuals in a discussion case-based
classroom to an industry platform. In addition, the current research findings
demonstrated that the students valued the instructor for support over the university.
This finding is original and highlights the study’s unusual results of the effects of
students’ motivations and intentions to KS compared to students’ appreciation of the
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university’s support as well as management’s support of KS. Organisations normally
spend money and conduct research and development to discover methods to increase
their employees’ motivations to share what they know. This changes the
organisational culture to a KS culture and equips employees with the means to
facilitate this aim. Time also is an integral factor that affects the employees’
motivations and intensions. In organisations, change and progress are long-term
committments, whereas in a classroom situation, time is short and highly dependent
on the efforts of the instructor in university’s that lack policies advocating the
importance of KS and its effects on learning. Accordingly, this thesis argues that
these contradictory results were attributed to the lecturer being the sole motivator.
Unless the lecturer convincingly disseminates the importance of sharing, the students
would not engage in the release of what they know with their peers. This lack of
significance was a result of the misspecification of the research model that could not
be corrected, as will be discussed in the sections below. However, there are also
other possible reasons for the rejection of these two relationships. The students’ prior
knowledge factors were removed during the scale reduction process. Consequently,
the remaining scales consisted of only positive traits and general self-efficacy
constructs. Beliefs in self-efficacy have long been acknowledged as significant
factors in students’ learning outcomes, such as by enhancing the use of technology
by chemistry teachers (Blonder et al. 2013) or KS among teachers in an online
community of practice (Kuo & Young 2008). Therefore, the results of the thesis
were expected to demonstrate an increase in KS among students but this was not the
case. While the results contradicted the literature (which was conducted in
organisational settings) and the students’ self-beliefs that their abilities should be
strong and positively influence their motivations, this thesis suggests that in a
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classroom setting, there are additional considerations that should be addressed that
are fundamentally different from organisational settings. The classroom environment
is much more complicated and the groups of pairs did not have the same foundations
nor the drive or determination. The challanges in the two environments were
practically different, hence the contradictory results. Generally, an individual has
different committments to acheive certain goals, and their decision to commit to a
task depends on many factors, including environmental factors, benefits and their
efforts and urge to learn. Employees have high interests from learning and,
consequently, the effective implementation of that learning to attain personal
competitive advantage. For students, learning is mostly driven by the need to
successfully achieve enough grades to finish the degree and not for better
performance and competitiveness. In addition, for the majority of students, selfefficacy does not mean striving to find solutions to complex situations, while
employees have the determination and achieve self-benefits from finding solutions.
This thesis attributes these unexpected results to the students’ committments and the
importance of and self-belief in the implementation of their learning to their tasks.
This thesis posits that the reason why the students’ individual characteristics had
negative effects on their KS motivations or intentions is attributed to interacting
types of beliefs such as subjective norms. For example, Kuo and Young (2008)
found that subjective norms and self-efficacy were significant in encouraging KS.
Another study showed that both self-efficacy and prior knowledge contributed to KS
practices (Tohidinia & Mosakhani 2010). This research did not explicitly evaluate
subjective norms or the social expectation that individuals would share knowledge.
However, items within the other scales that reflected potential subjective norms, such
as the lecturer’s or classmates’ expectations for KS, suggest that such norms were
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addressed. Further, the descriptive statistics of these norms indicated that KS was not
necessarily perceived as a social obligation. Consequently, it lacked the power of a
subjective norm. Thus, it is possible that the norms of students’ individual
characteristics were not associated with their KS motivations or intentions due to the
absence of interacting variables, indicating positive conditions for KS. It is also
possible that the wrong types of prior knowledge were evaluated, preventing the
effective understanding of the role of students’ individual characteristics in KS.
These results are also attributed to the incorrect evaluation of types of prior
knowledge relating to KS attitudes. This is a common problem that was noted in
similar studies. Contrary to some studies that directly measured prior knowledge
through assessments or experiences (Tohidinia & Mosakhani 2010) or through
education or job tenure (He & Wei 2009), in this thesis, prior knowledge was
evaluated using self-assessments of students’ prior general knowledge such as supply
chain, logistics and e-commerce. While these areas were relevant to the Internet for
Business coursework, it is possible that specific areas of prior knowledge should
have been used in the course (e.g., web development). Thus, a more carefully defined
set of individual learner characteristics for prior knowledge would have resulted in a
more favourable outcome.
Ultimately, the findings of this study reinforce the observation of Wang and Noe
(2010), who noted that individual learners’ characteristics and their role in KS have
not been deeply studied. There are many psychological and attitudinal traits and
experiences that were not included in this thesis that could positively influence
students’ motivations and intentions to share. Thus, while general personality
characteristics and belief sets such as self-efficacy or general prior knowledge may
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influence KS, it is just as possible that they may not. This is an area that could
benefit from the attention of researchers to develop a theoretical framework that
identifies specific learner characteristics and how these characteristics influence KS.
5.1.2 Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 addressed the relationship between environmental factors and students’
KS. It suggested two sub-hypotheses. H2a predicted a positive relationship between
environmental factors and students’ KS motivations, and was accepted. H2b
predicted a positive relationship between environmental factors and students’ KS
intentions, and was rejected. These findings contradict the majority of existing
literary studies that support a relationship between environmental factors and KS
intentions (Cummings 2004; Michailova & Hutchings 2006; van Woerkom &
Sanders 2010; Wang & Noe 2010; Wilkesmann et al. 2009; Zhu 2012) or do not
support a relationship between the environment and KS motivations (Gomez et al.
2010).
This thesis argues that these contradictory results are attributed to the relative role of
the environment as outlined in prior literary studies. Gomez et al. (2010) examined a
specific type of classroom: blended learning. These classrooms are known to
comprise a unique learning environment, as they are conducted in both an online
setting and in a traditional physical classroom Zhu (2012). Although Zhu’s (2012)
study addressed students’ satisfaction with the course rather than KS, its
characteristics were identical to those identified by Gomez et al. (2010). Many
current studies that addressed the relationship between environmental factors and
students’ KS intention focused on student demographics and diversity characteristics.
Cummings (2004) adopted structural diversity and demographics as environmental
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factors, while Michailova and Hutchings (2006) examined cultural differences
between Russia and China. Similarly, Wilkesmann et al. (2009) compared the
cultural differences between Germany and Hong Kong as environmental factors.
Although Wang and Noe (2010) used a combination of these factors in their study,
they mainly focused on student demographics and structural diversity. However, in
the current study, the demographics characteristic did not play an integral role in or
influence students’ KS, and the team structure was not addressed because most of the
students were Vietnamese and of similar age and educational background. Therefore,
this thesis posits that the differences caused by the team diversity and structural
characteristics had minimal effects on the students’ intentions to share. These
discrepencies suggest that the current research’s classroom environment influenced
the students’ motivations rather than their intentions to share. However, prior studies
suggested that team diversity did not have an influence on the students’ KS and were
not disregarded during the model reduction stage.
Another justification for the discrepancies in the results is attributed to prior studies
that evaluated the effects of the classroom, university and team environment on
students’ KS as a single construct. The thesis argues that separating these constructs
as individual entities would have provided more accurate results. This argument is
supported by Zastrow and Kirst-Ashman (2006), who stated that social environments,
which are commonly examined at the micro, meso and macro levels, interact with
each other but with diverse influences and interaction processes. For example, the
micro environment would be represented by the team members’ relationships as well
as the team’s climate. The meso environment would be represented by the classroom
environment (Gomez et al. 2010; Zhu 2012). Finally, the macro environment would
be the university environment and the support it provides students. This thesis’s
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descriptive statistics supported this division of environments, as it demonstrated that
the respondents perceived the level of support of each differently. The respondents
were generally positive about the lecturer’s level of support, but showed discontent
with university as well as team members’ support. By separating these three
environmental factor into levels during analysis, it provided accurate results of the
role of these environmental factors on students’ perceptions to KS in general and
their motivations and intentions to share in particular.
Obviously, the environment provides a learning platform that indirectly influences
the student KS process. The learning environment influences students’ motivations
to share knowledge and creates the right conditions for KS activities. However, it is
yet to be identified the set of environmental factors that might reflect students’ KS
outcomes. Cultural factors (i.e., external environment) would also influence students’
KS motivations (Michailova & Hutchings 2006; Wilkesmann et al. 2009). While
these studies were comparative in nature, if they addressed diverse cultures they
could have helped to develop an understanding of how culture influences students’
KS intentions. Thus, even though the hypothesis was partially supported, the issues
surrounding the influence of the environment on students’ KS indicates that further
research is required. This could be achieved by developing a complex layered model
based on environmental factors, such as the team structure, classroom and university.
They would then be evaluated as separate factors, attaining better results regarding
their individual influences on students’ KS motivations and intentions. This will
ensure a better understanding of how students’ KS intentions and motivations could
be increased in the classroom in general and in a discussion case-based classroom in
particular.
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5.1.3 Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 addressed the relationship between students’ KS motivations and
intentions. The hypothesis was rejected. The result was extremely surprising, and is
attributed to the misspecification of the variables representing students’ SSI in this
research. To analyse the implications and validity of this finding, the author posed
the following question: what are the implications when the identified motivational
factors do not influence students’ KS intentions? The research identified altruism and
enjoyment of sharing (Chang & Chuang 2011; Hung et al. 2011; Lin 2007), trust
(Chang & Chuang 2011; Choi et al. 2008; Quigley et al. 2007) as well as social
norms and attitudes (Lin 2007; Papadopoulos et al. 2013; Quigley et al. 2007) as
motivational factors. Kuo and Young (2008) identified social norms as the strongest
motivational factor, suggesting that the factor alone was a sufficient motivational
factor. The literature identifies few potential motivators that could influence KS in
the classroom. It is apparent that there were not sufficient motivators to influence the
students’ intentions to share.
The motivational constructs could have been expanded to better model the students’
motivations to share knowledge with the inclusion of extrinsic motivational factors,
such as economic reward (e.g., incentives or bonuses), reputation feedback and
reciprocity (Hung et al. 2011). In the classroom context, economic rewards are not
monetary as in the business context but in the form of rewards directly related to the
students’ grades, such as additional marks, extra credit or exemption from some tasks
or assignments. Lin’s (2007) findings contradict other researchers’ by arguing that
extrinsic rewards have no effect on KS attitudes or intentions in a business setting.
However, Hung et al.’s (2011) study regarding the effects of extrinsic rewards on
students’ KS intentions showed similar results to those of the current research.
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Consequently, it is possible that university students, whose future advancement is
contingent on extrinsic rewards, such as grades or recognition, may have different
perspectives than employees from organisations who have fundamentally different
expectations of extrinsic motivations. Therefore, there is an urgent need to identify
the motivational factors that might drive students to share what they know.
This thesis posits that the classroom’s social environment did not conform to the
motivational factors, such as trust, reciprocity and altruism, identified in the majority
of previous studies. The descriptive statistics regarding these factors suggested that
the students disliked and mistrusted their peers and regarded them as unreliable. This
raises the question of whether students would find reciprocity or altruism as
compelling motivators for KS in the absence of trust or perceived reliability. Thus,
the role of social motivators in the classroom such as trust and altruism should be
considered, and might have stronger effects on students’ motivations to share if they
were made explicit.
These finding clearly demonstrate the literature’s lack of research on the
motivational factors behind students’ KS. Currently, the majority of motivational
factors have been identified and used in workplace environments rather than in a
classroom environment. Wang and Noe (2010) identified several gaps in the choice
of motivational factors in a workplace compared to a classroom environment, such as
trust, individual attitudes, team trust and cohesiveness and LMX. The thesis’s
descriptive statistics suggested that many of these areas, especially team trust and
cohesiveness, could have been problematic for the sample. Thus, it is reasonable to
ask what classroom KS motivations should be chosen that might be fundamentally
different from workplace KS motivations. The classroom’s extrinsic rewards system,
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such as grades, is a fundamental gap when research addresses and compares KS in
the classroom and workplace. This fundamental gap is attributed to constructs, such
as group individualistic benefits, expectations, willingness and overall support and
rewards. However, there are other environmental factors that could influence
motivational factors, such as cultures or an environment of sharing (Gold et al.
2001). Although this hypothesis was rejected, its implications is perhaps one of the
most important findings when considering how KS in the classroom may differ from
other learning and sharing environments. This thesis posits that more research is
critical, especially if re-specification (discussed below) would not resolve the
unexpectedly non-significant relationships.
5.1.4 Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 predicted a positive relationship between the students’ KS intentions
and their KS behaviours. The hypothesis was rejected due to misspecification of the
SSI variable. However, if the relationship accurately represented reality then its
implications for KS in the classroom should be investigated.
There is an intention–behaviour gap in KS in online communities of practice within a
teacher context (Kuo & Young 2008). Kuo and Young (2008) suggested that there
are intervening effects of individual characteristics, particularly self-efficacy and
state orientation that are the foundations of the intention–behaviour gap. This thesis
did not address these intervening variables, but to some extent they were indirectly
present. As discussed before, given the thesis’s classroom context, other barriers to
KS that affected the relationship between student KS intentions and behaviours will
be addressed.
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KBs refer to specific procedural, operational or interpersonal barriers that prevent the
sharing of knowledge between individuals or groups (Paulin & Suneson 2012). For
example, in the workplace, KBs could refer to procedural requirements like a
Chinese wall in which those barriers form a shield between two parts of an
organisation to prevent conflict of interest, or interdepartmental politics that prevent
effective KS. In a learning environment, there are a number of different barriers that
could be identified (Szulanski 2000), such as interpersonal conflict within a team or
lack of personal relationships that impede KS, leading to discrepancies in KT
between team members before, during and after collaboration. The effects of KBs
may persist even after the barrier itself is removed (Szulanski 2002). For example, if
the team members were initially reluctant to share knowledge, they may need to be
acquainted for some time before they start sharing what they know.
In addition, the classrom environment poses different barriers to KS among
individuals than those found in a workplace. Those barriers include academic rules
that prevent or discourage KS, such as plagiarism and copyright. These barriers also
exist among student groups in which there is a division of work among students who
must report individually about their personal contributions to a group assessment
project. If students are uncertain about these policies or the policies are unclear, this
could prove a serious barrier, since students may be reluctant to engage in KS and
endanger their competitiveness as well as their own academic performance. This may
be the case even in the presence of positive motivational factors such as altruism,
reciprocity or subjective norms. In classrooms where there are fundamental
inhibitors to KS, the process of sharing is not explicitly stated, disseminated or
encouraged among group members. Hence, their intention–behaviour relationship
would be negatively affected. However, barriers do not have to be obvious to affect
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KS if, for example, trust is low among team members. Conversely, if there is team
cohesion, the students’ KS behaviour would be affected, as the students would be
aware of the importance of sharing what they know and the positive effects that
sharing might have on the group. Similarly, the lack of support from subjective
norms to KS inside or outside the classroom is also an inhibitor to effective sharing.
Other aspects of KS such as KS behaviours were poorly addressed in prior studies
(Kuo & Young 2008; Wang & Noe 2010). Papadopoulos et al. (2013) studied the
formation of KS intention but did not address the causes of KS behaviours. Other
authors have studied deconstructed KS behaviours that included different types of
KS, such as knowledge donation and knowledge connection, rather than a single
unified variable (Tohidinia and Mosakhani (2010). The results of these prior studies
do not correlate with this thesis’s findings.
Given the current body of literature on the relationship between intentions and
actions and cognitive theories on attitudes, intentions and actions and their
relationships, it can be assumed that KS motivations would have a positive
relationship on KS. However, this relationship was rejected, but it is not an
indication that the model was broken. Instead, it is important to consider that
classroom KS has barriers that are structurally different from those in the workplace,
such as the pressure to attain a good grade, the limitations of students’ overall prior
knowledge as well as their abilities to share what they know. This is one of the many
reasons why more research into KS in the classroom, rather than the workplace, is
desirable.
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5.1.5 Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5 examined the role of the lecturer on students’ KS behaviours in the
classroom. H5a proposed a positive effect on the lecturer’s role on students’ KS
behaviours but was rejected. However, the rejection was not due to the insignificance
of the observed relationship because the relationship was negative rather than
positive. The same was also true for H5c, which proposed a positive relationship
between the lecturer’s role and KS motivations. However, H5b, which proposed a
positive relationship between the lecturer’s role and students’ KS intention, was
rejected for non-significance. These findings are not problematic, since the lecturer’s
role in the students’ KS process is one of the least examined areas of classroom KS
(Wang & Noe 2010). Thus, despite the directionality of the relationships, the fact
that the lecturer’s role in the classroom influenced the students’ KS motivations and
behaviour is important. Although the role of the lecturer in KS intention was rejected,
this may be due to misspecification of the SSI construct.
Previous studies have reported conflicting findings regarding the lecturer’s role in
KS. Some studies have supported such a relationship (Ahmad et al. 2011; Pellet 2012;
Zhu 2012), while others have rejected it (Tomkin & Charlevoix 2014). In each of
these studies the classroom environment was different. For example, Tomkin and
Charlevoix (2014) studied a MOOC environment, rather than a traditional or online
classroom as identified in Ahmad et al.’s (2011) study. However, it is possible that
differences in the teaching style could have also influenced these outcomes.
The negative direction of the research required additional literature to better
understand the findings. One possible reason for the negative effect of the lecturer
could be embedded in Vietnamese culture, as most of the respondents originated
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from this culture. Vietnam is commonly regarded as a Confucian culture (Kelley
2006). One of the characteristics of such a culture is the reverence of elders,
including teachers, who are believed to be sources of wisdom and knowledge (Kelley
2006). Although the research has not specifically studied Vietnamese students,
studies on populations, such as international students in English-speaking countries,
show that this can result in a reduced level of classroom participation (Marlina
2009). This is not a universal phenomenon, as many such students do actively
participate in the classroom, including activities such as KS. However, it is possible
that the presence of a well-regarded lecturer in the classroom could actually reduce
the students’ tendency to share knowledge, since the students subconsciously
consider the teacher as the appropriate source of such knowledge (Marlina 2009). It
is possible that this effect could account for the thesis’s negative relationship
between the lecturer’s role and KS motivation and behaviour.
It is also possible that this effect is attributable to the culture of KS created (or not
created) by the lecturer in the classroom. Literary research on cooperative learning in
other domains (i.e., English language learning) has shown that the so-called
‘teaching from the front’—or conducting classes primarily as one-way teaching with
limited student participation—would negatively affect cooperative learning even
under conditions in which it is used (Meng 2010). This research did not specifically
address the classroom dynamics of teaching or teaching practices used by lecturers.
However, teaching from the front is a frequent approach used by poorly trained
teachers or those trying to maintain control of a large class (Meng 2010). Thus, it is
possible that this type of dynamic, which both diverts student attention to the lecturer
and reinforces the notion that the lecturer is the source of knowledge rather than
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student interaction, would create a negative effect on the relationship between the
lecturer’s role and students’ KS.
This finding is particularly important because it highlights that students can have a
good opinion of a lecturer and still not be motivated to share knowledge. In fact, in
this study, a strongly positive opinion of the lecturer resulted in lower KS motivation
and behaviour. Simply put, students with better lecturers have a less perceived need
to share knowledge either within our outside groups. In part, this may be due to
better teaching, resulting in greater KT between the lecturer and student and a
reduction in the need for student engagement to discover basic facts. However, this
might also suggest that students may not feel pressured to engage in altruistic or
reciprocal KS that could be caused by the lecturer deliberately leaving gaps in
students’ knowledge. This highlights the delicacy of interactions between classroom
participants across different levels, which the current theoretical understanding of KS
is only poorly equipped to handle. Thus, the lecturer’s role in KS is an area for future
empirical and theoretical research.
5.1.6 Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 6 examined the role of the industry representative (or the case
protagonist) on the students’ KS intention. Two sub-hypotheses were presented with
contradictory results. H6a proposed a positive effect of the industry representative’s
role on students’ KS behaviour, and was accepted. H6b proposed a positive effect of
the industry representative’s role on students’ KS motivation, but was rejected.
The introduction of the role of the industry representative and their effects on
students’ KS is novel and had not been widely addressed in the literature. Prior
literary studies on the industry representative’s role have considered it as a static and
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non-interactive role of stereotyped information as in a typical business case (Gill
2011). These literary findings contradict the author’s experience and observations
during teaching of the Internet for Business course, in which where the industry
representative played an integral role in the students’ learning that was highly
perceived by the students. The industry representative’s role as a customer or
business partner with syndicate groups provided the students with confidence,
encouragement and challenges. These observations are echoed in the literature by
Morris et al. (2006), who posited that when industry representatives were directly
involved in the discussion case, the individuals’ formal knowledge, practical knowhow and other types of knowledge were highly enhanced. They added that this
involvement facilitated the transfer of knowledge between the industry representative
and group members. Thus, there was at least preliminary evidence that the approach
adopted by the Internet for Business class, in which the syndicate groups interacted
with industry representatives to solve real business cases, would drive KT. This
opposed most of the literature’s static view on the role of the industry representative
in case-based business research.
The role of the industry representative in KS in case-based learning strategies was
also addressed by Finney & Pyke (2008), who concluded that when the industry
representative was viewed by the students as relevant to the case, they were
encouraged to increase their participation and KS. Gill (2011) also argued favourably
that the selection of an appropriate case protagonist would place them at the centre of
the data collection process. Unfortunately, the literature lacks research on this role.
Therefore, it was difficult to report on its full effects on students’ KS motivations
and intentions, how the industry representative should interact with students and how
the interactions would influence the KS process or learning environment.
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The realisation in this study that the industry representative had an integral role in
KS behaviour, but not KS motivation, suggests that the industry representative
created a positive environment for cooperative learning. Within the cooperative
learning paradigm, students are encouraged to interact, share knowledge and develop
an interdependence to understand the material and create new knowledge (Schul
2011). The cooperative learning process also extends past the course material to
include social skills and relationships (Jolliffe 2007). Thus, this thesis posits that the
interaction between the students and industry representative, coupled with their
willingness to share knowledge, encouraged the students to share knowledge within
their groups and the classroom. In addition, the industry representative’s presence
provided incentives to the students to share knowledge, breaking down some of the
barriers previously addressed, such as lack of trust or student perceptions that they
were not supposed to share knowledge in the classroom. The lack of influence of the
industry representative on the students’ KS motivations is an appropriate outcome,
since the main motivations for KS were individual attitudes and, more importantly,
team cohesion and trust. Without team cohesion and trust, which the descriptive
statistics suggested were lacking, students may not have had a strong motivation for
sharing knowledge even if they their behaviour suggested that they were willing to
share.
This study was not designed to answer all questions about the role of the industry
representative in case-based learning. It did not address how the students interacted
with the industry representative, which would be the purpose of observation-based
research or action research within the classroom. Neither was the study designed to
collect information about the industry representative and the students’ perceptions of
their role, which could be conducted in an interview-based research. This
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demonstrates one of the weaknesses of the study’s quantitative approach. However,
some limitations to the scope were needed to ensure that the research could be
successfully completed. This provides an excellent opportunity for additional
research into the role of the industry representative in case-based learning and PBL
more specifically. Ideally, given that the role of the industry representative has been
poorly addressed, further research could include both research into traditional
business cases in which information is provided with data focused on a static
protagonist, and on case-based learning in which the interaction between the students
and industry representatives is considered part of the classroom learning tools. This
would provide a framework for the role of this interaction as a tool of cooperative
and PBL. It would also help to understand how and whether the use of real industry
representatives, rather than narrative representations as a focus for data, help students
to better understand the case’s problem and find solutions.
5.1.7 Hypothesis 7
Hypothesis 7 suggested that the students’ KS behaviours would have a positive effect
on their learning outcomes and satisfaction of the course. This hypothesis was
rejected due to non-significance. This finding is obviously a theoretical problem,
since this relationship has been supported in previous research (Du & Wagner 2007;
Gomez et al. 2010; Lui et al. 2006; van Woerkom & Sanders 2010; Weinberger et al.
2007; Yuen & Majid 2007; Zhu 2012). The rejection of this relationship did not have
a drastic effect on the students’ KS and their learning outcomes as its originated in
the misspecification of the SLO variable. This problem is discussed below, as this
was a serious methodological problem that could have influenced the findings.
However, this was not only a spurious relationship caused by misspecification, but
also rooted in the realisation that KS in the classroom did not influence student
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learning outcomes and satisfaction of the course. This argument and its effect on the
use of discussion cases in problem-based and cooperative learning in the classroom
will be discussed.
Although

PBL—the

oldest

approach to

case-based learning—incorporates

cooperation and the generation of knowledge and problem-solving skills as intended
outcomes, it does not incorporate the process of KS (Hmelo-Silver 2004). In his
discussion on how PBL works, Wood (2003) did not explicitly acknowledge the KS
process, even though students were working cooperatively to solve problems. Thus,
KS is not explicitly addressed as part of the learning process. This implies that KS
may not be prioritised in case-based learning that uses PBL approaches (i.e., the case
studies used in the Internet for Business course). Therefore, although KS might be a
desirable activity rather than an actual one, the students simply disregarded it and
instead concentrated on what they perceived as ‘real’ activity during their work.
Conversely, the thesis’s results suggested that the students lacked the necessary prior
knowledge to share. Hence, the relationship between their KS and the learning
outcomes was disrupted. Kirschner et al. (2006) indicated that unguided PBL could
be inefficient because students may not have sufficient relevant background
information to share. This lack of individual knowledge implies that students
undertake additional work when finding solutions to problems. Obviously, the
students would prefer to have prior knowledge made available to them in these
situations. This could be exacerbated in a classroom setting where all students have
similar backgrounds and educational experiences. This was the case in this thesis
experiment, in which the students were predominantly the same age, educational
background and major. Since the descriptive statistics showed that e-commerce and
web design were among the weakest areas of prior knowledge, it is possible that
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there was simply insufficient individual knowledge to be shared within the syndicate
group members. Thus, this lack of knowledge left the students with little information
to share and could have affected the students’ learning outcomes.
It is also possible that the connection between KS and the students’ learning
outcomes could have been strengthened if the case syndicates used a different
approach. A general cooperative learning approach was used, with students expected
to contribute to all tasks. A jigsaw approach could have been more effective in
encouraging KS because it is based on developing student expertise and then sharing
this expertise with their group (Orlich et al. 2012). For example, a typical industry
problem for the Internet for Business group was to develop a web presence for a
small firm. In the current course, the students worked together to solve this problem
without any structure. However, using a jigsaw approach, each student could be
assigned a different role (e.g., web designer, SEO specialist or social media
marketer) and develop the knowledge and expertise needed to fulfil that role. The
students would then return to the group and provide information about their role and
how it was performed. Jigsaw learning specifically requires KS but this can
sometimes be problematic because of the KT phase (Zacharia et al. 2011). Thus, to
effectively improve the students’ experience, jigsaw learning would require the
lecturer to guide the KS process in the classroom by disseminating clear guidelines
on the process and how the knowledge would be shared, specifying the structure and
expectations of group work and setting expectations for KT to resolve some of the
problems discussed earlier. This could also remove some of the barriers to KS that
could have affected the students’ KS intention, ambiguities between KS and
‘cheating’ as well as ensuring a competitive classroom environment.
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Ultimately, KS in the classroom should affect the students’ learning outcomes and
satisfaction. However, while it is surprising that the current research did not approve
such a relationship, there are strong logical explanations that are fundamentally
attributed to the actual process involved in case-based learning. There are ample
opportunities for improvement in this area that could be used to develop new
programs for use at universities that refine the case-based learning approach to
improve outcomes.

5.2 Implications of the Findings for Knowledge Sharing Theory
The main goal of the research was to provide empirical evidence and add to the
literature on KS among students in group settings using discussion cases. One of the
thesis’s most important contributions was the observation that KS is fundamentally
different when it is addressed in a classroom setting rather than in a workplace
environment. This is attributed to cultural, environmental, personal, organisational
and institutional factors. Normally, employees do not have a choice in the sharing
process as sharing is part of the culture, embedded in their routine work and enforced
by most organisations. In addition, it is an integral part of employees’ accumulation
of knowledge to improve their competitiveness. Today’s organisations not only
encourage KS among groups or at the organisational level, but support sharing
through policies, incentives and the dissemination of a sharing culture. These
observations are intuitively evident when considering the students’ individual
experiences in the classroom to that in the workplace as well as the teams’ formation
and group work situations in the two environments. In the classroom, teams are
normally randomly assigned and all members are likely to have similar educational
backgrounds, levels of knowledge and experiences. (In this research, the
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demographic homogeneity of the sample as well as that of the university meant that
even the students’ demographic differences in experience and background
knowledge would not be reflected.) In addition, the classroom environment is not
conducive for KS because of the existence of barriers, such as ambiguous rules about
KS and how it affects team experiences and the lack of a competitive environment
that could provide incentives for students to avoid sharing knowledge. This contrasts
with the workplace experience, in which teams are formed based on employees’
knowledge, past experiences and abilities to contribute to fulfil tasks. Organisational
team members have diverse prior knowledge and experiences and KS is overtly
encouraged in most circumstances (i.e., since the workplace has its own barriers to
KS). The literature does not provide a clear understanding on KBs as they are often
defined using different measures and models (Paulin & Suneson 2012). Generally,
there are some KBs that inhibit KS in a classroom setting, such as cultural
differences in students’ KS behaviour (Turner 2006; Williams 2007) or a lack of
trust or personal relationships between members of the team (Szulanski 2000).
However, other barriers that were identified in the literature, such as barriers to
knowledge flow through an organisation (Lin et al. 2008), clearly apply in
organisational settings and do not necessarily hold in a classroom setting. The lack of
understanding about classroom KBs is consistent with the general lack of knowledge
about KS, which have been identified by other researchers as well (Wang & Noe
2010). This is a result of the literature’s scarcity of research on classroom KS,
resulting in difficulties in implementing appropriate KS mechanisms and practices.
Consequently, the improper identification of barriers inhibits KS.
The negative relationship between the lecturer’s role and students’ KS motivations
and behaviours raises another concern in this thesis: how can a culture of KS be
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effectively created in the classroom? A culture of KS is one that positions KS as a
subjective norm or a social expectation of participation within that environment
(Gold, Malholtra & Segars 2001). The lack of a KS culture has largely been ignored
by researchers studying knowledge production and transfer, who emphasised the use
of technological tools in the KS process rather than the process itself or emphasised
an organisational process rather than an individualistic and interactional process
(Blomqvist & Levy 2006). This study demonstrated, within a broader university
environment, the influence of interactions among individuals on students’ KS
behaviour, including the student, classmates, lecturer and case protagonist, even if it
did not influence their motivations or KS intentions. It is worth mentioning here that
even the seminal work of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), which established KT as a
field of research, did not explicitly acknowledge the importance of individual
interactions and relationships within an organisation, but instead conceptualised KT
as a high-level organisational activity.

In summary, this research contributed to the understanding of KS in the classroom in
two ways. First, it demonstrated that there may be barriers in the classroom that are
not present in other KS contexts, which could disrupt the KS process and reduce
students’ willingness and intention to share knowledge. Second, it demonstrated that
KS is ultimately an individual activity. Organisational perspectives do not account
for factors like cultural conditioning, in which the teacher is regarded as the source
of knowledge rather than other students, or interpersonal trust and perceptions of
reliability between students. These areas do need further research, such as action
research or another approach that collects data directly from the classroom.
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5.3 The Role of Discussion Cases in the Classroom
This research raised some questions about the role of discussion cases in the
classroom. The discussion of students’ learning outcomes (i.e., hypothesis 7)
indicated that in the Internet for Business class, it was more appropriate to use an
approach such as jigsaw learning to encourage KS (assuming KS was a goal for the
course). However, there were also further general observations regarding the use of
case-based learning in the classroom. Some of these observations resulted from the
inclusion of an industry representative during students’ work on the case, rather than
limiting the case to a narrative depiction of a case protagonist as a means for data
production.
The inclusion of an industry representative as an active participant would increase
students’ chances to acquire additional knowledge and a better understanding of the
case. The students in this study were of a homogenous demographic and educational
background and most were enrolled in the same courses. This implies common
limitations in their knowledge and understanding, one of which was the low level of
knowledge surrounding website design and development that was crucial for this
study and might have affected the results. Rather than the students sharing among
themsleves, the lecturer and industry representative became the sole sources of
knowledge, since their knowledge was broader and they were regarded as ‘elders’.
The findings demonstrated that while the lecturer’s role was negatively associated
with the students’ KS behaviour and motivations, the industry representative’s role
was positively associated with their KS behaviour. In part, this may be due to
cultural conditioning related to the role of the teacher in the classroom (Kelley 2006;
Marlina 2009; Turner 2006; Williams 2007). However, it may also be because the
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industry representative presented a real, complex problem for the students,
approximating work-based learning (Cooper et al. 2010). It is notable that much of
the research on case-based learning has been based on narrative discussion cases
(Hmelo-Silver 2004; Hung et al. 2008), whereas interactive cases such as that
utilised in the Internet for Business course have been very poorly investigated. This
may be because they are used less often, as interactive cases are more resource
intensive and more difficult to develop and organise than traditional business cases
(which may often be prepared as standard cases). This lack of attention raises the
question of whether case-based learning is more effective if the role of the industry
representative is directly integrated within the overall learning process. It is clear that
the industry representative played an integral role in encouraging students’ KS and
sharing activities. Thus, the industry representative may be a valuable source of
knowledge to resolve the problem of student-directed learning, including PBL.
However, student-directed learning does not provide a full suite of information for
students to effectively solve case problems among themselves (Kirschner, et al.
2006). By involving industry protagonists, the cases developed for the Industry for
Business course provided an additional source of knowledge and learning in addition
to the lecturer’s and students’ knowledge, which broadened the students’ exposure to
better learning. Thus, the main implication of this research for the role of case-based
learning in the classroom is that more consideration should be given to the active
inclusion of an industry representative, rather than as a static narrative device, in the
design and conduct of case research.
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5.4 Potential Methodological Issues and Barriers
The misspecification of the two variables, SSI and SLO, in the measurement model
was referred to in the previous discussion. These variables were crucial to understand
the relationships between the broader environmental context, students’ motivations,
the practice of KS and the final outcomes of the study. While the misspecification of
a more peripheral variable may have had a limited effect on the model, the fact that
these two variables were central to the model likely caused some issues.
Consequently, some of the relationships between these variables were either directly
or indirectly weakened and did not produce positive outcomes.
Both the SSI and SLO variables were borrowed from the literature but not extracted
from any specific source as was the case for other scales (e.g., EN, SM and SIC).
This was a valid choice in situations in which there is no existing instrument that
measures the construct of interest, although adaptation is preferable if there is an
existing instrument (Fowler 2013). Thus, it was not that the construction of the
instrument was problematic but its effectiveness in reflecting the desired underlying
constructs. This lack of effectiveness was demonstrated in the regression coefficients
for the measurement model, which indicated the observed variables did not have a
significant relationship to the latent variable for the SSI and SLO scales. As the chisquare and other goodness of fit tests showed, there was a weakness in the model fit,
which probably resulted from the use of these variables. Despite what the literature
suggested about how these constructs could be developed, there remained a
significant weakness in their structure.
There were aspects of the study that could have been changed to improve the fit of
these measures. One possibility would have been pre-testing and pilot testing of the
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questionnaire for multiple rounds to effectively refine the constructs (Fowler 2013).
This choice was not considered at the beginning of the study because the researcher
did not identify the potential difficulty of refining the scales in this way. Further, the
time limitation and use of a specific population that was only available at one time in
the year (i.e., graduating seniors) meant that arranging multiple rounds of pilot tests
for scale refinements would have been difficult. This could have been feasible in a
multi-year study or one in which students were polled directly after each semester in
which they were enrolled. This will be a consideration in future research projects.
The misspecification may have affected the results, potentially by obscuring the
significant relationship that was not observed in the structural model (Byrne 2016). It
is difficult to disentangle this effect from other effects that occurred in the model.
For example, a dataset that does not display multivariate normal distribution can also
affect the chi-square value and the significance and magnitude of regression
relationships (Byrne 2016). Thus, there is not an appropriate method to isolate the
effect of a misspecified variable from the effects of variables in the dataset.
Ultimately, this research was a learning process as well as an effort to contribute to
the academic literature, and this may be one of the most important methodological
lessons learned during the process. This outcome will be reflected on in the design of
future research studies to avoid such issues.

5.5 Summary
This chapter provided a synthesis and discussion of the thesis’s results, along with an
extensive literature review, to gain an understanding of the study’s implications on
the academic literature and practice. The chapter identified some methodological
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issues with the misspecification of two variables (i.e., SSI and SLO) that could have
distorted the perceived relationships proposed in the model. However, it is possible
that these relationships were accurate, leading to some interesting findings. One of
the key findings was the lack of research into KS in a case-based classroom,
resulting in complexity in demonstrating how such an environment is different from
typical workplace KS environments. For example, the classroom may have KBs,
such as student expectations of the acceptance of KS or a competitive environment,
that are fundamentally different from those found in workplace teams. There were
also problems expressed in the descriptive statistics such as team trust and
cohesiveness that could have reflected an overall environment in which KS was not
encouraged. Further, the chapter proposed some additional considerations for
existing research, such as the micro, meso and macro environments that may
distinctly influence KS. Further, it is possible that changes in classroom practice such
as encouraging a jigsaw approach (accompanied by explicit information about how
to share knowledge), rather than the current unspecified collaborative approach,
could be more effective. Thus, there are changes that could be made to both theory
and practice based on the findings of this study and its incorporation into the existing
literature on case-based learning approaches. The discussion and consolidation of
knowledge in this chapter serves as the basis for the conclusion and
recommendations for research and practice, which are offered in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

Traditionally, a thesis follows a well-developed process. This process includes an
extensive literature review that lays the thesis’s foundations and establishes a solid
theoretical background. The researcher ensures that the results either fully confirm
existing findings or introduce new observations. The thesis adds to the literature
through assurances that the research is sound, logical and will not be rejected and
includes an experiment, mostly acceptable hypotheses and relationships. In this
thesis, I followed this process and encountered some difficulties—every research has
them—during the development of the framework model, choice of variables,
establishment of the directionalities of the relationships, eliminating constructs,
model redevelopment, hypothesis testing and interpretation of the results and
findings. It might appear that this research had many issues, but my task was to find
solutions to these issues. The fact that the results were unanticipated and divergent
from the current literature was challenging. I was motivated to discover the reasons
for these differences and provide convincing logical arguments. I became
increasingly motivated when investigation of the literature to support to the
research’s unanticipated results fell short because of the thesis’s particularities and
specific environment. I was faced with literary results addressing the same or similar
verifications to relationships but in foundationally different environments that were
either business or educational based (but with different pedagogical methods and
teaching tools), in which the relationships were founded on factors that were
radically different from the thesis. In addition, classroom research that was based on
case development and not on discussion case development as was the case for this
thesis, followed pedagogical methods that were different from this research.
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Consequently, I could either state that the results did not conform to the current
literature—which was not a reflection of the unanticipated results—or present a solid
argument for the unanticipated results. In addition to the use of discussion cases,
which distinguished my research from existing research, the pedagogical
methodology and the environmental, cultural and individual factors were also
different from those identified in existing research. This research is among the few to
consider the industry representative’s role as an active rather than passive role in the
initial development of the discussion case and, later, in classroom discussions with
the students to find solutions to the case.
Accordingly, in the quest to develop literary foundations, the author’s expectations
that the thesis’s results would reinforce the current literature appeared unlikely given
the particularities of the research. In fact, this and other current research addressed
topics that were fundamentally complex: KS, knowledge capture and student
learning. Currently, KS is considered among the most important areas of research for
organisations and educational institutions alike. However, many complex issues are
associated with KS’s definition, effectiveness, difficulties, motivations and
incentives. The quest by organisations to capture what students know and to
convince them to release what they know and retain their knowledge and experiences
are forcing organisations to change their culture to a knowledge-intensive culture.
Unfortunately, the process to achieve this quest is not clear and many organisations
are struggling to identify the steps in this process. In addition, this process is
characterised by complex issues and fundamental challenges, such as individuals’
resistance to change and unwillingness to yield what they think is their competitive
advantage. ‘Knowledge is power’ and whoever possesses it will have
competitiveness. An organisation will protect this power, as will educational
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institutions and students. Knowledge is yet to be properly defined and research into
how knowledge can be shared must first define the knowledge that is being
addressed. One of the most difficult tasks in KS is to convince the ‘holder’ to share,
yield their ‘wealth’ of knowledge and, consequently, deprive them of the ‘power’
they ‘think’ is their strength. This is a tedious task. In organisations and educational
institutions, this occurs through cultural change, in which the benefits of sharing are
clearly stated and disseminated across the organisation. In the classroom, sharing
requires incentives that are fundamentally different from those in a workplace
setting. These incentives cannot be monitored and must be cautiously identified by
the instructor to encourage students to share. This is one of the main reasons for the
discrepancy in the results in the literature and this thesis. When coupled with the
diverse factors specific to each KS study, these discrepancies begin to make sense.
For example, in an organisation, individuals’ age and prior knowledge are irrelevant
as factors because employees, regardless of their age, are expected to possess
knowledge or have been empowered with knowledge through years of experience
and organisational empowerment programs (i.e., KT). In contrast, in a classroom
setting, age is an integral factor because the students, having recently graduated, are
still learners with no expertise and insufficient prior knowledge. The students are
learning to nurture knowledge, not to gain experience, and to equip themselves for a
future in which this knowledge forms the basis to build work experiences. This raises
another critical issue that differentiates organisational learning from classroom
learning. In organisations, learning is integral to an individual’s job continuity,
survival and competitive advantage. Organisational learning happens through faceto-face meetings, group work, discussions and communities of practice. It is in the
individual’s interest to be involved in these collaborative environments, engage in
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the sharing process and, hence, acquire new knowledge. In classroom learning,
learning is traditionally a unidirectional process from the lecturer to the students,
unless the lecturer introduces a collaborative pedagogical approach to the classroom
that forces—but perhaps not encourages—students to collaborate and share. This is
rooted in how students regard learning. Students’ learning, in contrast to employees’
learning, depends on their motivations to learn and share. As discussed previously,
the incentive for students to learn is associated with factors such as grades and
success. These differences distinguish KS research conducted in an organisational
setting compared to that in a classroom setting. Therefore, it is imprecise to compare
the research results from the two settings.
In this conclusion, the author will not try to defend the unanticipated results and
hypotheses. On the contrary, based on these results and on similar previously
reported results in industry and educational settings, the author will analyse these
results and provide a thorough analysis based on the factors that distinguished the
thesis’s findings from others. In addition, the lecturer’s own experience in teaching
and using discussion cases will also factor strongly in the analysis and provide a
basis for the future development of classroom discussion cases. As discussed in
previous chapters, to be able to share knowledge, students must be supported, made
aware of the importance of sharing, given incentives to share and guided towards the
sharing of what they know. One of the main contributions of this thesis is that it
addressed a special classroom environment that had been very rarely addressed in
previous literary studies.
The uniqueness of this thesis stems from the results that contradicted previous
research in business as well as other educational settings. First, it used discussion
cases as a learning tool, which, to the author’s knowledge, had not been previously
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addressed. Second, the experiment was conducted on graduating students whose KS
was tested both in and outside the classroom. Third, the discussion cases were
developed with the help of industry representatives who contributed to the students’
progress, as they were directly involved in the classroom as part of the students’
learning. Fourth, KM and KS were previously addressed by researchers in a business
environment and not in a classroom environment. Given all the above unique
features of this research, the outcomes, even though they contradicted some of the
current findings, provided insight into students’ KS motivations and intentions and
their effects on learning. In deciphering the results, the environment, circumstances
and uniqueness of the research should be considered.
The rejection of hypothesis 1 indicated that the influence of students’ individual
characteristics on their KS was not significant. This was partly attributed to the
poorly specified fit of the SIC constructs. Contrary to the results of this study, the
literature strongly supports such relationships but the establishment of these
relationships in the literature was conducted in a workplace or traditional learning
setting that did not use discussion cases. The thesis’s findings regarding students’
individual characteristics and their KS motivations and intentions are dependent on
factors that were only addressed in this thesis such as the students’ age and prior
knowledge. In addition, the students’ high appreciation of the instructor’s supportive
role over that of the university explains the results regarding the students’
motivations and intentions. This differs from a business environment, in which
organisational support is embedded in policy and research and development budgets
are allocated to discover ways to increase employees’ motivations to share what they
know. So far, educational institutions have not been able to encourage students’
motivations to share. Also to be considered here was the time limitation apparent in
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the classroom compared to a business environment, which affected students’
motivations and intentions to share. In short, the lecturer is the sole motivator in the
classroom and is key in encouraging students to share. In organisations, KS requires
a cultural change that organisations use to gain competitiveness. This thesis posits
that in the classroom, there are other fundamentally different issues related to
individuals’ motivations and intentions when individuals’ characteristics are
considered. The challenges identified in a classroom or business context are
practically different and might produce different results and expectations. Generally,
an individual’s committment to acheive a goal is different from other individuals.
The decision of an individual to commit to a task is highly related to the
environment, benefits, exerted efforts and their urge to learn. Thus, the students’
individual characteristics were not associated with their KS motivations or intentions
due to the absence of interacting variables, which could have resulted in positive
conditions for KS. In addition, if the wrong types of prior knowledge were evaluated,
this could have prevented the effective understanding of the role of students’
individual characteristics in KS. There are many psychological and attitudinal traits
and experiences that were not included in this thesis. This may have positively
influenced the students’ motivations and intentions to share. Thus, while addressing
only the students’ general personality characteristics and belief sets such as selfefficacy or general prior knowledge, these factors may have influenced KS, but the
thesis’s results proved that they may not. This is an area that requires further research
to develop a theoretical framework that identifies specific characteristics of the
learner and how these characteristics influence KS.
In addition, the thesis’s results regarding hypothesis 2 demonstrated that
environmental factors had positive effects on KS motivations but not strong effects
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on KS intentions. The literature supports a relationship between environmental
factors and KS intentions but not between environmental factors and KS motivations.
These conflicting results may be because prior research was based on environments
that were fundamentally different from the current research. Some of these studies
focused on blended education classrooms and others considered the students’
demographics and diversity in their analysis. Others examined cultural differences
between Russia and China and between Germany and Hong Kong as their
environmental factors. Further, others heavily focused on the students’ demographics
and structural diversity. However, in the current study, the demographics
characteristic did not play an integral role in or influence students’ KS intentions.
The team structure was not addressed because most of the students were Vietnamese
and of a similar age and educational background, despite the data collection being
carried out in an international university context. Accordingly, the differences in
team diversity and structural characteristics played no role in the students’ intention
to share. Therefore, their effects were not addressed in the research.
The current study’s classroom environment influenced the students’ motivations to
share. This thesis posits that the separation between the classroom, university and
team environment also attributed to the thesis’s results related to the environmental
factors. Prior studies combined these factors and addressed them as a single factor.
Similarly, the fact that the current research’s students were all from the same culture
may also have attributed to these incompatible results. As demonstrated in the
study’s results, a more complex layered model of the environment that addresses the
team structure, classroom and university as separate factors is integral for improved
results on their influences on students’ KS motivations and intentions.
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In hypothesis 3, the results also demonstrated that students’ KS motivations had no
positive effects on KS intentions. This was mainly attributed to misspecification of
the SSI variable. Although the current research had identified similar factors adopted
by other research such as altruism, enjoyment of sharing, trust, social norms and
attitude, the results were mostly incompatible with the literature. This thesis posits
that to better model the breadth of students’ motivations to share knowledge, future
research should consider extrinsic motivational factors, such as economic rewards,
reputation feedback and reciprocity. The author would argue that the classroom
context has its own limitations regarding these factors, particularly the economic
rewards, which are ineffective in classroom settings. Further, some authors even
doubt their effectiveness in motivating enterprises employees’ to share.
It is apparent that the classroom is a very special environment. Consequently, the
majority of the motivating factors identified in the research such as trust, reciprocity,
and altruism did not have positive effects on students’ motivations. In addition, when
the descriptive statistics of the environmental factors were tested, it showed that the
students were resistant to share. As a result, trust and perceived reliability were
poorly accepted. Other factors such as altruism and reciprocity did not show positive
effects on the students’ motivations.
The research findings, as well as those of prior research, urge for a set of
motivational factors to clearly identify the factors that might positively affect
students’ motivations and, consequently, intentions. An important finding of this
thesis is that the classroom’s extrinsic rewards system, such as grades, is a
fundamental research gap when comparing organisational results to classroom results.
This is because of factors related to individual benefits, expectations, willingness and
overall support and rewards. This thesis posits that more research is required,
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especially if re-specification of the model would not resolve this non-significant
relationship.
The results from hypothesis 4 did not support a relationship between the students’
intention to share and their behaviour towards sharing. It might be expected that if
someone has an intention to act then they would act, but this was not proven in this
research. This unanticipated result was also attributed to the misspecification of the
SSI variable. To discover the implications of overall KS in the classroom—
especially as prior research cautioned about the intention–behaviour gap in KS in
such contexts as online communities of practice—this thesis argues that such a gap is
attributed to the effects of individual characteristics like self-efficacy and state
orientation. Although such factors were indirectly used in the current research, other
barriers to KS that affected the relationship between students’ KS intentions and
behaviours were addressed and comparable results found.
KBs are classified as procedural, operational or interpersonal barriers that prevent the
sharing of knowledge between individuals or groups. The effects of KBs would be
felt even when the barrier ceased to exist. If group members are reluctant to share as
a result of any of the above listed barriers, members would be cautious to share even
after the barrier no longer existed. Classroom barriers such as academic rules might
prevent and discourage KS among students, especially when these rules are unclear
to the students. Students would be reluctant to engage in KS and endanger their own
academic performance even in the presence of positive motivational factors such as
altruism, reciprocity or subjective norms. Some classrooms in which KS is not
explicitly stated or disseminated, practically inhibit competitive relationships among
students and, consequently, discourage the sharing of what they know. In such
situations, this represents barriers to the students’ KS behaviours and negatively
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affects their intention–behaviour relationship. Other barriers are not so obvious such
as trust and team cohesion and also negative affect intention–behaviour relationships,
despite students being made aware about the positive effects of sharing. Similarly,
the lack of support from subjective norms to KS inside or outside the classroom was
also an inhibitor to effective sharing.
Previous research has addressed other aspects of KS behaviours, such as the
formation of KS intentions and behaviours. However, their results do not correspond
with the thesis’s findings. This is because the thesis, as a basis for the assumption
that KS motivations would have a positive effect on KS, addressed the relationship
between intentions and actions and the bulk of available cognitive theories on
attitudes, intentions and actions and their relationships. However, the results
demonstrated no effects between intentions and motivations. Therefore, it is
necessary to identify structural barriers in a classroom setting such as the pressure to
attain a good grade and the limitations on students’ abilities to share knowledge.
The role of the lecturer on students’ KS behaviours and motivations was not
supported. This was not because of the insignificance of the thesis’s observed
relationships but due to the nature of the relationships. The literature provided little
evidence on the leturer’s role in KS, which hindered verification of the thesis’s
results regarding this role. Consequently, the thesis attributes these results to the
students’ culture that was based on the reverence of elders who are sources of
wisdom and knowledge and a natural reference for the young.
Consequently, the presence of a well-regarded lecturer or ‘elder’ in the classroom
hindered the student’s tendency to share knowledge. Students relied on the lecturer
as the main source for knowledge. This thesis’s findings advocates that regardless of
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a lecturer’s positive characteristics, students are not motivated enough to share what
they know with their group members. Further, a strongly positive opinion of a
lecturer may not result in motivating or changing students’ behaviours towards
sharing. Consequently, a change in classroom culture, advocating for the adoption of
a cooperative environment and a change in traditional delivery is necessary for the
lecturer to better influence students’ KS motivations, behaviours and intentions.
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